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ABSTRACT 
The amplitude modulation of electromagnetic waves 
by a periodically varying plasma, is a fascinating 
aSDect of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with 
the plasma* Three possible ways of producing periodically 
varying plasma are as follows: (i) by modulating the 
electric poWfr exciting the plasma> (ii) by applying 
an amplitude modulated magnetic field.to the plasma» and 
(iii) due to the presence of some longitudinal waves in 
the plasma.' In the present work^ a detailed thepretical 
and experimental investigations of the amplitude modula-
^ - tion of electromagnetic waves in a plasma possessing 
•^ ;>-^  -^  periodically varying parameters, have been performed 
'\ Y ^ yyK with particular emphasis on the study of the plasma 
\<^' subjected to an amplitude modulated magnetic field. In 
order to investigate the effect of magnetic field on 
the plasma, W breakdown characteristics of air in the 
, presence of magnetic field were experimentally studied, 
the results of this study have also been presented in 
this thesis. The results of theoretical analysis 
and experimental measurements lead to new and potentially 
useful conclusions regarding the behaviour of plasma, 
under the above mentioned conditions, 
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A detailed theoretical investigation of'the 
•oropagation of the electromagnetic waves through a plasnn 
t)ossessing periodically varying parameters has been made. 
The variation of the modulation impressed upon both the 
transmitted as ^^ e^ll as reflected electromagnetic waves has 
been studied with electron density & collision frequency 
variation coefficients, plasma frequency, collision frequcncy„ 
and electron cyclotron frequency. The modulation impres'^ eri 
upon transmitted electromagnetic waves varies almost 
linearly with plasma frequency (**^v/^") '^'^^'^ propagation 
length. 
An application of this theory has been made, by 
calculating the variation caused, in electron density and 
collision frequency, due to the amplitude modulated HP 
power absorbed by the plasma using energy balance equation. 
The variation of electron density and collision frequency 
variation coefficients with modulation depth M of RF pov^^ 
absorbed by the plasma, has been studied in practical 
cases of interest. The electron density variation cocffi«-
cient has been founa to increase almost linearly with 
modulation depth M of HF electric field. The moduJition 
impressed upon both the transmitted and the reflected 
electromagnetic waves has been studied with modulation 
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depth M, plasma frequency and collision freqeuncy. These 
results have ^ been found to he in qualitative agreement 
i^rf-th the available exnerimental results. 
This theory has been further applied to two parti-
cular cases (i) RF plasma subjected to a low«intensity 
modulated longitudinal magnetic field, and (ii) RF plasma 
sub;}ected to a low-intensity amplitude modulated -oer-
•oendicular magnetic field. In the first case the periodic 
variation in electron density is caused due to longitudinal 
time-dependent magnetic field inhibiting the diffusion loss 
of electrons to walls, which in turn leads to a periodic 
variation in collision frequency. The variation of the 
modulation impressed unon both the transmitted and the 
reflected electromagnetic waves has been studied with 
arj-olied electric field intensity as compared to plasma 
field intensity, collision frequency, electron density 
and modulating frequency. In the second case, the 
application of time-dependent transverse magnetic field 
gives rise to neriodic variation in the HP power absorbed 
by the nlasma, which in turn leads to periodic variation 
in plasma parameters such as electron density and collision 
frequency. The variation of the modulation impressed 
u^on both the transmitted and the reflected electromagnetic 
waves has been studied with electron density, collision 
a 
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frequency and electron-cyclotron frequency. In both 
t^ e cases the magnetic field intensity has been assumed to 
be low, so that electron-cyclotron frequency is very small 
in comparison with propagating electromagnetic wave 
frequency. These effects will be more pronounced in the 
low-pressure highly ionized -olasmas only. 
Two ex")eriments were 'oerformed, on HF breakdown 
characteristics of air, in the presence of a magnetic 
field, to explore the effect of the magnetic field on the 
r^or)erties of the plc^  ma. In the first oxoeriment, HP ( 
MHZ) breakdown characteristics of air were studied, in the 
presence of a low-intensity parallel magnetic field 
(0 - 15*0 Gauss), over the -oressure range of ^ - 11^ m Torr, 
The breakdown potential was found to decrease with increa-
sing magnetic field intensity. This decrease was most 
marked at lowest nrocessures. It was further observed, that 
although the variation of the breakdown potential with 
pressure, exhibited a broad minimum, in the presence of 
lower intensity magnetic fields, this variation became 
almost linear beyond 8o Gauss. This behaviour is due to 
parallel magnetic field inhibiting diffusion loss, of 
electrons and thus, an appreciable reduction in diffusion 
loss of electrons, under above mentioned conditions was 
ex"nerimentally observed, 
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In the second ex-oeriment the breakdown characters tics 
and the variation of ion-saturation current to a double -
^robe in a low - pressure ( O A to 25 m Torr) radio fre-
quency (15MHZ) plasma, subjected to a perpendicular high 
intensity (100-1^00 Gauss), was studied. This exhibitor! 
an anomalous behaviour, which was attributed to the 
pinching of plasma due to the ar)r)lied pernendicular 
magnetic field, and self-excitation of ion-acoustic stand-
ing waves. These low - frequency ion-acoustic standing 
waves were experim'^ vitally observed. Such an anomalous 
behaviour was absent when applied high - intensity magnetic 
field was made parallel to the RF electric field exciting 
the plasma. This experiment clearly demonstrated that in 
any exneriment on modulation of microwaves pro^ '^ gated 
through a plasma subjected to high-intensity amplitude 
modulated magnetic field, the anplied magnetic field 
should be parallel to the HF electric field exciting the 
plasma, so that these unwanted standings waves, which 
will lead to noise could be avoided. 
Finally, one more exneriment was conducted on the 
modulation of microwaves propagated through a D.C. ;las^ -n 
subjected to an amnlitude modulated narallel magnetic 
field. The KF picked up by the microwave system made 
such studies impossible in a RF plasma. A V-groove 
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cathode DC discharge was excited in.a pyrex glass cylin-
r.rical discharge ttiUe (10 cm...X 50 era,). The discharge 
tube was -olaced transversely between two horn antennas, 
which were used to -Dropagate X - band microwaves through 
the plasma region. In amplitude modulated magnetic field 
along the axis of the discharge tube was provided by a 
small coil placed near the anode. The maximum observed 
nercentage of modulation im.Dressed unon propagating micro-
waveswas 6^ . Although, no quantitative observations of 
the variation of thi'^  modulation percentage with various 
plasma parameters could be made. But, it was observed 
that the Im-oressed microwave modulation percentage did not 
vary with modulating frequency, atleast upto 10 KHZ. For 
the fixed intensity of the alternating component of the 
magnetic field, the impressed microwave modulation percentage 
was found to initially increase with increasing intensity 
of the steady component of the magnetic field, but it 
was found to steady off at the higher magnetic field end. 
The modulation percentage exhibited an increase with 
increasing value of the DC discharge current. These results 
are very well explained on the basis of the periodic 
variations-^ ^^ oaused in electron density because of the 
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perioriic variation in the .'diffusion loss of electrons 
in the presence of applied amnlitude niodulated parallel 
maf^ netic field. These observations were further 
confirmed by the periodic variations observed in the 
discharge current, the light intensity emitted and the 
4ouble probe ion - saturation current of such a plasma. 
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CHAPTER ~ I 
I M T R O D U C T I O « 
Plasinn physics has recently seen a spectacular 
growth because o£ i t s relevance to the nuclear and space 
age. A popular idea i s that more than 99*9% o£ coatter 
in our universe exi8t«in plasm state* 1!he earth with 
i t s atmosphere i s a bubble of nearly unionized gas* but 
the fact i s that the bubble ex i s t s in a sea of p lasm. 
the electronngnetic wave propagation in plasmas* i s 
of considerable interest , in regard to re-entry coimunieations# 
plasm diagnostics* radio^astronony, and iorKtsphoric 
physics. Efforts are being trade* in order to eityploy the 
plasm state in applications* as widely oiffering as* 
microwave and optical frequency devices* power generation 
by tlteriBonuclear fusion* inagneto~hydro~dynainic and thermionic 
energy conversion* and the propulsion of spacecraft. 
Since a plasrai contains chacged particles* i t 
w i l l be influenced by e l ec tr i c and magnetic f i e lds . Vtw 
extensive use of electromagnetic waves* for purposes of 
commonications* makes i t inevitable for the communication 
to be affected by both natural as well as induced plasmas? 
Th» •arliCBt and most iRi>orl3i»nt mode of 
comnunlcatlon* i s th« ••sky irfave", involving ref lect ions 
from the i<»i08phere. But, due to the variable nature of 
the ionosphere, and the different types of wave^plasmei 
Interactions (e ,g . Luxeiriburg Effect) inaiv^  coiqplex problems 
evolve* ihe earth* e natural plasna (ionosphere, 
magnetosphere, e tc . ) v i l l be a part of the media through 
%riii<±t t^e information carried in s a t e l l i t e to ground 
(e«g» communication s a t e l l i t e ) , s a t e l l i t e - s a t e l l i t e , 
sa t e l l i t e -a i rcra f t , e tc . systems must pass. Hhis applies 
to deep space coimrunlcation systems, submarine to s a t e l l i t e 
communication systems, e t c . . Ibssible interaction of the 
carrier %rave, with the plasnv environment, w i l l be a 
consideration for a l l such communication system designs. 
Hie shock: induced layer of ionized gas, iidilch envelops 
a space vehicle, moving at hypersonic ve loc i t i e s within a 
planetary atmosphere, can have a profound influence on 
communications to and from the v ^ i c l e , resulting in a 
very high att<muation of radio-signal or comrunication 
"black out** during re-entry. Ihe command, control and 
telemetry to a rocket on take off, where the propagation 
path i s through the esdiaust plasma of the rocket, are a l so 
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included In this category. Th* radar tracking o£ 
ndssi ies and apace vehicles* by the radar return from 
the rocket esdhaust or vehicle induced plasna t r a i l s 
are the typical exangples of the defence and space 
applications of these phenomena. 
The interaction of the electromagnetic f ie lds of 
a eommmication astern, with the environment through which 
the e.m. wave passes* can give r i se to plasma effects*. 
Tliiese include ••breakdown", which has a different behaviour* 
depending upon where the transmitter i s located (ground 
based* a i r borne* in the ionosphere* or in the interplanetary 
space). Another* less catastrophic e f fec t i s the plasma 
enhancement due to strong e.m. fields* and numerous possible 
non-linear interactions. 
Active radio techniques (via radio sounding etc . ) 
have been used for many years to probe the ionosphere. 
•these have been supplemented in recent years by s a t e l l i t e 
and rocket borne radio techniques. In addition radio-
plasmBi interactions are involved in passive reception of 
s ignals from outer space by very sensi t ive radio receivers, 
These radio emissions may arise from plasma processes* and 
in audition* nay pass through and interact with the natural 
h 
plasntt environment* Radio tec^iniquas £or study «n4 
diagnosis o£ plastn in the laboratory ara well kiu>wn. 
Plaaini phenoniena are to be found in the so l id 
state and in seroi-metalB. such phenomena haira been used 
to conceive devices for application to coramanications. 
These include act ive devices (generators of energy-e.g» 
Sunn osci l lators* Read diodes) and passive c ircu i t 
cosqponeats (e«g« i so lators , delay lines* circulators) . 
"Xhe gaseous laser i s an exac^le of the generator of 
coherent electroiAsgnetic energy, "tdiose act ive roediura i s 
a plasna* 
A nuniaer of ccmventional gaseous plasna devices 
have been used in coinnunications equipnients for years 
(e ,g . voltage regulator tubes* transnit > receive tubes* 
noise standards* e t c . ) . 
Appearance of nonlinearltiCis^ in the presence 
of strong electromagnetic fields* i s one of the most 
infortant characterist ics of plastns. A nutcber of studies 
have been itede of the possible application of plasms as 
a nonlinear, reactive c ircui t element. Two of these are 
harracmic generation and parametric amplification, Zt i s 
possible to generate strong harmonics, i f the plasma 
electron density and or the RF e l ec tr i c f i e ld a te non-uniform?** 
lVpically# with several <w8tts applied at s-band, 
conversion e f f ic ienc ies of 25 percent to the second 
harnu»aic« and 1 percent a t about the seventh have been 
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Observed,' iCino & Lulovici experimentally tr ied to 
obtain travell ing vave parametric an^llflcation* A se t 
of three surface viaves was used^ with a punp frequency 
750 MU2 and power SOW* Growth of the order of a few db 
was observed for a 300 imz s ignal. 
I t i s known tliat the propagation of e lectro-
nagnetlc waves in the materiel media* I s different from 
the propagation In the free space because there i s energy 
exdiange between the media and the waves. A pXasma, being 
a material medium w i l l a l t e r the propagation of electro* 
magnetic waves and# this fact can be used to determine 
those plasma parameters* which influence electromagnetic 
vave propagation, the probing electromagnetic wave* in 
such a study* must be of suff ic ient ly small aiqplltude* fiK> 
that* i t does not appreciably disturb the plasma. 
If the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave 
propagating in plasma* does not satlsJ^ this condition* a 
change in the energy s tate of the electron gas of the plasma 
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resul ts* i4}ich in turn a££ect8 the propagation o£ any 
Bucceeolng t«ave packet. I h i s roeana tha t each wave 
packet propagates in a s l i gh t l y d i f fe ren t plasnM than 
the precededng one* 'JRiie phenomenon i s genera l ly 
referred to a s "self-modulation'* or as " se l f -d i s to r t i on" , 
\Aille the change of t^e energy s t a t e of the e lec t ron gas 
thus a f f ec t s %i'ave propagation in t^ie plasma* i t a l so 
a f fec t s those processes occur!ng in plasroa* which aro 
dependent upon the energy s t a t e of the e lectron gas, sucJi 
a s recoinbination, diffusion, producti,on r a t e , e t c . 
In Hie above discussion, we have considered, the 
ef fec t of only one electroRiagnetlc wave on a plasma and 
the resu l t ing react ion of the plasna on the electromagnetic 
wave* In two cases 1) neg l ig ib le perturbatJ.«ms, cor res -
ponding t o small-wave amplitudes used for plasma diagnost ics , 
and 2) s ign i f i can t ciisturbancas, corresponding to la rge 
wave amplitudes, 'fhese twc e f fec t s can be conbined by 
applying two e lec t ronagnet ls waves to the plasma. CSie wave 
may be of suf f ic ien t ly small amplitude so a s to be capable 
of probing the plesna and may be ca l led the sensing wave; 
the o ther may be of su f f i c i en t amplitude, and of d i f fe ren t 
freqiiency* so a s to d i s tu rb the plasma, and may be ca l l ed 
dis turbing wave, ihe e f fec t wliich the dis turbing wave 
7 
Causes on the plasma, as aetected Isf^ the sdnslng ym-ve, 
i s generally referred to as non-linear wave Interaction, 
and \Aiea. modulation I s Involved, as **cr06«->i!X>dulationf 
Ihe modifications o£ plasma properties by means 
other than a disturbing wave (for Instance, electron-
stream-driven lojgltudloal osc i l la t ions) can modulate a 
13 14 
sensing %«ave (ftos^ an and Baranger & Moser ) • A plasmtt, 
possessing periodically varying parameters, o&n anplltude-
modulate an electromagnetic vave propagatlf^ through I t . 
•niere are three possible vR^ ys of producing periodically 
varying plasma mediums (1) By aiqplltude modulatli^ the 
e l ec tr i c power exciting the plasma. (2) me to the 
presence of a longitudinal wave in the plasma. (3) By 
applying an external periodically varying magnetic f i e ld . 
Zf the plasma parameters, such as e lectron-densi^ and 
co l l i s i on frequency, possess the steady con^nent as well as 
the alternating con^ponent varying periodically at a 
frequency-H. , the cosplex conductivity tensor of plasma 
shall vary a t the same frequency, and hence propagation 
parameters for an e.m. wave of frequency 'i>*^  wi l l a lso vary 
a t the modulation frequency_fl. . This periodic variation 
of the propagation parameters, w i l l give r i se to side bands 
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in both the tzansial tted ^s well as re€l«cteoi electro* 
magnetic %favea £rom ttie plasnva. 
The studjr of the propagation of electromagnetic 
\«aves in a plasmia leading to modulation e f fec t s can thus 
be divided into three partst 
(1) Non<»linear interaction between e.nuwaves in plasma. 
(2) Self-modulation of stinong e«m.waves propagating 
through plasmas. 
(3) ^!odulation of e.m*viavea in a plasma possessing 
periodically varying parameters due to some 
external perturbation. 
m PLASMASt 
The phenomenon of \«ave interaction in plasma* was 
f i r s t observed in 1933, between low-fr^uency radio-waves, 
which were propagated in a comr.on regicm of the lonospher*. 
Since, i t was possible to trace the e f f ec t to a region o£ 
the ionosphere, v^ich waa being strongly irradiated by the 
powerful waves (150-2!)0KW), transmitted by the tadio 
stat ion of Luxeitiaucig, the phenomenon became known as the 
"Luxenbutg Effect? The theory explaining th i s e f fect , %MI8 
f i r s t proposed la 1934 by Ballisy & MartynP Later Bailey^^ 
extended th i s theory, talcing into account the influence of 
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earth*9 negnetic field* on the propagation of the 
Ionospheric raoio v^ves involved, i h i s theory predicted* 
in particular* that when the frcsquency of one of the 
interacting vraves i s in the v ic in i ty of* or at the 
gyrofrequency of electrons in t^e ionosi^eric region of 
intereat* the wave interaction wi l l be enhanced. The 
predictions of these theories have since been borne out 
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by direct experimental observations. 
Ihe "ionospheric-cross modulation** or **Luxeiift>urg 
Bffect** is a well understood phenomenon. This is the 
process* whereby* an anplitude-modulated high power wave 
(the "disturbing wave") causes a corresponding nvadulation 
of the co l l i s i on frequency* and hence of the attenuation 
coeff ic ient of the plasnn medium. Ihus* th i s nK>dulation 
i s transferred to a second* low-power wave (the "eensii^ or 
wanted wave" in this case) as i t passes through the 
disturbed region. I t i s necessary* not only that the 
electron^roolecule co l l i s ion frequency be velocity dependent 
(as i t i s for most real gases) but a lso that the nodulation 
so 
be slow enough/tliat the electron ten\perature can follow i t . 
Ihe appearance of these ncm-linearities* a t 
relat ively small & readily attainable e l e c t r i c fields* i s 
due to two factorsf first* the mean free path of the 
0 
electrons in the plaena I s quite considerable* an^ 
therefore* the electrons tmy acquire £rom the field 
a large energy* secondly* the energy transfer from the 
electrcms to the atoms* taolecules* and ions i s made 
aif f icul t by the small ra t io of the electron mass to 
the n&es of these heavy par t ic les . As a result the 
plasna electrons in an e lec t r ic field become heated* and 
the coivplex d ie lec t r ic permittivity of the plasma begins 
to depend on the field Intensity, 
The effect of the field intensity B of tije 
propagating e.m,wave on the properties of a plasma can be 
neglected in the f i r s t approximation if» 
^ ^ <. ^^ = 7 3 l:^Te ^fi,C^H27o-; 
- A - ^ ^ V o 1/G^r^ C^'^+:P/'J VeU./(2^. 
here £_ i s called the character is t ic "plasma field"* P 
e*m*k* are the electron charge* mass and Boltzmann's 
constant respectively* T i s the absolute ten^erature of the 
plasma in the absence of the field* 6 i s the average 
relat ive fraction of energy trensferred upon col l is ion of 
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an electron v;lth a heavy part ic le ( in e l a s t i c co l l i s lone 
G a - ^ « where M Is the nass of the heavy imrtlcle)* co 
i s the radian frequency of the field* and 'i)Q i s the 
effect ive nurjber of colllsicHis# between the electrons and 
the heavy part ic les in the absence of the f i e ld £• ^ e 
above criterion i s for the case of an isotropic plasna* 
An e l ec tr i c f ie ld that s a t i s f i e s condition (1* 1) i s 
called weak f ie ld . Under t^e Influence of a strong 
f ie ld (S)>,EL) and especially a very strong f ie ld (E>>E )# 
the properties of the plasraa are substantially changed. 
In 19S3« Goldstein e t a l . extended the phenomenon 
of radiowave interaction to (guided) ndcrowavea propagated 
in laboratory gaseous plasnas under readily controlled 
conditicms* A T!iore detailed stuc^ and a close check of 
the theory of t h i s phencxtwnewi was done by Goldstein & 
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Anderson. £»ugal & Goldstein and Goldstein & 19 
sekiguchi* developed a method of rather detailed 
investigations of electromagnetic wave interaction with 
gaseous plasmas* ^ i c h in turn enabled a detailed 8ta<^ of 
the interaction processes taking place among the diarged 
constituents as well as among the charged and neutral 
constitucsits of gaseous plasmas, BAO, Vardeycn & Goldstein 
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Studied the gan«x»X phenonenon of RF vave interaction 
in mgneto-piewMis. "Sttmy explained the experinentel 
result* on the basis of a generalization of Bail«^*s 
theoiy^'' of interaction of radiowaves in the ionosphere. 
iSie phenomenon of the interaction of microwaves in 
nagneto^plasnas const i tutes a useful niathod for 
investigating plasasa behaviour. They studied t^e transfer 
of eleotronagnetic energy to the eleetrcm gas of a plasma 
under cfyclotroo*resonance condition. The con8e<iaent 
fas t rate of kinet ic energy increase of electrons iias 
evidenced by the corresponding change in the ir co l l i s i on 
frequency and a lso in the nnignetic f i e ld control of plasna 
confinei&ent. 
Heiritt & Boone *^  investigated nonlinear interaction 
of large ainplitude e«m.i«8ves vitji a thermally generated 
cefisium plasma contained in a nngnetic f ie ld , the 
esoparinental results were correlated with data derived 
frosi a solution of soltsmann transport equation with a 
perturbed Maacwellian jJlstribution. Results confimed that 
the mo<telation transfer takes place through perturbation 
of the electron temperature 1^ disturbing %rave. 
The cross-modulation of tvo radio waves in a nercuxy 
vapour plasma column has been investigated I^ Lenfiskii and 
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Vicko* She iioa-lin«ar intaxacteion of «.in.ii«ve« urith 
plasmi has Also been inveetigeted ea^Niriineiitally tV 
24 2S 
Sakaaioto and rrankT 1%e contimious cross-modtolation 
of laictrcivflivee In eteai^ s ta te helltam plasnasr have been 
ioveatlgated in nadti more detai l by t^re, taking into 
account the efiCects arising from the d-c conductivity, 
electton<->nDiecole c o l l i s i o n s , and electron density 
variations as well as those due to electron teiqperature 
variations, which were considered in previous wocks. Due 
to heating effect of a modulated distucbing loicroMave, 
a l l of these plamna properties are distuzbed, and can cause 
variations in second probing wave. 
A somewhat different kind of ei^perirasnt, on 
SKHwlinear propagation of electrosnagnetic waves, has been 
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perfoziMd by Xto, shiiooi & HiraideT ^ e plasna was 
produced i n a wave guide 1:^  an incident high-powered micro-
wave and the transaission characterist ic (k wavefona of 
another propagating microwave signal was studied. Ihe 
experimental results eathibited that the plasm i s produced 
a t argon gas pressure 7^^0.06 ibrr, by incident high-
po%Mred (1.5JQf) wierowave (2450l«z), and the tranemitted 
Hiicrotfave signal was attenuated and distorted, vhmn the 
disdiexge was in i t ia ted . 
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Another typ« o£ «np«rimeQt« rolated with nao-> 
iln««r «*ia.%i«iv« prop«9«tlon thcough plftsnts* hav« b««a 
pmxioteamd by Bl«aii«r* tMicroiai k E««ibar !3a« to non-
linoar intoraction o£ two eloctromgnotlc w»ve» of 
<3iff«r«ot €r«qia«iiel««« In • plmanm, « new wave i s 
g^iorated having « froquiMiey* urtiich i» a harmonio of tha 
f irst t%ro« and i s propagated at the resonance condition 
givan by the equality of two propagation vectora* Bladhier 
6 Boudbet have given the description of an applic»ticni 
of this phwQoraanon £or radio-ooisRimioation over long 
diataaees* with the interaction talcing place in the 
F-iOQospheric layer* 
lloa»»linear erose-modulation of e.nwwavea in a 
electron temperature & 
plaana taking into account tiiaa variations of both the/ 
electron density have alao been theoretically investigated 
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by so^a 6 saiAinaty. 
The wtve propagation in plasnas* leading to self-
interactionf has been studied by msny authors* the Mirliest 
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study ae«ns to be the one nide by Msrganeati* 
^ 
0 
now i t ! • w«ll ••tablishttd that an aniplitttda 
modulattt^ strong «•». MIV« pxoijttgatlng thcoiigh «n ionlsad 
nNtolttii g«t« 4«iaodalate<l« A« iiw cooeXusiva axpariraanta, 
coocerQad v i th tha dapan<lanea ur indapMuSwicMi of tbla 
change in moduJation on tha power of tiia incdclant Wkvm, 
hava been reportad« two diffar^st machaniama have baan 
propoaad ttp»to-<Stita to axplain tha changa in nodluiation. 
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Qna of thaa«» ataggaatad by Sailiqr and analyssad in 
deta i l by so^ia and Kaw " attributed the change in 
laoduXetion to the diaperaive nature of the laedmunv ^ e 
34 
Other mtdianian* auggeated by Oinsdsurg 6 Qurevid)* and 
%d3iich waa studied in deta i l theoret io i l ly hy sodha & 
3S 
S>alttitf9or aiiongat others* attributed th ie change in 
modulation to the non>linear nature of the i<mised nadiun* 
36 
^ e esqperiaMUital resulta of cutolo ahow that both may 
ccmtribttte s ignif icantly to the observed change in 37 
modulation, mm Si JQav analysed* the change in 
modulation of an a»ra alectromignetic wave* propagating 
along the direction of the uniform atat ic magnetic f ie ld , 
in a non»linear dispersive mignetoplasott at gyrorea<Muince# 
talcing both the medhaniama into account. Authora found 
that the percentage demodulation decreases as the incident 
mediation index or electron density increaaes and co l l i s i on 
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ttmqfxmkc^ a««:r«as«a« A imvm « l so eu££er« strong 
dcmodtolation wh^n i t i s r s f l sc t sd iMick into fires 
spate* firom a imgnetoplssmi fres spacs intsrfiies* 
Ihs se l f raodulstion of an e lectzomgnst ic wave 
in a isagnetoplasixn has a l s o been theoretical ly 
investigeted lir^  fiibberd & King. The experimental 
observations on th i s phenmoencm have a lso been made hy 
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Hitra ena lit<diinscm fc Gooawln; bat are Uni ted to 
the interesting case of gyroresonance. Ucnnvrnzt the 
investigations carried out 1:^  these authors «£• 
applicable only vhen the modulation frequency SX. i s 
vudtk l e s s than <3 V » Moreover* most of these invest! -
gaticms a l so suffer £roro the use of geometrical opt ics 
approjciisetion, 
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sodha 6 SaiAiney have developed a theoxy for 
th i s phenooksnoo* «hic^ do not suffer frosa above mentioned 
limitations* s e l f and mitual interaction of both the 
ordinacy and extra«»ordinacy modes were considered* Authors 
found that the coeff ic ient of modulation of the extra-
ordinary m»de increases abruptly at the gyrofrequ^ncy and 
the %#ave gets over modulated at th i s frequency* while i t 
suffers demodulation a t frequencies away from the 
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9yro£c«<pi«n<^« "Hkm ordlxuizy mo^m aX\<&y9 gets 
d«iiia€iil«t«d# ana l^v^oea not show any rvsonant l iks 
bshavlour near the fj^xufrequency. In the eaae# ^ e c e 
the a*m wave i s received at the ground after propagating 
a certain distance in the icmoaphere, <^e extraordinacy 
>mve i«iXi be absoi^ bed within 5 to 6 Km o£ i t s propagation 
inside the ionosphere* and only the ordinacy %<ave %rilX 
readi the receiver* y/hidh from the above analysis would 
not shoM any resonance e t CO «(-^ g, Sach a behaviour 
i s in egreemant with Hibberd's theoretieai resalts and 
i s in contrast to the experimental observations of 
Hitra* Atchinson fr Qood«fin/ and cutolo. But* recent 
experiiaental results on "Sistorticm of the extra ordinary 
node of an aoplitude modulated wave in labocatory plasna* 
of Batdiyni^i et a l# ' »hoi# a qualitative agreement with 
these theoretical predictions* 
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BadiynsKi* car swell & Gibbs aatde a detailed 
<|aantitative investigation of both circularly polarised 
and linearly polarised electromignetic waves in an 
anisotropic plasma aloisg the directicm of an applied 
stat ic aatgnetie field and ccmsidered i t s use in re-entcy 
conmini cations* 
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For th« «]ctxaor<Sinary wod« for rdS <^  l, "cut off" 03 g, CO 
wftn found t o occac for n u ^ lovosr ttlcetron Ooiuiltlos 
than in tho absenco of fflsgnetlc fi«ld* TUniu xxttngm of 
parametors i s to b« avoided^ in attenapts to usa raagnetio 
fiaXSa to a id co-entxsr coimunioatioos. i^r ^-^ ;> 1* the 
diJTOction of ptiaaa i ^ i f t was reversad, ahoi^ng that tha 
d ia lactr ic coafficL^nt of tha plaam waa graatar than 
ona» and tha Xaiga phasa ahifta indieatad high valuaa 
of d ia lactr ic coafficiaxtt* nha uaa of tngnatie fialda 
raducas tha attanuation graatiy in titia ragion# but 
raqpiiraa tha uaa of atrong mgnatic f iald atrangtha. 
Practical mgnatic fialda for thia ragion miat naka uaa 
of aufKiirconductora* 
tor tha ordinary nioda, both tha phaaa changa and 
attanuation vaa found to dacraaaa with incraaaing 
mgnatic f ia ld and tha wava plaam intaraotion waa laaa 
than that for axtra-ordinary raoda. s ignif icant raductiona 
in attanuation of thia %mvm noda can ba aa^iavad using 
magnatic fialda. 
for a linaarly polarisad ineidant vava, larga 
undtilationa in tha powar racaivad by a linaarly polarisad 
antaima Aia to faradiy rotation liaa found to occur* 
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IMJL mtsBhxrsim or shucrRomamTic WAVES WITO A i^ xAsia^  
An el«etr(Mnign«tic wav» propagating through a 
plaana* poaaaaaiiig parlodloally vacylng paramet«ra« nay 
g«t noaulatad in anplitadte* Tha aicainlnation of tha 
ftmpxmiGSt apactrum of a algiuil* trananlttad through wn 
aF axel tad plasan* alwiya ravaala aida banda at 
fraquaneiaa dlaplaced by tha AT axcitation fraquaacy and 
Ita harnKmica* Aa mantionad aarXiar# thara ara thraa 
posslbla %mya 6f creating pariodle variationa in plasoa 
paraaatara. 
U ) BY MOWIATIIiQ TME m4tCTaiC POWSa gXCI^im IHS PIASHA 
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iOno k Mian 1961, firat raportad, tha phaaa 
nodalation of an alactroiaagnatic wava, by fluctuatlona in 
plaaaa madium through idiich i t paaaad, l!ha flucttuitiona 
vara oauaad by an oscillator (10>S0KH2)« nhieh imm 
connactad in aariaa vith tha DC powar supply drliring tha 
diachasga. sazlcar & Xanal invaatigatad tha Modulation 
affacta on a nicrowava pcopagatad through a plasna axcitad 
by aodttlatad tut powar. Antihora daaonatrataA that tha 
propagating ndcrowava gata ai^lituda nodulatad, at tha 
aodulating fraquancy, whan i t paasad through aueh a plaaaa. 
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An a3«>r««sloii for th« moduXation iodtx wis darlvvd 
and <±i«c}c«<l #acx>«rlBMint«lly« 
SOMt iw»r« dtttallttd nwBsttreiwnt* of th« ph«noiiMna 
of th« modulation of silcrowiiraa, pcopagatad through a 
plaana axeitad by an aapXituda modulate^a RF f ie ld , have been 
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raportad by John 6 Sarkar7 Authors prasanted a sii^pla 
thaory, for the aiqplitada modulation o f microwavaa 
passing through a plasm produced by an anplitude 
modulated RF voltage* taking in to account the variations 
in eleetrcm density end electron molecule c o l l i s i o n 
frequency^ eris ing due to variations in electron 
tei^pexature caused 1:^  a-m RF exciting voltage, Iheir 
eatperiBMUtal study confirmed some of the ir theoretical 
predictions* Ihe authors f e l t that the anomalous increase 
in the modulation of the microvaves at low-modulation 
frequencies nay be due t o eaccitatlon of neutral ecouatic 
vmtves by ampli^de modulated RF f i e ld . Later eaiperimantel 
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observations of Oupte & Jiohn have conficmed to soma 
extent the presence of auc^ e phenomenon, soma devletions 
from eipple theory vere e l so (^served a t higher frequencies. 
J.Askne ' have studied the e.m. <^ave propagation 
through a bounded Ume-spece periodic cold plasma. The 
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cold plMBm, with « a«o«it3r vssying p«riodic»lXy in 
tiiM sna tpac* MIS cr«ttt«d by • high powvr pAwp ymvm, 
•Shm laodaUtion of th« iM4ittm pcodac«« « spttctcum of 
]r«fXect«a and teaasiBltt«d con|>on«ats in AitMmrmat 
airiMsUlons and with (different £r«qa«ncie0. Xnsid* th« 
BttdtutB paiTRiMtric «££«et« ocaar, voujr diffttrsnt tfpms 
o£ w%v« intftraction/ «re tha* Ql>t«iii«d« ii»thor 
«xt«nBiV)9ly 8tudL«a# th« ph«noatenon of tcavalXing w«v« 
•iqplificatiaQ* 
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*r« Boima, in n nairib«r of oommonioationa, 
haa ahown that* aodalating or palaating tha currant in 
tha poaitiva colimn of a Xoff-prassura arc diacharga, 
affaets aona important plaam paraiattara* Tha naan 
alaetron anargy« avaragad ovar ona pariod of nodulation* 
waa found to ba lovar than that in tha c^rraaponding dko 
diac^rga* for tha pariod of iMdulation batwaan tha 
aabipolar diffuaion tiita ^ and tha anargy raXaxation tisM 
7^  • with /^ >>?J« Undar tha aaatt conditiona tha 
avaraga aXaetron dansity waa found to ba highar than tha 
d-e danaity. Thaao affaeta wara aaipXainad on tha baaia of 
a hydro^naadc nodaX of tha tinia-<U|pandant MiaoraXXian 
SOwSl 
aXactron gaa and wara laainXy dua to a9Q>on«i&tiaX incraaaa 
of tha ionisatiOQ fraquaney with aXactron anargy. 
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(2) tPB TO TSm PRESIMCB OF XiQIiQITUDIHM* WAV8? 
53 Hansel^ guv* a qiiAlit«ltlv« dlscuiislon of th« 
nodulation of ol^cttontgnetic wave* by acoustic wavas 
In ft plftssaa* and «qpluislB»d the iiqportanca of thia 
•f£ect« In relation to the vypper ati80aphare« where 
mlaslLea* rockets* ejqploalan, and solar wind represent 
the potential sources of acoustic waves. Ih ls 
piienofBena has been stuoled in detai l by sodha & l^lunAso. 
^ e coeff ic ient of modulation of the e«iiwwave reflected 
from a plasm* was fdund to decrease with increasing 
electrc3ik<»density (cj^/ca^j. The nagnitude of t h i s e f fect 
in ionosphere/ due to a large rockets and in the eadhaust 
of a stoderate-sixftd cocket# was in¥estigated theoret ioi l ly* 
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by sedha 6 JGaw« ihe authors concluded that* the acoustic 
noise arising froai even an extrenely high-thrust rocket, 
did not cause any d i f f i c u l t i e s in comraanioations* but the 
electromagnetic signals* used for comnunications through 
rodcet ejhausts* nay be modulated undesirably by rather 
low leve l s of acoustic noise* to an extent that imy cause 
serious cowamioation d i f f i c u l t i e s . The authors did accstpt 
that* only e3q;»eriaients studying th i s e f fect in laboratozy 
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plaeiaas* tmy l«iid to SCMMI U8«€U1 conclasimna* a«cMmtXy# 
Vixiatol 6 Aroxm *^' h«v« maO* An analysis ot, th« phenonwiis 
of modulatloii o£ e.iD.vavtt8propft9«ting through a 
mgnatoplasna* in vhlch an acoustic vmva i s present, 
msMrical calculations of the modulation of transmitted 
and reflected waves* from the magnetoplasni and free specs 
interface* have been made to study the variation of the 
noaulation with electroiwdensity* coll is ion freq^enGy, 
magnetic field* acoustic power and distance from the 
acoustic power source* 
Vnm oscillaticms of the res<»uint electrons in the 
potential of a large amplitude* spatially propagating 
plasma wave* results in growth of side bands on the 
transmitted frequency* and periodic enhancement of the 
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energy of the trapped electrons* Sicdia* oronet* Oervais 
& Qlan^^ have used a laierowave diagnostic method, to 
stui3y the amplitude variations of electron density and 
coll ision frequency* and the phase difference between 
these tvro variables* in a weakly ionised gaseous plasma* 
through whidi an acoustic wave i s propagating. 
Mason et a l l f irst reported that* when a crystal i s 
simultaneously subjected, to a mutually perpendicular 
?A 
aXt«xnatlnig «I«ctric €i«l.d Qf £r«qa«acy cJ «nd «It«£fiatlfig 
iai9n«Ue £i«Id of fnqttcoey ^ « th« HsXl vol tag* aXtttrnat** 
with tlis fraqasncy O and tho slda band frcqueodas 
6J :tXI* ^^ <> auggasted that an alectromftgnatic «fava« 
pcopagatlng in a aantconductor or a plasioBi* along tha 
airaetlon of an altaraating nagnatlc fiald* ahoald bacoiaa 
ai{f»lituda nodulatad at tha fraquanc:^  of tha mgnatic fiald. 
3ha f irst giiantitativa analyaia of thia phanomanon iMia nada 
hy sodha* Arora* 6 Kav* A mora general thaoxy of thia 
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]^ 4m(MMmcm waa latar praaented by sodha & Aroea. Thair 
thaoxy pradlctad that tha RKKSuletion in^praasad upon an 
alactroRtagnetic wava* propagating through a plaaiaa aubjactad 
to a tlRta-depandfioit nugnetie fiald, incraaaaa with incraaaing 
alactron danaity and dacraaeing colliaion fraquancy and haa 
got a maxifium at gycorttacmaxicaa 60 m o^^and Q • <!0^  oorraaponding 
to atea^ and altamatlng parta of tha inagnatie fialda. 
Tha modulation iii^raaaad upon a roicroMava« raflaotad 
fron tha boundary of a plasna aubjactad to a tima-dapandant 
Nagnatic field* alao asdiibitad a naxinuni at tha gyrofraqcuwn^ 
c^rraaponding to tha ataai^ nagnatic field. Iha Modulation 
percentage of the reflected vava* %«a found to increaaa* 
with increaaing nagnitude of alternating nagnatic field and 
with decreaaing colliaion frequency, The ai^plitude modulation 
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Of «,iii. wiv«« by pcriodioilly imxyin? iaigii«tio fields 
ymm gaggmBtmA by th« authors* «• c possiblo nMc^nlsn 
£or eocnmnleating through rock«ft oidMiuttaf and raantiy 
plasm sheaths dhirlng tha conutuiileation black out. If 
the signal to be conniuiicAtad from tha vehicle to tha 
gKOund atation, can ba applied in ^ e form of an anplitude 
modulatad aagnetic field to the plasoa sheaths* then an 
olectronagnetic wiim frost the ground vill« on reflection 
fron the sheath* gets modulated in amplitude at the 
frequency of the nodulated magnetic ficdd* thus carrying 
the information to the ground station. 
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Iheoretical analysis of sodha & Arora predicts* 
an appreciable modulation of electzomagnetio "waves* cmly 
ii^en gyrofrec^ency cx>xreaponding to s t e a ^ or periodically 
time-varying conpooent of magnetic field* la of the order 
of propagating e.m»i«ave frequency* This effect will* 
therefore* be appreciable only at imgnetic field 
strengths of the order of I-4K0 even for X-band microwaves. 
Creation of such a high intenaity anplitude modulated 
magnetic field over a large area* so that proper e.m.«ave» 
plasma interaction could occur* i s rather difficult* Oily 
sivorconduoting magnets* can offer a solution. Besides 
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thl«, in tli« pc«8«iic« of sttdb higtv-intensity loBgnetio 
£i«Xd«f plasm will ba unstabXa* and • larg* aiiiii>«r of 
in«tablliti«8 could mtiu; iiAiich iiould result in unvantsd 
noduXation of th« pxopagating • .n , iaivtt« at nolaa 
& Arora , -
frequwacies. Analysis of soSmy will b« fiirther applicabls 
to tha infinite plasms only* in a bounded laboxatozy 
pla«na# the applied a-m mgnetic field v i l l affect the 
diffusion loss of electrons to the i«alls in transverse 
directions* and that wi l l lead to anplitude niodulation of 
electron density* This effect, wil l have to be taken into 
account* i^hile stu<S i^ng this phwuoiaencm in laboratory 
plasmas* 
Xf the applied anplitude modulated magnetic field 
i s parallel to the electric field exciting the plasna* then 
this has got no effc^st on t3ie energy absosbed by plasma 
electrons* but the diffusion loss of electrons to the walls 
in transverse directions i s affected, H theory of the 
phwAoaenoo of the modulation of e«n»waves* propagated 
through a plasma subjected to a parallel magnetic f ield 
has been presented by Kumar et al? {_ described in detail 
in Chapter Zz7. This mgnetic field %nks assumed to be 
low*enough so that electron*cyclotron frequency was very 
small in comparison with e«m.wave frequency. H«ice* only 
th« «££ect of th« mgnatic f i« ld on plasms electroos 
need to be considered end i t s ef fect on propsgsting 
e.iA»v«ve could be ignored* RF bteakdcNirn f ie ld mesaure* 
rr»nts mtde by Xiinsr et «1" « indicated that the Xovh-
intensitgr msgnetic f i e ld w i l l a f fec t plaofoa paraiaeters# 
only a t low pressuresr where electroiv-neatre 1 oolecole 
c o l l i s i o n freqpienigr ^ ^ c o j ^ the electron gyrofreq^ency. 
SO« the mec^aniffRi of modulation proposed by Kuraar e t al«r 
w i l l be s ignif icant only i n lo%^•pre8sure highly ionised 
plasnas* so that although electrcxn-dmasity i s suff ic ient ly 
high but 2)o< ^j)^ « In a laboratory ^f plasma* the power 
absosbed in the presence of a low-intensity perpendicular 
magnetic f ie ld , shows a variation with applied magnetic 
f i e ld int(«isity and a resonance at electron cyclotron 
frecp«D«y •qstial to the frequency of the e l e c t r i c f i e l ^ 
HOW, i f such Rf plasma, i s subjected to a perpendicular 
lOK^intensity amplitude nodulated magnetic f ie ld , then the 
a-m ar power absorbed by suc^ a plasma w i l l lead t o the 
periodic variations in plasma paxmmsters* An e«n»wa¥e 
propagating through such a plasma possessing periodically 
varying paramsters, w i l l evidently get aiqplitude modulated, 
t h i s phenomenon has been studied in deta i l theoret ical ly 
by JQuaar & Saricar^^ Fdeseribed in detai l i n Copter l l j . 
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Modulation •f£«ct« on «l«ctrODMign«tie 'Wkymm 
pxopft9«t«di in • plMvm, plmc^A in m vsrlabl* p«cp«ndicular 
nagnatie £i«ld# Imvm also b««n q^antltatiwly «stiittat«d 
by Kata «t StsrodubsavT Hi* advantagas of this affact 
in tha daaign of laoaiilation davioaa hava bawa eonparad 
with that of wava profsagation along tha teagnatie fiald« 
'Shm atQwxpoaiticm of tha mgnatie fiald of a 
i«ava on a atati<»iary tngnatic fiald« ia aqiaivalant to 
nodulating tha fiald. A study of tha partucbad 
trajectoriaa of particlaa in tha modudatad fiald« dona 
hf SRiicnov & riran}&->KaiBanat«kyT flhows tiiat tha ira elation 
of tha phaaa ralationa of tha partlcia motion & alectric 
fiald irny raault in anacgy abaoxption. 
Xhia affact im of tha natura of paraHmtric 
caaonanoa and appaara at fraiauanciaa aqual to tha 
cyclotron frwjuancy dividad by an intagar (undar tcmaa). 
iha caaai»nea iddth van found to ba invaraaly piroportional 
to tha aquara of ralaxatlon tllM. 
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•The non- l inear i n t e rac t ion uf two electrotrsigncstic 
'<mveB, o r uf an e.ra, wave with periodicalXy varying plasma 
misdiait!!* hea got r^ny possibXo ap|>licatl<»is sudt as* in 
rodto-corr unicat ion over Icmg c»isttmcea# eaa In co-^'unlcatlfjg 
ttirough rodcet 0jch3U@t« and re-^^iitry plasnsa shoaths <&rlnuj 
3 3 
block out . If t i r ^ vaiyin^ coeffici^aats a r e perlociicr 
then uncftr ce r ta in conditions i t i s a l s o poss ib le t o cft)tain 
parametric exc i ta t ion {Ue,, a very la r^e r l e e in the 
aiTipXituee o£ Q«cill«ti<»))» 
'She awplittiia© wo«ajl«tion of elactro-T>mgn©tlc waves by 
per iod ica l ly var/ ing p laam mediutn i s a fascinating aspect 
of the intexiactlon o£ wicrow/tv«« with plasnms, There ore 
three p o ^ l b l e ways of pxoaucing per iod ic var ia t ion in 
iP-laerm parameters» (1) by fiiooulating the ©lect r ic pow^r 
excit ing rJie pla«nift7 t i i ) dae to the presence of longi tua ina l 
s 
waves in th« plasrna colutm* and ( i i i ) uue to the appl ica t ion 
2 Of e per iot i ical ly vur/lng magnetic f i e ld r 
U tj 
An •Ittctromignvtic vtkvm propaigating through « pl«8!»« 
having pariodicnlly vazying paraiiwtara* ge t s •nplituda 
nodttXatttd* A phanomanoXogloal •xplainatlon fior I t can ba 
givan aa followa* Z£ the plaaniB pazametera* such aa 
8l.ectr(»a»d«iieity and elaetron-inolacula c o l l i s i o n tgrnnaenc^, 
as 
posaaea etaa<£ty aa wal l /aItamating oonponanta* tha al tamating 
cofl^ pcment vairying paxtodioally a t the iMNaulatimi frequency 
rL the c(»9iplax conductivity tenaor of the pXaana shall vary 
at that frequodcy and h«ice propagation paranwtera for an 
e«Rwvav« of frequency co w i l l a lao vaty at the modulaticm 
frequttdcy ^ • iSie periodic variatlcm of the propagation 
parameters w i l l g ive r i s e to side-banda in tooth the 
tnuiamitted as well a a the reflected s ignals from the plasma. 
In t h i s chapter sec, 2.1 givas* the calculation of the 
periodically varying parameters of a plasma* abaorbitm 
amplitude modulated RP power. A ganeral theory of thm 
modulation of miecowaves« transmitted and reflected from a 
plaami possessing periodical ly varying parameters* i s 
presented in section 2« 2. ^ While section 2.3 g ives the 
application of thia theory to two particular casea (a) 
plaaim subjected to a longitudinal amplitude modulated 
magnetic f ie ld , and (b) RF plaama subjected to a perpendi* 
cttlar amplitude modulated magnetic f i e ld . 
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2MJL gjgftioaic vp^AiATim IM piAsm PhmmTUAa CAUSED mm TO 
AHH.1TI?I>E MOaOlAf lOii OF AW yOWSR ABSORBSD BY yi^MA* 
l!h« en«zgy I3el«nc9 •qaat lon for •vmni^e u n i t VOIUIM 
of a typloiX lowwpmssurs gaa aischarge plasnif ccntaining 
o^ •X9Ctccm8# Boy b« v r l t t s n «8f 
povsr abaoxbttd 
from «3£citiiig 
• l n o t r i c f i o l d 
Snorgy U8«d In 
Incrvasing 
«git«ti(m«X energy 
Q(t) o f e l e c t r o n s 
• «j r^y^tj • *f I>7^« 
iinergy used up 
in creation of 
new electron j^8ltlve»ion 
P«irs 
Sneryy Xost oie 
to diffusion of 
elect rcms 
Energy lost in 
e last ic coll isions 
of electrons with 
neutxal molecules 
• «^J 
Knergy lost due 
to reconbination 
of electrons 
• •••••% 2«1« It 
llhere# 
n (t) 
«• average agitational energy of electrons^ 
m fraction of energy lost in an e last ic coll ision 
of an electron with a neutxal mol«nile« 
m reconft>ination coefficient* 
m energy required for the formation of one electroja-
positiv<e-ian pair, 
m diffusion coefficient, 
n^* n^ cos -H. t n^ (1 •(Acos-TLt) •••.(3.1.2) 
m electron density at any instant t« 
9 ( t ) - >> o • ^ l ^•^^ - )^o^l •/JOOsQ.t) . . . . (2.1.1) 
m electxon^sDlecttle e last ic-col l is ion 
frequency at any instant t, 
• l^iblished Jointly %fith Mr.xvinash chaadxa in thm Journal of 
the institution of Telecomajnioation Xngrs., \^X.l«,no.9, 
pp. 685.9 (1970). 
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yitkmsm o(^  • Oi/a^ **id P • ^i^ 2)0 **^ *^** nstlo of 
thtt altttxnaitliig and s t w i ^ coBi>oii«i)ts of th« ol^ctroii 
d«i«ity and collision fr«qu«acv xreapectivoly. 
Aft«r solving various equations* the following tyro 
equations %fera obtained* for 0^ and /3> § 
• « • • ( 2* ! • 4(| 
l!hasa aquations wara solvad for diffarant iraluas of 
M and K. (T^ and p> vara found to ba slightly d«Q;>andant 00 
nodttlating fraqu«acy« but thay waza found to incraasa 
linaarly ifith modulation dajpth M of tha RF axciting fiald* 
tltbla 1 shows vsluas of 9^and fi tot diffarant valua of H* 
for practical oasas of intarast ( i .a . for X ^  100)« 
I 
Q 8 
•M 
o 
9^  
U 
^ 
i H i 1 
CI 
« 
•ft ?5 O ** 
o a o o 
• • • « * 
o o o o o 
2 ;s 
wi n ^ m m 
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<1 i) 
2*2 WOWlATim IfWRMSpSQ yP&H AK JBLBCTaOMAOHKYIC WAVE 
gROBftOl^ TSD IHHOUQ^  X PLASMA POSSESSItJQ I>gRIOOIGAH>Y 
A plJisnA having jMirlodieBllif valuing parai«vt«rfi 
v l l l a f fect thtt pcopagation of th« eX«ctronBga«tic wav«, 
in cu<di • way that both tha aieplituda and phasa of tha 
iiava, wilX auffar pariodicai dutngea aaa t o tha tiiaa-
vacying natara of tha d ia lec tr ic paratittivity anfl 
conductivity. Tha cooplata aat of Max^iali'a aqaaticma^ 
along with cartain othar raXationa for a lac tr ic 
difly;>lacain«at vactor and currant danaity* which hoid good 
in iaotropic piaanas* ara adaqoata to daacriba tha 
propagation of a.m»wavea through such a pariodically 
vaeying planoa inedium> the following siispIiQriiMI 
aaaunptiona ara eoadai 
(1) 3ha plaaaa ia aaaumad to be homoganaoua and isotropic . 
(2) Tha plana electronagnatic %fave ia aasttraad to propagate 
in the audireeticMQ* 
(3) Ihe e«n. wave af ter paaaing through tha plaama ia a iv l i tuda 
nodulated and thus haa three frequency co««>onentai the 
carrier* the Hpper and the lower aida-banda* 
40 
(4) Hi* p«riodioi l ly vaxying conponvnts o£ •IttctzcN^-dcnaity 
and •I«ctroii-iBol«cAiX« • la« t lo -co l l i a ion fraquancy mvm 
«Mill«r than their r««p«ctlv« ste&dtr cORiX>n«nt« and «r« 
oonsidardd to b« oBiusad hst the tlrae-iniriation of RF power 
exciting the plesnt* 
(5) ihe index of nodalation ing^reesed upon e.m»wave i s 
assuraed to be small conpared to nnlts', 
(6) finally* the plaana i s assamed to be of lov^density so 
that (LO^^^cO^^nhere cOy> • plasna frequencsr* and co m 
propagating wave frequency. 
^lidi these asanniptions* ttim wave equations governing the 
propagation of electroimgnetie wave along the 2>directiant 
in a plasm mediun ccmtaining free carriers nay be written 
asi 
For the sake of s inp l i c i ty the e l e c t r i c vector of the 
propagating wave i s assuned to be in ^ - d i r e c t i o n only. 
lfiq« (2. 2.1) eay be reduced to the dimensionless fonn, 
^ ^ - ^ ^ " ^t ...(2.2.2) 
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nonmlisiog field, 5 "(Ai/^) (2TT!5/;\)* e^ i« th« 
rel«tiv« dU c» dl«l«ctrlc constant o€ the inedlam tk^\, i s 
the mgnetlc pecneebillty* 
Bie coBiplex electrioal conanetivit^ of the pXmmtm 
for the propagating signal of frequency cs^ XB givwa by 
the eieroentajty theoxy ass 
1/ we assume that the propagating vave i s aiqplitttde 
iBodulatMd at a fxeqiuency ^^ » there wil l be three frequency 
cosfMMaents pxopegating in the plasiBa« ^ o s e freqpiencies 
are* c^ « CO •«> ^ « and to - r t « For eadti of these w\lues 
the con<!hsctivity uilX be different. "Ji^ ese conductivities 
are giv«n byt 
'^^ ~ TT w ^ • • • • • • • (2.2«4) 
G^ ^ ^ 6^ o C l — 4 % ) (2.2.5) 
<?- - or; ( 1 H- •^'^- A (2.2.«) 
hi 
' L«t US asauRMi that the electccm d^nsit^ r and th« 
coXli«i«Mi £r«qu«ncy oonclst of « stcsf^ SMict snd a 
jp«rlodiailly tin»-v»£yliig part* and can bo reprasMntad 
in tha folloifing wayi 
,i) JLt ) 
. (2.2.7) 
diffarantlating aquation (2.2.3) wa gat» 
Mr _ AIL _ -A:^ 
Thus tha ciianga In conductivity dua to mall, 
cimngaa in tha alactron*>danttity and coli ision fraqtiancy 
can Torn writtwi a at 
^^ = ^l^-4Sr^]^'"" 2^ 0 + j 00 J ^ • • • • • ( 2. 2. 8) 
now tha conductivitiaa for a l l thm thcaa fraquancy 
conponants (tihia oarriar & i t s two aida banda) will poaaaaa 
tima^varying conponanta in addition to thair ataadjy 
co^ponanta. Hanoii 
^ f ju) ' • • • • * (2. 2.9) 
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But thm mgnltud* of th« ol«etrle fl«lda of th« 
tvo g«n«z«t«d d ^ bends wi l l btt s m l l in concMirlscm 
with tii« oftrri«r €r«iiu«Rcy conypononta. ii«tic«« tho6« 
tiiM vttirifttlont in <IX & (3^ , ultich wil l l«ad to 
second order effecte* my be neglected end ve vimy write# 
%fe get* 
Patting, (2, 2.10) 
^ - ( T S o L ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ (2.2,11) 
Itie aniplitude lao^lated electronegnetic weve 
propagating through the plasma vith i t s electric vector 
in the X - direction can be represented as* 
^^ u-x^,^ ^ c . ^ ^ -V-E^-e , . . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
The current density can be written as follows# 
using equation (2. 2.11), 
.^^-->\ & i^ "-""] 
|j(.oO~A)t 
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mere % ^ttoot^s c(»i!i^ X«x ooniuga^ o£ «. aibBti4:atlng« 
values of JSr & £^ £ro» •qwtloo (2.2.13) 6 (2*2.i2)« In the 
wave «|tuitioo« ym get 
^ J ^ <2.2.U) 
8 S ^ • • • • . i2.2.1S) 
* • • • • ( 2* 2.16} 
• • « « » ( 2* 2 .1 /1 
Sot, • • flw»duleting fceqiaency-^ i e vexy MWII in 
copper!eon with the frequency oJ of the e.m. wavei 
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3 
Following sodha «c kxotmT the solution of oq^t i^a 
(2*2* 14) i« of th« foriB* 
Eo-^-^ ^ o ^ (2.2.19) 
Wh«c«, th« second term vanishes owing t o the 
radiation condition, v i s . the f i e ld vectors vanish at 
i » cf^ • StttMBtituting e(|U8tion (2.2.19} in equation 
(2. 2.1&> we get , 
<She eolation of th i s equation i s of the form, 
.3-3^0 -^  ^jhc V . . . . . . (2.2.21) 
ifhere, K. i s the acbitsexy ccHastant of integration 
to be evaluated frcua boundary conditions. 
2f ?(^) ^iiiMu>^-ii€m OF TammTTSMp suscsRotmm&Tic wvvss» 
Xf we apply the boundary condition that ^ i *" ^ 
at I « 0 
• Results of table 4 & f ig . 2.1 published in Indian J. i^re 
<« Appl. Shys., V«»U9, pp.l017.21(Oacenber 1971), Jointly 
with Mr. Avinash Chandra. 
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Ih* asq;>lltudi« of thm g«D«rat«(3 w»v« of £r«quoncy 
( C5 <<• si^) a t • <ll0tftne« J !•« 
• • • • • %2«2«22# 
So» th« nodttlBtloii porcentR9« o£ « vmvot vhicii hac 
pi^»pegeted a dlatanca ^ Into tha madlum, la ttma qlvma t^» 
A - \ ^ o M 
€r t o 1 ^ 0 (2*2.2i) 
Af tar taking tha ino<!lalua« the aacprossion £or tha 
anipllttt<te BOdulation index v i l l baecKna, 
(2*2,24) 
wSiara* s * propagation langth* o ^ » plaana fr«qu«)cy, 
60 m fraquan«y of propagating a«im%iava and A** i t a fraa 
apaea tiavalangth. 
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th i s «3qpF«68ioi« i s not valid for thos« V«1M«S ofi 
z* £or vhic^ ths valus o£ JJL. i s Ucgsr (ssy grss tsr thsn 
0 , 3 } , becsttss* Ui«n ths assuny^on that* th« mgnituOss 
of ths sids-band coit^ponents ^ i c h ar« genecatsd, ars 
midhi ssnXlar than tha ftin<biiasntaX cowRponeait w i l l not ba 
valid. 
a a S If L T s 
J^jipressioa (2* 2. 24) (envisages a l inear variation 
of /t«- with alactrcm density (jr^ f^ /o^ )^ and propagation 
length %• A detailed stu<3^ of the results of sodha b 
Arora for the anplitude modulation of electroimgnetic 
waves propagating through a plasm subjected to a t i n s -
dep<«id«nt magnetic f i e ld , reveals that variation of 
iinpresaed modulation index wltbC^/co^^ i s l inear in most 
of their oases except for the case whanI'^v^o)« O.S« 
where co^. i s electroiv-cyclotron frequenq^* Thus* t h i s i s 
a general trend in isodulation process that modulation 
index* /x. ia|>ressed on propagating e«in» wave varies 
alai»st l inearly with ^^/u>^) • 
Hie ini^ressed modulation percentage has been 
oalculated for wr ious values of co l l i s i on frequency 
4S 
p«mm«t«r C^Vco^  accl electtroa density & coUts ion 
frequency variaticm coef f ic ients o( & /d respactively^^ 
The reeulte of theee caleaXatione are given i n ambles 2 
tt 3* "Xhe ii)v>re08ed saoaulaticm i s found t o increase 
alfoost l inearly with increasing values of electrm»» 
density variation coeff ic ient { ^ )« %AiiIe decreasing 
with increasing co l l i s i on frequency i ^°/coK table 3 
a l so shows that inpressed ii»d<S»alation percentage* for a l l 
values of co l l i s ion jparameter, i s lainiinam, %^ere c o l l i s i o n 
frequency variaticm coeff ic ient ( /^  ) i s «xttal to the 
electron>density variation coef f ic ient ('^ ) , and increases 
with deviation of p> frcm (X cm either side. 
Table 4 shows the variation of modulation percentage 
( /x.) irqpressed upon a microwave transntitted through a 
plasma excited h^ an an^litude nodulated HF fields as a 
functicm of col l is icm frequency i^^/t^}, with nK>dttlation 
depth (ll> of aF exciting f i e ld as a parameter. / ^ 
increeses with increasing modulation (N) and decreuses 
%rith increasing co l l i s i on fraqptency* A qiial ltative 
agreesient of these theoretical results* with the 
esqparimental resul ts of John It Sarkar* has besn iknind* 
9ig« 2.1 idiows the variation ofjbhe experimentally Observed 
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7 
vailtt«8 of inf>r980«d nlcroiMiv* modulAtion p«rc«iit«g« 
y(jU«3qpt» and thaorstiesally calculated <30«s^calc«« aa a 
tanctiOQ of eolHaioiii frequwiey (^2^0/co) « tha valuaa 
scale 
of C^o/uj)from 0*01 to 10 hava baen taican on a logacithfolo/ 
<m tha Xp^xia and tha it-axla rapraaanta both tha 
aiQMiirliMiital and thaoratlcal valuaa of / c • Aa pradlctad 
hy thaoxy asqpariniantal reaulta alao ahow a llnaar 
variation of/6c witii M« h quantltatlva agraanant of tha 
thaozy and tha aaqfiariinant can not be axpaetad* fiLratly* 
7 
bacauaa tha doublaoproba tai^mlqua uaad by John for tha 
raaaauratnant of plaana paxamatara can hardly ba aiqpactad 
to giva accurate reaulta* and» aacondly* experlinental 
arrora in tha measunHnants of ;;<, « V\Q & y6c hava COBMI 
in tha contoined form in the final raault* 
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•-«« o *"* c*m «i tf>«« f* «n <-< 
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T A B L S «. 4 
/ • a - 5 A , C^VUD) \ 0.2 ^ 
qolUeioo 
frvqpiency 
C^J 
0*01 
0 . 0 2 
O.QS 
0 .10 
0 . » 
O.SO 
1.0 
2.0 
S.O 
10.0 
29.0 
SO.O 
100.0 
nowtATio^ 
M « 0 . 1 
0C» 0.019620 
(^  » 0.023656 
6.1694 
6.1676 
6.1548 
6.1096 
5.9355 
4.9505 
3.1210 
1.2907 
0.2989 
0,1118 
0.0497 
0.01906 
0.0095 
M 
o< 
ft> 
»Ba,Ci£ii'ShaE 
tK 0 . 3 
m 0 .0590 
• 0.033481 
18.5398 
18.5348 
18.4996 
18.3751 
17.8950 
15.1764 
10.1015 
4.9042 
1.6498 
0.3153 
0 .4028 
0 .1606 
0.08024 
H • (Km 
/3>-
0 . 5 
0.09942* 
0,11366 
31 . 2303 
31 . 2210 
31.1156 
30.9273 
30.033 
25.0507 
15.7760 
6.4979 
1.4775 
0 .5402 
0 .2363 
0 .0903 
0 .0448 
yAfifArm Of rm sxpemENTAL muss (/^^''^y'^f^j^Jf^^ 
mmmi^ MoimAv^i PS/^CSA/TASS AS A fmcnoN of mwm 
mmmcy PArnMin^ (J^/i^> DPAWN OA/ A SSMZ-WS SCALE. 
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FoilowLng SQiShm 6 Arora? w« aissume that «o 
•lliptlcsBlIy poXariBed electirooagnotlc vnve, ^oi ia 
• l a e t r i e vactor l a given hy» 
• • • • • 12« 2* 25) 
i s inddent notmiXy on the pXaaiaa medium-free apace 
inter£ace« v i s . the plane j m Q , £rom the free apace aide* 
The region - 0° ^ ^ <o correaponda to ficee apace* vihereaa 
the region o c ^ <- c>o eorreaponda to hcMnogeneoua plasma 
nediuBw 
Ihe e l ec t r i c f i e ld in the free apace la given \xsf, 
4- vA-ej.-e 
• • * • • ( 2a 2* 26) 
Ihe e l e c t r i c vector in the naedium la given byir 
• • • • • (2a 2a 2T / 
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Applying tOi* folXoiring boiin<Mxy eonaitiQti«« for th« 
continuity o£ electric vector & Ita space differentiel at 
plasaat^free epece interfeoet 
L , ^ L :=. ^°'^'?-
^ & .D(^ 
-Si ;-=.<i ^1 ! -
• • • • • ( 2« 2« 28} 
we 9et« 
vAi<o =^  r— ^ ^ 7 cx^ck JK^d.,x = ; TUT" 
therefdre, the nodulatioo ^ Inpreseed ttpon en e.nwwive 
reflected from pleene free epeee interface i e given by, 
X=^ ^ C^A J^^O f3>oei-A3 
• • • • • ( 2« 2* 291 
lChere» 
e v / 
„ '^^^'^Q y oc 
fc^-Cl 
Po^= 1 - " ^ l ^ o • ' 0 ' «>• «••« ^^ ^^'-^. 
fc«^ 
Hience* 
x = l-L^-C-|?jj]/(^o} 
• f> • • • 12* 2* 9v y 
1 '^ 
Putting AQ m (-n • JW. v« q«t 
whidb gives following exprvssione for n & k« 
<?-+^^ . 
uu-^j-ic-^.M^^>feTr' '^^  
• • • • I 2 » 2 » J 1 ) 
. . . . ( 2 . 2 . 3 2 ) 
__ ^ o C k - \^f^^L'>jk-Tv)3)c3 .-- .(2.2.53) 
, « . . (2 .2 .3^} 
ii«nc«tmodulus of tho moaulsticm porcentago X ^^ 
givan by, 
X= (LU^-^V^3^^^ ....(2.2.3^ 
HuiMirioiil atlculations of X havo boon wm6m for 
vsrioas plosan ptroaotom. 
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ft,, g 3 V, ^ % § 
TltibXm 5 shows th« variation o£ X as a function of 
co l l la lon fraquaney O^Vco) with alactron danalty <tn<9i col l ia lmi 
fraqiaaocy variation coatlticlents O^ /^S) as paraiaatara* for 
O I^'^ /co^ V 10.0, «»• tobla shows that, whan o< & /3 ara • tpa l 
tha oodalation fiarccoitaga i s mlnininw for a l l values of 
co l l i s ion fraqttsncy, and dacraasas with increasing c o l l i s i o n 
fraqaancyi liihan fi i s widaly diffar«mt from o( , tha modalation 
parcantaga incraasas wlt^ incraasing co l l i s i on fraquMtcy. 
Mhila tor mtarmadiate values of ^ the Bgodiulaticm percentage 
with increasing co l l i s ion frexiaencs' may go through a iminiBuiB 
and then again increaset 
Table 6 shows the variation of nKx^JLation percentage 
y~ iiqpressed ttp<Mi an e«iiw%«ve reflected fron a plasnia« excited 
\3^ an anplitttde fse»dalated Rf field* as a function of 
co l l i s i on frequency (^ VooJ) with plasma frequencyp^/toO*^^ 
modulation depth (M) of ar f i e ld as parameters. Ihe iiif»ressed 
modulation yz increases l inearly with increasing modulation 
Aiptli(M) of AT exciting f i e ld and decreases with increasing 
co l l i s ion frequencyCexcept for M •• O.S^C^lv'^)- 10* I t a t f i r s t 
decreases goes through a minimum and then increases with 
increasing co l l i s ion frequency), The variation of :X with 
plasma frequency( ^ - ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^* »i«oi«^«»nt only for 
low values of co l l i s i on frequency (?yco)< 5«0# f o r w h i d h ^ 
shows a resonance at (Pt>^}« 1*0« decreasing as i t deviates 
from this value. Table 7 shows the variation of OC as a 
ftinction of plasma frecipiency with ^ ft /[^  as paxameters. 
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2 . 3 MODOIATlOtf OF BLECyaOKROMjBtlC WAVES Hi A BOmmP giUftSHA 
suBOscTao TO A lAxuihTmsiTi Tim;miMP&nm»T mamsric WIBUO 
Tim fact that the condactivlty for laicxoinivua* o£ a 
piannm subjected t o a tiiii»»de|Niiiaent mgnet le field* i s 
tlMHdependimt* has been studied theoret ical ly by Sodha & 
Aroiar 'Zlieir theoretical analysis predicts aa appreciable 
nodulatioa of electroRagaetic waves proapegated through such 
a tine-dependent oagneto-plasma* only i»hen electron cyclotrcMa 
frequenca^ coixesponding to stea<3ty or alternating components 
of the nagnetic f i e ld i s of the order of e*ia»«av« freq[uenoy* 
m i s resonance effect w i l l occur a t a magnetic f ie ld strength 
rKi 3-4 )cilo»Gauss even for x»band ndoroifaves* I t i s wel l 
known that an a*m.wave propagating through a plamm possessing 
periodically varying parameters w i l l get aniplitude nodulatedf'^ 
i h i s periodic variation in plawm paxaamtem iwy a l so be 
caused by applying a low i n t m s i t y tisks»dependent nagnetie 
f i e ld to a RF plassn. 
i:he RF breakdom f ie ld measureaients in the presence of 
a low intensi ty transverse nagneUc f ie ld (0-40 (Muss) 
indicate a resonant absorption of lUP power at electron 
cydotroa frequency eqiital to radiofrequen^? Xn laboratory 
plasaa subjected to an axia l nagneUe f ie ld (0*150 Oauss), 
the RF breakdown f ie ld decreases almost l inearly with increase 
of magnetic f i e ld at low pressures (5-100 mTorrof Mg}? 
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Tfaii* i t la ••««l>liili«d that RF povr «bsoxb«d by 
• plasm i s d«p«n4«iit on th« applied longitudinal or 
txanavarsa mgnatic £i«ld« Zn the eaaa of tcansvaraa 
«»gaatie field* the RF power ebaocbed i s maxiniiB yfien 
radio freqpienqr i e equal to olectrcm cr/clotrcm freqaenesr* 
In Icmgitudinal aaagnetic f i e ld case» the rwil part of 
BF conductivity i a wihanced due to the asdal mgnet ic 
f ie ld inhibiting the diffuaicm l o s s of electrons and hence 
resulting in an increased electrcm datuiity* Koir« i f the 
applied transverse or longitutdinal magnetic f i e ld i s t ine -
vsjcying* th&i in the foraer case EF powwr absozbi^ by the 
plasna wi l l follow the variations of magnetic f ie ld and in 
the l a t er o i se the tistje-^ depentitamt longitudinal mgnet ic 
f i e ld w i l l lead to time-dependent diffusion loss and h ^ c e 
time->dsp«ndent electron density* which in tuzn wi l l lead 
to the time variation in RF power absozbed. l!hus# i f the 
applied transverse or longitudinal magnetic f i e ld i s made 
time»depend«)it* the &F power absorbed by the plasma v i l l 
a lso be time-dependent* and audit a plasma v i l l poummmi 
periodically varying peramstersf evidentally microwaves 
propagating through such a plasma wi l l suffer amplitucie 
modulation. 
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Bmjiscmp TO A LO^^mrmsiTt wHQvsvmmL vn«&^mma»m»v 
I» t h i s cection « ph«iio»(enologic»l thooxy of th« 
mo^littlon o£ mlcrow{iv«« proped&ted through « pXasm 
«abj4»ct«<S to a low-lcitetuiity longitudinal longntttic fi«14 
i s prmmmatm^ Bim electron cyclotcon fregiaency i s ascunMNl 
to t»« vecy •nai l cOBftMired to the niccotnive frequency* end 
hence the ef fect of the angnetic f i e ld on aa^i tude 
noduiation o f e,m.wives am be eas i ly ignored* In th i s 
otsSf since the e l e c t r i c and nagnetio f i e lds are in the 
same directi<Mi« the ef fect of nagnetic f ie ld on e lect rem 
dri f t notion w i l l Ise sero, X^ 3C B ) term in lisngevin 
eqtiation for average electron %rill vanish as velocity of 
drif t motioa v and nagnetic f i e ld B are paral lel to eadti 
other* 
But, in the presence of a fnagnetie f ie ld the electron 
diffusion rate i s decreased, when the to ta l aegnetic f i e ld 
i s large* for the diffusion perpendicular to the l ines of 
force Of Magnetic f ie ld Oi. i s modified according to the 
following equationf 
*Vttblished in Indian Jflumal of Aire « Applied stiysics, w»1.9, 
pp«673«6 , (August 197i). 
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«h .r . . D„ 1 . t h . n o n . 1 a t M u . l « c o . « l o l e n t , c^ 1 . t h . 
el«etiroii cyclotron frttqiMooy and '^,T<>1S th<i •l«otrcM>> 
n « i t m i aiol«caX« colXl»li»i tiBMN f^ or « ffiagaetle f i«ld 
sti^arigth of 40 Gmuss and dlectron-neutcal sM X^ecaXa 
collisiGoat £r«qu«ncgr i^e , » • 10®coil«/sec« <^6 '^,^~ 20-
^ u s the offact of loww^intansity tnagnatlc f ie ld w i l l be 
siginificant in highly ioaia»d lontopresaure plasfaee* Itie 
diffitaion loee in the directicme perpendicular to nagnetle 
f ie ld w i l l be inversely proportional to the aqua re of the 
iBBgnetic f i e ld atrongth. Ihia e f f ec t w i l l be !t»re 
pronounced in a cylindrical d iac^rge tube in the presence 
of a raagnetic f ie ld paral le l to the axia of the tube, m 
this case of parallel mgnet ic and e l e c t r i c f ie lds a t low-
preaaures* the diffusion of electrons to the wal ls w i l l be 
the cmly predoninant electron l o s s mcchaniam and* although 
electron l o s s rata w i l l be determined by an anbipolar 
dif Aision pxoceaa# electrcm density mty be taken as 
proportional to the s<|uare of ax ia l mgnet ic f i e ld 
strength B« 
« « C f ^  
%*iere C i s a conatant. 
Hew i f th is oagnetie f i e ld i s t ine dep«adent. 
5 * i s • t x O o s Q . t . . . . . . (2.3.2) 
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M • C (Bo • » , COB ^  t ) * 
- Hp(l • o < . C o » ^ t) (2.3.3) 
•» "^  • V ^ " "^' aasuailng B, 4 0.3B^ , , . (2.3.4) 
1 • BJ/2B* ^ ** 
i^her** N^ i s the ev»nK|e elttctztm dcJUilty. ^ « a 
a t « a ^ laagnetie il0l<& I s absent (B^ « 0) th« variations in 
elactrcHa density vilX be a t tMice the £requancy of variations 
of a i tomating {aagnatic fiaXd. ^ i s time-variation in 
electron density <SUe to variations in applied axia l laagnetie 
f i e ld leads to external excitat ion of space enlarge waves 
observed experimentally by L i t t l e and Jones and siagai 
at a l f ^  
itiese time variations in electrtm density* wi l l lead 
to variaticus in SO' power absorbed by the plasna* uliidhi in 
tarn w i l l lead to variations in co l l i s i on frequency. "Shmmm 
variations in co l l i s ion frequency* say be obtained from 
the variations of e f fect ive electron ten|>erature l!ia# 
OBlculated from a solmtioa of the «aergy balance eqpaation.* 
^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ . E - G,CTe)i)cre)CTe--T; ( 2 . 3 .5 ) 
%rt)ere« k « Boltsnann constant* Gi* fraction of energy lost 
8 « J 
hy an •l«ctron in a coll is ion with hoavy |Niirtiel«f 7 * 
9ac tensKiieatura* th« «l«etric fiLald ii | asauBMid to be of 
th« form E • Jg2 • • * , i^«r« 60^« field frecpaenosr* 
Following Oinidtmrg* we get for tenapereture perturbation 
A Te » 3* - T# 
<P^-^'&.) ^L'-i^-'C^) 
«^ere o^ ia average effective coll is ion frequency, 
iieatricting oarselvea to electron colliaicxna vlth 
noleculest 
• • • • ( 2» 3« 6} 
D = A 
Hence neglecUng second order 2 £)- variaUona In colliaion 
freqiiencY we get* 
1 ) - ^ o C i + ( ^ e . & ^ X L t ; ^ 2^^ 3^ ^^ 
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/ X 2>mk,^ SJCJ^^^-I-CD?:;y^T^.: 
\G)i><iJ . . . . ( a ^ s ^ a ) 
X€ ym <Sto£ln« tho c^esactArlatle field Sp# whidi i s 
8<»Mitiiaes referred to as " pleemi fleld*f 
• • • • % A* •9»iff 
In terms of plesne field ec|^ (2.3.8} becotiiea 
^')t^%^jrr( H^T^ x-i- ( • •••(2 .3* 10) 
o^if« electron density verletion coefficient ^ given 
by eacpreseioa (2.3.4) end coll ision frequency verietion 
coefficient fi given fay egression (2.3.10) cen be used in 
expression (2.2.24) in order to conipute the module tien 
iepressed upon tzensnltted e.m. neves. 
. • • • \ 2 . 2 . 24} 
6 
Similarly above values o£ oC and fi can ba used In 
aquations < 2. 2« 33) to ( 2« 2« 35) in ordar to con^uta tha 
noaulatioii 0^ liqpraaaad upcm reflectad a.Ru waves. 
V - =^ — . . . • (2.2.34) 
;^ • («* • V )^** . • • . <2.2.3S) 
From aeration 2,3,1 i t i s c lear that as coi l i s icm 
Craqjuanc^ increases a higher imgnetic £ ie ld icLll be 
necessary in or<ler to produce appreciable changes^ in 
diffusion loss process and hence* in the electroii»density« 
so x^  i^ould a t the most be of the order of 63£,, 13ius« a 
low^intensity parallel nagnetic f i e ld (0~200 Oausa) w i l l 
af fect electron density in plasmas* %rhere electroo-nolecule 
co l l i s i on frequency o^ <: 10 c o l l i s i o n s per sec . Vor 
x-band »icrowavesC^o/^)will then be ^10"* and in that case 
as i s evident fron equation (2. 2,24) the e f fec t of periodic 
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vftxifttiotis in co l l i s io i i fr«qp>«iio7 on iwptmmmmdi miozoiinivs 
Boaulation %rauld btt negl ig ible «nd i t w i l l hm proportional 
to th« eluctroo-density vmriaticm coefficientCoC) bleeding 
to possibly lecge enplitude taoaal«ti(»i €or sinill density 
disnges* Ihe ^pper l i ia i t on module tion freqi&ency« inposed 
by tei:if>er»ture relextt ion t i n s in eo l l i s iona l mxmbvueg 
iBOdulation* wi l l obviously be not present in th i s 
c o l l i s i o n l e s s case* and a %rmve propagating through m\x<Ai a 
flttctuatiim plasma* th«a can suffer both aiiq;»litude and 
phase modulation sinultanemisly* 
^ e iiqpressed nodulation yU- i s direct ly proportional 
to propagation length(?^/;\) and electron density (^f^/^^ ) . 
Since aodttlating frequency -TL ^<i <^>l , where 0 •• - ^ 
disregerding te8q;>erature relaxation processes* Tig. 2.2 shows 
the iiarlation of nodulatios index / x as a fiinction of 
col l is icm freciuen«gf (po/cS) » with magnetic f i e ld modulation 
indexC^^i/ojaoJ) ** * parameter, This clearly shows t h a t / ^ 
decreases with increasing c o l l i s i o n frefmancy. 
si l^i i^  
g | .3.^ v ^ ^ ^ V^?^ *^H 
V? 
•^ ^ VI Ci^  
§ S ^ 
•.h 
<5> ^ 
A/O/H^?/?O0i^ 
<2> 
9/fi^AiOif?M 
<:5 
^ 
=^ 13 
X 
I 1 
^ 
^ 
^ 
f)9 
1)ibl« 8 shows th« vsriat ion © € / < - « • a Sanction of 
applied e l«c tr ie £l«ld ( SQ/B-) * v l th colXlslon fraqiiaacy 
( ^o/co } as a paranatar. For a l l values of co l l i s i on 
fraqtianc^ mo^atolation yU, goas through a miniiniai a t U^^^'\ 
» 1*4« although t h i s effact i s mora tnzked for higher 
values of col l ls iMi frscpanqf. 
'Cable d' g ives the variation of /<^ as a 6iaction of 
modulating fireqixancgr i-^/dyA ) • ^'^ values of i'Bt^&Jf" 1*6 
ana 2mO ^ /O^ goes through a lainiiaiio a t i-^/6)2)^) " 1 . 0 and 
2.0 respectively, it i is laininum i s raore predoiainant for 
higher values of e o l l i s i o o fraquwicy and applied e l e c t r i c 
f i e ld (S^ii >• As mentioned ear l i er the tapper l itait <m 
modulating frequency ins>osad by teinperature relaamtion 
procasa in the eo l l i s iona l ^tuxmestKirg Effect* wi l l not be 
presant in t h i s oiisa« Honca, although in the casa of 
Luacanbuxg ef fect the inpressed modulation decreasas 
continously as -^ approaches G^o],' ^^ ^^^* case i t i s not 
so* fhl» la, because* in "cross modulation* effect , only 
electron temperature and hence the c o l l i s i o n frequency i s 
assumed to be tiata dependent. But* in th i s casa, variation 
in co l l i s i on fraqiiencar airisas only due to variation in 
electron density and both are almost of the sams order. 
1 ^ 
i 
Xt has been meaizioned in aeetion 2$ 2(«) tha t tho 
nodulatlon irepresssd upon both th« tranamittedi and 
re f lec ted o«m.w«ves a r e tninirnam vhen /^ « o(. and increases 
vltdti devlaticm of fbttom o< • s ince increasing n io^ la t ing 
frequency does not a f fec t e lec t ron-dens i ty var ia t ion 
coeff ic ient o< «two cases a r i s e . 
Case I /^ > oC C for ^ ^ "^  G, o^ ^ 
in t h i s oasa as modulating fretiU®txcy^ increased ft 
decreases* becott^.s equal t o oCand i f rod^Jilating frequency 
i s fur ther incredtted i t w i l l decrease further, Ihua 
i rp ressed modulation percentage /«- a t f i r s t decreases witii 
increasing module t ing frequency n (as deviation of /9 from (K 
i s decreasing) goes through a Tnininuin at^%o(and again 
increases i f w^duls^-ing frequency i s fur ther increased. 
i h i s i 6 the case, lit Table 9 » tot i&^^\ « 1.6 and 2,0 
& ^ g o e s through a mini rum a t i^/6t%^ ** l*^ an^ 2.0 
respec t ive ly . 
In th i a case as Tnodalating frequency increases 
deviaticai of (2> from ck increases and h«aice iRftressad 
modulation percentage JLK should increase continuously 
with increasing mo^la t ion frequency, 'ihis i s the case* in 
Table 9^  for («</3; ) » i .O. 
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ii^> iiOflgiATian ^mm^&n upon A BMWh&cs&n K«H.^ ^ y^^ l. 
l!h« t)Rbl«s 10 & U ahov th« r«iults of nansrical 
conputation of nodalfttion p«rc«nt«g« for Ytttlous vilnoa 
of plAsnR iHicaBMtora* t^blo lo shows the vsriation of 
^ as « fUnetlim of applisd slaetric timid i^^M } 
vith pXasmi f£aqu«aqf (^/^/u)^ and coll ision frrnqtimacy 
{^o/cj>} as paxamttars* As in ths oasa of yU. , y^ also 
goes through iBlninun for ( s^S ) « 1.0 for a l l valuas of 
(^ °/(^ ) anal (^ P/co ) f although this effect i s nora pronounced 
for higher valuas of {^°/cj ) . Jtor ( '^A/(0)^ » UO0 "X 
decreases with increasing collisicm frequenear for a l l values 
of ( ^/£)b )• But, for {^/>/M ) ^ m 10,0, X shows a lainiiaa 
at ( ^/£0 ) • 1.0 for C ^<*//^  ) ;^ 1.0. In case ( <^ >AJ ) ^-IDO.O, 
the modulation yi. aadhibits this niniHA at ( ^a/coi • 1,0 only, 
for K^°/Sp ) m 1,0. in this way the variation of inpressed 
BKxSbilation OC with increasing coll ision fraqpienqf does not 
show any definite pattern. The OC decreases with increaaing 
values of (^/^/oj)? 
lable 11 shows the variation of inpressed Modulation 
perc«titage OC «« « fiinction of modulating frequette3r(-^/672^o)# 
with collision freqii«acy ( "^A)) and applied electric field 
(K^S ) aa parameters, for ( S ^ O «• 1.0, 'X inereasea with 
7 j^ 
i!ies«a»lag isodalatlng tsam^i^cy (-^/6)}?,}* Bat for 
(l^liL> > 1« C^ <l«crw««« vith lncr«aslag moattlvting 
fr«(|Aitti^ (-^ /67>)o ) 9oma through « nlninam and th«a again 
inciraaaaa* !Eha valuo of i-^/^;;^) for which X ia miniauav 
ineraaaaa with incraaaing imluaa of i&^^K 'or (^/674) 
< 0.1, thia vadaUon of X nith (^ V 2^?^ > itaa taand to ba 
nagiiglbia* Thia pacallar variation of X » (for tha 
oaaa B^M > i)* vith nodalatiiHy fraquanc^ (-^ /^ :27o) oan ba 
asiplainadi aa tha raauita of ti^bla 9> haa been axpleinaa 
in (1) aboira. 
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If an Mr plftasM* i s 0UbJ«et«(a to a p«xiMWEuaicul«r 
XoiiN.|At«neity tiiB(»»dep«t»S«Bt nagnetlc £ittXd« thm lur 
•Ittotrie pawmr mb»otbe6 by th« plasm* wil l follow the 
parlodle variation of th« nagnatic field. Thl* parioaio 
variation in RF power absotbed by the plasma# wil l lead 
to periodic variaticoi in the plasm paninieters* such as 
electron density and electroiv>molecale elastio*>colli8ion 
frequwaey. A nicrowave propagating through such a plasm* 
%illl evidentially get an^litude modulated. 
Since the condition ^ » V ^ ( iX" imvelengtiJ of the 
propagating micmave* f « average distance between the 
electrons) i s satisfied in the case of teiig;>erate plasmis* 
the propagati«A of electromgnetic ^nives in plasna can and 
mist be inirestigated <m the basis of the ordinary Haacwell*s 
equations of phenonenologioal electrodynamics in continuoas 
media. Although Mixwell's equations m s t be solved 
simultaneously with Boltsman*s aqpaatiims. Boiraiver* a 
somewhat less rigorous* but a more easily solvable set of 
equations i s the ooni^ination of the Maxwell's equations 
with Langevin equation of motion of an electrons 
in nnrsiGA vol . 58, NO. 3, April 1972 pp. 384-92. 
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' ^ + - 5 j „ i i - - ^ CE + •^^'%) 
• a ^ • ^ 
• • * • • 
i2«3*ll) 
Kh«f« -^ i s th« vviocity wetor of th« «i«etr<Mi8» 
^ i s th« net s isetric €i«X4« g* i s the n«t iittgiistic fields 
•Qa# i)o i» responsibls for viseotiB da«if>iiH} and i s rsXatsd 
to tlie Bvszwgs frsquuoDicT of tlis raomentiuii trsnsfsr coIXisioos 
of slsetroiis vit^ ths otiter oonstitufints of th« jplssaas* 
Sine* both ths sisetztm «ii<!l ioo <^elotron fr«qpsiiciss# 
for a lowuintioisits' sngnetic fiol^ ("^  100 (Saass Haximin^« 
ars vety snail in copparison «ritb nierowava fracpanc^* tha 
an^aot of tha foagnatie fiala on tha proj^gaticm of nlcrowavas 
wil l ha ignoraa. Iha affact of tisM>*d«s»a»<3ant angnatic 
fiaia on BW pcnmr ahsc»i>a<l hy tha plastia has baan found out 
frem iangaifln aqiuation and ^ a rawiltiiMI tiitia*variations in 
plasma paranatars has baen oalculatad u^ing anargy balanea 
aquation, Tha aoatilation inprassad vtptm iBicrowavas 
propagating through madh a plassm* possasaing pariodically 
vasying pazanatars* has baan than calailatad from a solution 
of Maaofall * a acpntions, 
Wa assuna an anplituda nodalatad mtgnatic fiald of 
intansity ft " '^ ^ ^ ^^* - ^ ^ along tha axis of tha 
discdiaiga tuba« %ihi<di i s also assumed to ba tiia diraction 
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Of pmsmgmtion of th« mlcrowavtts, lh« Rr • l«etrio fi«ia 
• * fjo ^ i« asMMMS to btt only in th« air«ctlofui 
pecpwidioalsr to th« iMign«tic field, as i s the case in 
practice* The repiresentative eXectcon vaXocity 1^ i s 
assumed to possess a time depen<3«aice of the fosn ^ • 
Using circularly polarised rotating fields* the solution 
of equation (2*3.11) along with eaqpression for total RF 
oon<%tctivity jf^ m m. ne -Or (^ere# n m electron dmisity and 
e «• charge of the electron), leads to the following 
es^i^ssions for the conplex conductivities of l e f t and right 
circularly polarised electric fields* 
(2.3.12) 
(2.3.13) 
r^ „ f^^\ _ _ _ — i ^ 
here, ne have introduced LJQ, m ^ ^ for the tims-dependent 
electroD-cydotron frequency, as isagnitude of nagaetic 
field intensity § i s tiBMKdependent. 
Aie average work P done by the electric field can be 
written as* 
1 ^ i - fYieMUj I + ^ 7? 
1 /'txe'^ \ -^  ,-'2-f 1 _^  • -f- —— I 
. •« • 13* 3. 14} 
so 
As mgnflitlc £i«l<S modalatlon frvquimcy i« vndb, 
lc»s than th« frvqptoncy of th« a? field •xcitJLtig th« 
pXasnt and th« «a.eetrot»»cyelotron frequency, we can 
neglect XI in coapai,rlB<» lAth'^'o/ ^ A '^^cln the 
den(Malnator« of the two esqi^reesione within the bnoee of 
eq. (2* I* 14). %ite we get t^e average EP power 9 absoxloed 
by the plasm 
. a -4 ^ -H ^ 1 
. . . (2.3. 15) 
2 2. 
Where cl3p • i'^^/me) ^» *h« Pl««w» frequency end eo i e 
the free apace dielectzle permittiirity. We Intzoduce 
following dinaneionleas paxaiaaterai 
Plaaiw frequency parameter X m C^^/cjy-). electron^ 
noleoule collision frequency paca«ieter Y " (^"/^v^). 
i^lectroo-eyclotcoa frequency paranater Z • —.- Z3^ 
Ihan the expreaaion (2.3. IS) can be written as* 
-
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<=^ ' J'=|.£„aX^E," 1 i-t'x'^+y^ (l-tr^^+V^J)^-4%^ 
(2.3*16) 
Zf th« •iis>lltttdtt raodeulatlon ind«x of th« iMignatic fi«Xd 
I s snai l ( i .« . '2 ,^/x^^ 0 , 3 ) , th«n» in ths danomlntttor o£ 
•avresiaon (2,3* 16) sbov* w« may rsplacs Z ^ a». fhas 
ws g«t# 
L^2><^X'-^ 
N«gl«ct4ng s«cem<l or<3«r ( 'X^ 0 5 ^ ^ ^ ) t«na In th« 
nuBMixstor* v gt^ 
?= I^a 
C©6-r^ ^ 
(2.3.17) 
Xf w« p i t , F > »^ (1 4^  K OOs^ L t ) ? il« ««t 
(2.3.18) 
•nd, 
vR= •Zo-^J 
J^ o . X/i 
Cvt-:^ ^+v )^^ -A -^ a-^.V"+ v"*+2 y^ci+zJ) . . . . (2.3. If) 
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the «v«ra9« pover P^ absoxb«d tsest tho plaona 
incr«tts«» with IncrMsiog coll ision frocponoy, for valu8« 
o£ av«£«9« olftctxon cyclotcon fc«(|uoiic3r per«in«t«r z^ ^ 1, 
i^ormia «t cyclotron rosonaiico <oe>,w(^« or 2 » 1)« tho 
abaoxptlOQ d«cr«»ami vlth incroasing colliaion froqiaency. 
fh« v«ritttion of thtt mo^latioa M iii|»r««s«a upon tho aF 
pcwex obsojcbod by plasiMif dii« to tho prosonco of 
paxpendicttlar tiaio-<i«^nd«nt angnotic field, as a Amotion 
of coUiaion fraqtiancy paramatar Y ( = ^^c^), for varicxia 
iraluaa of avaraga alactron^csrclotron frequancy paxaioatar 
SB^ ( •"(>>./j^ )^ for magnatic fiald modulation 2j,/a^ (w'^^ytj^ ) • 
0*1 ia ahown in rig* 2* 3, 3bia taodulation indax (H) ia 
diraetly proportional to <"^i/coe,o *• 
Itia raaalta of fig* 2.3 can ba coiii>inad vith thoaa of 
aaction 2* 3(a) and 2*2(b> in ordar to consnita th« mo^lation 
inpraaaad upon a««» navaa tranaalttad and raflooted from 
a plaaa» free apftco interface* 
ft s s P L T y 
wmwsic yiMLB. 
Ilg*2*4 ahova the variation of ijapreaaed ino<btlationy€>c 
aa a function of modulation dapth (M) of mr power abaorbed 
O . -
I /(? e/e<r/yo?? <::/er?sy^y (^/^ycu^) {7r?c/ /Pr<ypa^'a/-To?7 Jerf^fh Z, (^^/c^^ ^ (7 2 , Z=5\ 
.X 
02 05 0^ as 
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"ty^ ^nv pie Sim (aae to tho applicaticm o£ tiin»-dependent 
perpendicular nagnetlc fialdi) with c o l l i s i o n frw^ency 
( >'V'^ o ) a s a pararaetar for a « 5 X^ & (^IPAJ) • 0 . 21" based 
on the r e s u l t s of s ec t i on 2 . 2 ( a ) . the iirpresaed modulation 
u i s d i r e c t l y proportiorail t o e l ec tron density {^^J^/co^ ) 
ana propagation length ( Z / A ) , /X. increases l i n e a r l y with 
M while decreasing with increasing c o l l i s i o n frequency 
K^o/i^ ) . 
j[he var ia t ion of the modulation .o- irnpressed upon the 
transmitted e.ro. wave a s a function of c o l l i s i o n frequency 
i^o/tC'r )» with steady macinetic f i e l d (^^°Ao-r ) a s a 
parameter^ ts obtained by combining r e s u l t s shown in Figs . 2 .3 
6 2.4. these r e s u l t s are shown in Fig. 2.5 for the t y p i c a l 
case in ii^iich z - 5 A . ( ^^^) >^ lOO, ( ^ V ^ ) ^ » o . 2, and 
magnetic f i e l d modulation K^'^^^/^OQ^ ) " 0 . 3 . 
Although, fr<»R Fig. 2.5 i t appears tha t modulation 
iingpressed upon microwaves increases as ('^^"/(O^) i n c r ^ t s e s . 
But, a c t u a l l y , i t i s a paradox, though the iQ0<^lation index 
M of RF f i e l d exc i t ing the plasma, due t o the app l i ca t ion of 
nodulated magnetic f i e l d , i s found t o increase Mithi^^V^-rK 
bat , as i s evident from equation ( 2 . 3 . 1 8 ) , average Rf power 
absosbed by the plasna, and hence the e l ec tron densi ty , has 
:^ tj § '*! «N 
^ 
8. / 
got a maximum a t ('^^-/coy^) •• 1 andi decreases a s ve dcr^att 
from t h i s value o f {^^^°/ui-t). This f a c t i s a l s o borne out 
5 
by the escperlmental r e s u l t s of Agnello e t a l . . Since* 
modulation M- , ir^pressed upon a propagating microwave, i s 
d i rec t l y proporticnuil to<^^p^ ( • n«r/m &o)» i . e ,^ the 
electron~density* h^ice although the time*-variation in 
e lectron densi ty w i l l increase as ('^"^'^°/:J^) increases , the 
iitpressed n^duXation index (^^ ) may s t i l l have a naxiimm 
around ( ^ V ^ j ^ ) - 1, 
Because of d irec t dependence of microv^ve modulation 
AA' aa. e l ec tron dens i ty , vihich in turn depends on RF power 
absoxbed by plasma, pressure of the gas , e t c , t h i s e f f e c t 
of the modulation of microwaves propagating through a RF 
plasma, subjected t o a perpendicular amplitude-modulated 
magnetic f i e l d , w i l l be more appreciable when ^o^ vjr>uDQ ^ 
i . e . , in a low-pressure, h igh ly - ion ized plasma, where 
although the c o l l i s i c m frequency i s low enough( 29o<^ co/,(Op>), 
but e lec tron donsity i s s u f f i c i e n t l y high, 
Ihis phenomen(»i, i s a su i tab le mectianlsm of the 
modulation of microwaves, in a laboratory RF plasma subjected 
t o a lo**. intensity (about 100 Oauss) time-.dependent magnetic 
f i e l d , i ^ l l e the roeaianlsm of the modulation o f microwaves, 
i n a plasma mbjec ted to a time-dependent magnetic f i e l d 
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proposed by s o ^ a & Aroraf I s s u i t a b l e £or higher In tens i ty 
ia tmi k i l o Gauss) m g n a t l c f i e l d s . Farther* s ince in the 
former raechaniSIR i^c> ^u)t-»nd Va^^<^ {us LOV^*^"^^), the 
e f f e c t of c o l l i s i o n frec^uency variat ions* on the modulation 
of microwaves, w i l l be almost n e g l i g i b l e and only «lectron~ 
density v e r i e t i o n s need t o be considered* \^er®a8 i n the 
l a t e r mechanism both the c o l l i s i o n frequency and e lec tron 
density var ia t ions w i l l be iniportant. rhus i n the 
rrodulation nwcdianism proposed by us electrcm temper?^ture 
relaication e f f e c t s on modulation of microwaves, w i l l be 
absent and the upper l i m i t <»i the modulating frequency, 
iniposed by t h e s e temperature re laxat ion processes* w i l l be 
no longer there . 1!hi8 i s some sort of c o l l i s i o n l e s s 
modulation mechanism. 
( i i ) MO£>UI>.\TIOi< OF a.M.WAVi^ S R&WL^CTKD PAGH A RF PlASMACSJBJaCTSD 
Fig, 2.6 shows the var ia t i on of modulation 0^ iiqpressad 
upon an e.ra. wave r e f l e c t e d from the plasma a s a fimction o f 
modulaticm depth (M) of RT power absorbed by the plasma i<3am 
t o the a i ^ l i c a t i o n of tinH^dependent perpendicular magnetic 
f i e l d ) , with c o l l i s i o n frequency {^V'^ ) and pla««B frequency 
?o 
fS-
{a)p^/cJ)--i 
) . < 
Y^\r/c^)-of 
'ujpyij)'-w 
Of 02 o 3 
yA/?//lT/ON Of MODfJlAT/OA/ PS/?C£NTA6f (oc) /MP/?£SSfD (/PON Pffl£CrfO 
err^ > ^ / i ^ ^ J A flfA/CT/ON OP AfODUlATION DfPTH CAI) OP PP. 
pxar//^6 P/PiD /r/r// coa/s/oA/ pppwfA/cy (PO/CO) /fA//) PI A ^ MA 
PPfOOPNCy r ^ / ' y ^ ! ; /\S P/iRAMtlER. 
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{(^^/cxy^) as paraimtersr based on the r e s u l t s o£ sec t ion 
2.2(b)* lite iiiipressed roodulatloa ^ Increases l inear ly 
with increasing M and decreases with Increasing c o l l i s i o n 
frequency. ^ shows a resonance a t (^^/co ) m 1,0, 
decreasing as ( '^^/co'^) dev ia tes from 1,0, 
As for the case of transmitted e,nu waves, the 
var iat ion of the modulati<^ X- i8npressed upon the re f l ec t ed 
e.m, waves as a function of c o l l i s i o n frequency (•^^°/(^r- ) 
with steady magnetic f i e l d (^ ^°/u)y^) as a parameter i s 
obtained by combining r e s u l t s of Figs. 2.3 & 2 .6 . These 
r e s u l t s are shown in Fig. 2.7 as a function of < ^ ° / o , ^ ) , 
with (^^V^,^ ) as a parameter, for {^^7^^ ) •» 0 . 1 and l .O. 
In the region ( ^A/^^ ) < i , o the r e f l e c t e d tncx^lation 
-^ w i l l a l s o increase with increasing e lectron~densi ty 
( ^ / v ^ ^ m ne /mfe,u>^  and as discussed in ( i ) for transmitted 
ease , in r e f l e c t e d case a l s o the inf^resseo modulation OC nay 
s t i l l have a maximum around ( ^^"/oy- ) •• 1. OC w i l l a l s o be 
sore appreciable , when Vo < u)y-, cjj,, i , « , , in a ioi#>pressure 
highly i o n i s e d plasim, \^ere although the c o l l i s i o n frequency 
i s low enough ( Vo< CJ^,^Q} but e l e c t n m - d e n s i t y i s 
s u f f i c i e n t l y high* 
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CttfvPTER " III 
Ihe experimental work reported in t h i s thesie# have 
been dcme in both the RF oiscrnarges and V-Qroove Cathode 
discJ^iarges. I n i t i a l l y , 8C»ne HF breakdown meaeureioente in 
the presence of p a r a l l e l e l e c t r i c & mtgnetic f i e l d s were 
made, in oraer t o ascer ta in the e f f e c t of lo**-intensity 
magnetic f i e l d on the power absorijed by the plasma, s imi lar 
breakdown f i e l d s tud ie s in low-pressure aF-plasn», in the 
presence of p a r a l l e l and perpendicular hig[h«>intensity 
magnetic f i e l d s eidiibited anomalous behaviour* which was 
explained on the b a s i s of s e l f - e x c i t a t i o n of low-frequency 
i(»i~acoustic standing waves* i^ich were escperimentally 
detected. But# when the s tud ie s of the modulation of 
microwaves propagated through RF plasna, subjected t o a 
time-dependent magnetic f i e l d were t r i e d , the presence o f 
stray RF pick up posed a great prc^lem and i t made any 
useful laeasurements of the low percentage of microwave 
modulation rather d i f f i c u l t , l^en some s t u d i e s of t h i s 
phenomenon in V-groove negat ive glow discharge^ were planned. 
A de ta i l ed s tud/ of t h i s plasma in the presence of a t ime-
S!) 
dependent magnetic f ie ld including the saodulation of 
microwaves t ransmit ted and ref lec ted from such a plasne 
has been Rnoe & reported in t h i s t he s i s . 
The experimental arrangement can be described by 
dividing i t i n to four par ts* 
(1) Excitat ion of plasma? by two techniques, 
(a) Hf disciiaz:ge« 
(b) V-Groove Cathode dischar«ge, 
(2) APolicati<Ma of Haanetic f ie ld t by t i iree d i f ferent 
mathods in three d i f fe ren t experiments, 
(a) low-intensi ty magnetic f i e ld 
produced by a solenoid, 
(b) h igh- in tens i ty magnetic f ie ld 
produced 1:^  an electromagnet, 
and (c) low-intensi ty a-m ax i a l magnetic 
f ie ld produced by c o i l . 
^3) Measuremeni^ of plasma pa re met ers t by two techniques, 
(a) double probes, 
and (b) pho tonu l t i p l i e r tube. 
(4) §Y9Km goy. IUs;.ff,PWBV^ ., pyopag^Ufffi. 9m^^9§* for propagation 
through both the RF and £C plasmas. 
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3y 1 nKcrmnoti OF PLhsnht 
By far the most convenient anu most popular techniques 
of exc i t ing the labozatojty plasma, make use of the d i s s i p a t i o n 
of e l e c t r i c energy in the plasne I t s e l f . There are many types 
of e l e c t r i c a l discharges , but v@ used ilF aischarge and 
v>groove cathode i>>c negat ive glow discharge, for reasons o f 
s u i t a b i l i t y and convenience. 
3 . 1 ( a ) iJF m S Q i A ^ ^ a PlAatMAf 
Ihe u n i t for eKcltat ion of AF plasma can be divided 
i n t o four parts (1) RF o s c i l l a t o r , ( l i ) DC power supply for 
the RF o s c i l l a t o r , which was used for e x c i t i n g v»groove plasma 
a l s o , ( i i i > arrangeirtant for the measurement of the ilF output 
voltage, ( iv) c i r c u i t for the detect!cm of the peak HF breaks 
down vol tage . 
j^ig* 3« 1 shows the c i r c u i t diagram of a push-pul l type 
negat ive re s i s tance HF o s c i l l a t o r . The advantage of t h i s 
c i r c u i t i s , the very small amount of adjustments required 
before operation. Ihe inherent voltage i n s t a b i l i t i e s in any 
of the arras w i l l be amplif ied, and fed back t o the other arm 
with proper phase r e l a t i o n s , and, thus, w i l l bui ld up into 

yi 
suataineoi o s c i l l a t i o n s . The frequency of the oacl lXator 
i a primarily oetennlnedl by L^, h^ C^» fc C^. The c i r c u i t 
has e x c e l l e n t frequency s t a b i l i t y and IOMT harracsoic content, 
A necessary condit ion for tnaintenance of o s c i l l a t i o n s * i s 
that the reactance of c^ shouM be small conpatred t o R .^ 
The tinie period of the ooniblnation c^ and ft^ sliould be large 
corqpared to the period of the high £re<:|uency s igna l for 
proper wave shape of the o s c i l l a t o r output. Since feed back 
factor was uni ty , the condit ion of o s c i l l a t i o n VBS s inply 
that the ampl i f i cat ion factor of the tube should be grea ter 
than uni ty . To avoid leakage of RF power i n t o the power 
^supply and other low iripedance stages* a 5 MH HF cht^e was 
used. For RF breakdcA^n measureinents* a priinary a i r c o i l L^^ 
wound using $^Q i>io. 8 copper wire, was f ixed separate ly , : ^ i s 
was c o l l e c t e d in p a r a l l e l with the o s c i l l a t o r c o i l . Another 
movable c o i l L was a l s o arranged. This al lowed a var ia t ion 
of the liF power applied to the exc i t ing p l a t e s or c o l l , vdiiich 
along with a high vol tage variable a i r condenser C^ . was 
coauected in p a r a l l e l with t h i s seccmdary c o i l L^. This 
var iable condenser C^ helped i n tuning the secondary c i r c u i t 
t o the O s c i l l a t o r frequency, 
•V T 127 A* power t r i o d e s have b©«i used in the 
o s c i l l a t o r . These are capable of handling a power of about 
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300 watts («ach). The pXasina tube and th« o s c i l l a t o r 
ass^rably were sh le ldeo and a l l connections were roadie of 
shielcisd cab les , 
(11) xxi POh&R SUPWLY fOii ay QSCIUU^TOR 
( a c , OUTmST 2 KV AT 750 M,A, MAJO 
Fig ,3 ,2 shows the c i r c u i t diagram of th« power supply. 
TWO BSL2a mercury f i l l e d r e c t i f i e r s have been used t o 
achieve fu l l wave r e c t i f i c a t i o n , Electronic vo l tage 
regulation and hum re(^ct lon are extremely d i f f i c u l t a t such 
powers (about 2 Kilo ^ t t ) , and a l s o we did not require very 
s t a b i l i z e d vo l tages . Two choke input f i l t e r s (L » 15H« 
C •• 3 jaf) have been used. Ihe r ipple factor of t h i s power 
supply has been found to be q u i t e low. 
( i i i ) ^SmtMa'JmsM'S FOB, m g .NiaA^Oi^EMaNY OF Rr OJtPQT VOLTAQItt 
Study of the break dovm f i e l d s of a i r for an a x i a l 
aF f i e l d of 55 t^Z, i n the presence of a rnagnetlc f i e l d 
(OvlSOG), required an accurate measurement of RF vol tage 
a t breakdown. I h i s neasurmnent was done with the help of 
SAHC model K.M, 750 VTVM. Mhen the VTVM probes are 
connected across tne e x c i t i n g c o l l or p la tes* the discharge 
i s a f f ec ted , and moreover s i n c e the two ends are in a f loat ing 
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Btat« vfltti respect t o th« ground, th« ifteBsurements done 
t h i s way can not b« thought to be re l iable* Two tedhtniques 
vera used for proper measurement of iiF voltage. In the 
f i rs t* HF voltage from the two p l a t e s were conriected to the 
ve r t i c a l Reflection p l a t e s of an osci l loscope, which had 
known deflect ion s sms i t lv i ty , Ihe VTVM probe vms connected 
t o one of the measuring po in t s and the voltmeter reading 
was t^ms ca l ib ra ted without affect ing the discharge* In 
the second a pick up c o l l ymm ina«rted in the Inductance l,„, 
RF power thus e^stracted was nwasured by VTVM. Both these 
mmimitmmuta provided a r e l a t i v e measurement of HF voltage. 
'Sh^ breakdown voltage of the gas has been determined 
by a technique sinii lar to tha t of Von-lotgel & G i l l . Ihe 
dischacge tube with two p a r a l l e l copper p l a t e s / r i n g s or 
th ick copper wire wound on i t , i s placed a t the output of 
the detector . Die voltage from the RF source i s increasocl 
u n t i l a glow appears a t t he discharge tube, and s i iml tane-
ously there i s ind ica t ion of fell in voltage a t the d-c 
voltmeter ( in te rna l in^edance » SO Kilo-ohms per v o l t ) . Xhis 
p a r t i c u l a r voltage i s taken as the breakdown vol tage . IHim 
c i r c u i t diagram of the de tec tor i s shown in Fig. 3 .3 . 
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3. Kb) v-qaoovE g .^'gioias piaaijiv^s* 
The V>groov« cathode dlachacgfl l a very s u i t a b l e 
for constructing a phys ica l ly large plasim of s i z a b l e 
e lectron density . In p a r t i c u l a r , thesa c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
are often des irable for studying microwave propagation 
i n plasmas, vrtiere the plasma should be many free-space 
wavelengths thicks atnd where the propagation character-
i s t i c s for wave frequencies near the plasma frequency 
are d«$sired« rhe volume of the plasms should be large 
encxigh, so that d i f f r a c t i o n e f f e c t s do not predominate, 
and preferably the plasma should be uniform* witbi wel l 
defined boundaries and I t should be e a s i l y reproducible, 
The discharge operates b a s i c a l l y as a cold cathode, 
abnormal, negat ive glow discharge and i t s behaviour i s 
q u a l i t a t i v e l y s imi lar t o tha t of a brush cathode discharge. 
Ihe cathode c o n s i s t s of an aluminum p l a t e with mil led 
V-Groovee o£ 60-degree angle and 0,317 cm spacing .with 
these grooves, the cathode current caused by secondary 
emission processes (l>e.^ loni-boiibardment and photo e l e c t r i c 
emissiCMi) remains unifdrm over the cathode surface in the 
abnormal glow region* 'Ihat i s , the tendency for a l o c a l i z e d 
discharge or arc to form, \^ic3:t appears in lar^e, f l a t 
osthodee, i s rec^ced, Also, the grooves increase the 
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ef fec t ive cathode area, as w«il as e lect ron yiei<a by 
lon-bonibaranent, due to non-normal Incidence of ioas on 
the cathode, 
Fig,3.4 show© the schematic diayram of the 'y^groove 
cathode discharge tube used. Hhe tube diameter and bence« 
the olameter of the cathode a re approximately 10 era. Ihe 
anode to cathode dis tance could be varied a t will« Ihe 
V-groove« in circi i les were cut on the aluminum cathode with 
0,317 cnu spacing and 60® angle. I n i t i a l l y a f l a t copper 
p l a t e was used as anode, But# a t higher voltages a tendency 
for a local ized cischatge or a rc to form a t anode \^5 observed. 
Ihis vas avoided when s i n l l a r v-groovea 'vere cut on the anode 
a l s o . A 0-2KV var iab le DC voltage from power supply 
^ d e s c r i b e d in sec ,3 .1 (a)_7 l e applied between the anode 
and cathode, v^ich produces a negative glow discharge, "Utiti 
plassm i s beam generated, and the electron density i s 
suf f ic ien t ly high ( i . e . , of the order of lO^'*'Cnr3), and the 
e lectron teiT$>erature i s su f f ic ien t ly low ( i .e . ,approximate ly 
1200**K), 
Itie voltage current d i a r a c t e r i s t i c of such a discharge 
I s shown in Fig,3,5 for various pressures . At lower currents 
a negat ive res i s tance phenomenon was dbserved, vAiich i s not 
displayed in these curves, 
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At the r e l a t i v e l y low e lec tron turapvratures* 
and high e lec tron d e n s i t i e s genersted hy the V-groove 
cathode discharge, electron-1cm c o l l i s i o n s are expect<»d 
t o be iniportant. 
A means for evacuatlr^ the dlschart^e tube and 
accurately measuring the pressure i n s i d e I t . forms an 
inte;jral part of any system for plasma e x c i t a t i o n . Xhis 
was aocompllsl^ied by a vacuum system wi^ ilch cons i s ted of 
the pyrex g l a s s discharge tube, a rotary o i l vacuum pump, 
and a ca l ibrated Mci-eod gauge which was used for the 
pressure measurement. For achieving very low-pressures, 
a s i n g l e s tage o i l d i f fus ion puirp was used. In conjunction 
with the rotary o i l vacuum punqp ( fore putiqp). A l l the 
s top cocks and vacuum connections were thoroughly cleaned 
and greased with ix>w Corning i^lllcon lubricant , before the 
operation of the pnxap was s tar ted , anu the system was 
s u f f i c i e n t l y leaJc proof, 
tor three d i f f e r e n t experiments reported In t h i s 
thes i s* the magnetic f i e l d was appl ied by three d i f f e r e n t 
methods. 
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3,2(a) i.ow.iw&wsiTy matJUTic fi&hP PROjQUcap BY A SQLSMOIOI 
This \mB used in the «xp9rimental stud]^ of the 
RF breakdown c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of air* i n the presctnc® of 
p a r a l l e l e l e c t r i c and magnetic f i e l d s . A 10 era. diameter* 
38 CBW length* so lenoid co i l* cons i s t ing of 10 layers of 
SWQ no« 19 double cotton covered copper wire* vround on a 
4" diaim&ter brass cr/linder* was usad. The t o t a l nuit^er 
of i t s turns was 2350, The solenoid was capable of 
producing a continuously variable magnetic f i e l d of i n t e n s i t y 
upto 150G. The DC current was supplied to i t from llOV 
LC l i n e . 
3.2(b) Hioa^mt^insm MA^ OManc fi&ha pRQDJjcaD BY f^ sLscTRONAaagT 
The e l e c t r o m g n e t was used to provide both p a r a l l e l 
and perpendicular high i n t e n s i t y RBgnetic f i e lds* i n the 
experiments on the study of RF brcuikdown c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of 
a i r a t low-pressure. A continuously var iable O~1600 Gauss) 
s t a t i c magnetic f i e l d was provided by t h i s e lectronagnet . 
£lameter o f i t s po le p i e c e s was 7 .5 cm. and p o l e separation 
(which was variable) was kept a t 3.5 cm. Ihe magnetic f i e l d 
i n t e n s i t y a t the p o s i t i o n of the disdhtarge* was cal ibrated* 
as a fiuxction of current flowing through the c o i l s of the 
9S 
electirosmgnet* using a EARC mc»<l«l a o - l Gauas meter* 
'l!h« v«riabltt DC current to t h i s electroiaagnet vma 
supplied by Polytronic O-lSOv, 5 ^^apa,, power supply. 
h c o i l Of average diameter 13 cm./ with 1123 turns, 
yma used to provide an a x i a l an^plitude-modulated magnetic 
f ielci , i n the experimental s t u d i e s of an\plitude modulation 
of microwaves propagated through a plasma subjected to a-m 
magnetic f i e l d . The magnetic f i e l d a t the centre of the 
c o i l can be ca lculated accrording t o following fomulaes 
Hagnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y in Gauss •« fo > 
ii^ere, n » t o t a l no. of turns* 
r m average diameter of the c o i l in cm. 
ii X * current flowing through the c o l l i n Aiqps. 
so , magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y a t the centre of the c o i l i n 
t h i s case i s about 54*i Gauss per arqpere of current flowing 
through the c o i l . 
The tC current t o t h i s c o i l , was supplied by a 
Polytronic 0-350V, 600 mft. e l e c t r o n i c a l l y regulated <i-c power 
supply through an A, F. Choke. Xhe a -c current t o ea«>litud«-
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n»<^lat« th« Riiifi^ atttic f i e l d of t h i s coi l^ \mm provided 
by a shunt fad <\. F. power a n ^ l l f l e r . Circui t diagram of 
the atqpXifier i s shovn in Fi^, 3 . 6 . The magnitude of DC 
and AC current flowing through the c o i l was accurate ly 
measured with the he lp of a \rrVM. 
3,3 nm\3U-dmmiiT OF ma PIASMA PKiumj^tkiOss 
ror accurate d iagnos t i c s / the technique, adopted 
siiould be such as not t o disturb the plasma system i t s e l f . 
Ho such teciinique r e a l l y e x i s t s , v h i l e probes disturts the 
system most, the microtirave and spectroscopic techniques 
disturb the plasma by l e a s t amount. As a l l the techniques 
depend upon one or the other property of the plasms, the 
r e s u l t s obtained by d i f f eren t techniques rarely agrett. 
Ihe probes g i v e the e l ec tron temperature accurate ly , and 
the l i g h t i n t e n s i t y emitted by the plasma (detected by a 
photomult ipl ier tube) can be taken as a measure of power 
absorbed in the plasma. 
These two techniques vere used by us* i n order t o 
g e t an idea of the average plasma parameters, and f l u c t u -
a t ions caused in them* due t o appl ied ainplitude modulated 
rasgnetic f i e l d . 
•xetM yt*< 009 fo 
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3.3(a) JJOOBLK PROBS TaOit^IQUSt 
J c ^ s o n & Ma Iter? in 1950, developed a f loa t ing 
double probe method appl i cab le t o rapidly varylir^ and 
decaying plasmas, the double probe technique , invo lves 
the use of tvo probea# between which a var iab le vo l tage 
±B appl ied. As a r e s u l t of the p o t e n t i c l d i f ference 
between the two probes, the more negat ive probe w i l l 
c o l l e c t an excess of lons# while the more p o s i t i v e probe v, i l l 
c o l l e c t an excess of e l e c t r o n s . By in terpre t ing the 
current flowing between the two probes as a function o f 
d i f f e r e n t i a l vo l tage between the probes, i t i s p o s s i b l e 
t o determine e lec tron and ion-dens i ty . I^is type of 
prc^e inherently draws l e s s current than a Langmuir probe, 
s ince the e lec tron current drawn from the d i s c ^ r g e i s 
governed by the iorwsaturation current, and t h i s current 
i s two or tliree orders of nagnitude smaller than the 
e lectron-current drawn by a s i l i l a r iiangnMir prObe, i f 
the prc^e areas are equal . Xhus, only the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of the high energy e l ec trons i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n function 
w i l l be measured. The re fac t ion of the plasma perturbation 
thtts« a l s o reduces the amount of information that can be 
obtained, i f the r a t i o of the probe areas i s increased, 
h'l 
more of the low»r ««nergy e l e c t r o n s w i l l be sainpled, 
but the p l a s m perturbation w i l l be larger , s ince the 
oiouble probe tec^mique i s l i m i t e d to the high energy 
t a i l of the d i s t r i b u t i o n ftinction, conclus ions about 
the average e l ec tron ternperature tmy be in aeciaas 
error, i f the d i s t r i b u t i o n i s not Tla3<well>BoltzniBnn, 
jUouble probes are not inf luenced a s much by 
nagnetic f i e l d s a s s i n g l e probes. £he c o l l e c t e d current 
i s governed by ion mobi l i ty , and i t i s not u n t i l t}ie 
inagn^tic f i e l d strength i s very large ( severa l thousand 
gauss) that the i o n - gyroracdus i s as smell a s the probe 
sizew itie l i m i t a t i o n s of aouble probe a s we l l as of 
7 8 
Other prcdaes have bean discussed by x.oeb and fledicus. 
A good account of the b a s i c theory of double 
probes has been g iven by smith & Osborne; F ig ,3 .7 (a ) 
shows the vol tage current c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of a double 
o probe. Following smith tk Osborne; where the central 
s ec t i on of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c curve i s approxliwitely 
s tra ight (as i s genera l ly s o ) , the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c curve 
may be approxitnted by three s t ra igh t l i n e s a s shown 
Pig. 3 . 7 ( b ) . Ihen, I f V^^ i s the vol tage between breakpoints. 
Xhe approximate e l ec t ron teir^pereture i s g iven by 
T»®IC m 2.9xlO*Vgp ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) 
A^Ur Osh<:^'^y>e $>. S^nitW \0 
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The construct ion d e t a i l s o£ tli« double pzobea 
used by u« «re shown in Fig. 3 . 8 ( « ) , the DC c i r c u i t 
used for measuring double probe d^aracter i s t i ce i s 
shown i n Fig. 3«d(b), In A¥ plasmas ]::u££ering chokes 
& capaci tors ^ P i g . 3. 8(c) J^ were used t o avoid e f f e c t 
of iiF on probe d b a r e c t e r i s t i c s . 
Ihe i n t e n s i t y of l i g h t emitted by the plasma» 
can be taken as a measure of the power absorbed in 
p lasm* The i n t e n s i t y of l i g h t emitted by the plasma, 
was recorded by means of H^Ch, 1P23 p h o t o n u l t i p l i e r 
tube. rhis tube was enclosed in a wooden box# with an 
arrangenant for a adjustable opening. Ho o p t i c a l 
arrangements were necesw&cy* s ince the plasma was extremely 
br ight . The l i g h t entering the p h o t o a u l t i p l i e r tube was 
adjusted by varying the s i z e of aperture. An e l e c t r o n i c a l l y 
regulated power supply along with a po tent ia l d iv ider 
arrangement* shown in Fig. 3 . 9 , was use4 t o supply the d .c . 
vo l tages to the various dyanodes. Hie aperture of the 
p h o t o n u l t i p l i e r tube was kept small , so that the tube 
operated i n the l i n e a r region of the photo-current l i g h t 
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Intens i ty chars c t u r l s t l c . To rasa sure the a l t ernat ing 
current through the photo-tube, the a l t erna t ing vo l tage 
developed across a known re s i s tance X H ^X » vms measured 
by a low freciuency VfVM or displayed on an o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
3 ,4 SYStiM FOR HlCRmhV& PiiQPMiATICm STUDl&$t 
for the study of the moduletlon of niicroi«aves 
propagated through a plasma, subjected to a low->intensity 
amplitude modulated magnetic f i e l d , and for the stuc^ of 
tranamissian and r e f l e c t i o n c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of such a 
plaaina# i t vas necessary to devise a s u i t a b l e microwave 
propagation tiQ s^tem. A 2K2S Reflex Klystron, which d e l i v e r s 
a miniRum of 20 R(» a t any frequency from 3.5 t o 9.66 QH2, 
was used. "The conf>lete experimental s e t up, for s tud ie s 
in RF plasmas, i s g^own i n Fig. 3 .10 . I t c o n s i s t s of 
usual microwave con^ponents* audi a s , f e r r i t e i s o l a t o r 
( for minimising the e f f e c t of load mismatches upon the 
s ignal source) , d i rec t reeding frequency meter# 20 db 
malt ihole h i g h - d i r e c t i v i t y d i rec t iona l couplers* ca l ibrated 
variable at tenuator ( ^-20 c&), and c r y s t a l d e t e c t o r s . 
:Che discharge tube was contained in a 7 .6 cm. diameter 
cy l indr i ca l wave guide. Ihe t r a n s i t i o n s from :»&-baad 

l i i i 'l 
rttctangular VKavegulde to 7,6 eta. diameter ^ l l n d r i c o X 
vavagulde ^vere provided by tapera. These tapers* whic±i 
were about 25 ctn, long and inaae up of about 0. IS CRU 
thick copper sheet* served t o snatch the iirpedance of 
rectangular vmveguides t o that of c y l i n d e r i c a l vraveguide* 
in %^ich plasma ii«Ba contained. In t h i s construct ion the 
cro8»>section c^tanges gradually from a rectangular shape 
t o c i rcu lar one. s ince t h i s t r a n s i t i o n s ec t ion i s many 
wavelengths long, the change w i l l be gradual enough to 
cause a l i t t l e mismatch* as the primary modes in both the 
rectangular and c y l i n d r i c a l wave-guides are similar* 
11 being S S modes. rhe transmission c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t h i s 
system has been inves t iga ted and i s shown i n Pig. 3 . 1 1 . 
ThB amount of wave r e f l e c t e d from t h i s system was found 
t o be about 2% of the t o t a l inc ident micix'wave. 
The EF plasma was exc i t ed by connect i i^ puath p u l l 
type negat ive re s i s tance HF o s c i l l a t o r across the discltarge 
p l a t e s or r ings , the time-dependent magnetic f i e l d was 
provided by a so lenoid . The resu l tant microwave signal* 
a f t e r transmission or r e f l e c t i o n from t h i s plasma* was 
displayed on an o s c i l l o s c o p e for q u a l i t a t i v e roeasurMients. 
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But, the stray RF, picked up hy detect ing systeio, 
vAilch i t s e l f vac araplitude maauXated* due to the 
appl ica t ion of anpl i tuue nK>Gtulate<i rnBgnetlc f i e l d , twde 
any meaning fill observation of r e l a t i v e l y smal ler 
ralcroiwive modulation rather d i f f i c u l t , /«JLthough various 
methods suggested in l i t e r a t u r e were used, mich a s i 
I) Al l 'waveguides & cables e t c . , were we l l grounded 
a s they passed through a large metal sh i e ld (3inx2n(), 
wliich was located about 3 meters from the plasma tube. 
II) In order t o avoid the fornation of ground-current 
loops , the waveguide was broken by Insert ing insu la t ing 
f i lms between the f langes . Mylar f i lm of 0 .5 mil 
thickness separated the f langes , which were fastened 
with the perspex screws. 
Although, these techniques helped in reducing the 
Rf pickup t o a very l o w - l e v e l , even then meaningful 
conservations of microwave modulation were rather very 
d i f f i c u l t . Figs. 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) show the stray RF 
picked up by the detect ing system with and without the 
aBplltude modulated magnetic f i e l d . 
? lg . 3 .13 shows the block diagram of the esoperlroental 
arrangement, used for the study of microwave pxopagatl<M 
^-VAAAA 
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through V-gzwyife oftthod* <3i8c3»xg6* Xt im id«ntlc8l 
to that (Aicma in fig. 3* II for studies of nlcroimvs 
propagation through RF plssnais sxc^t* firstly* ths 
Isrgs nwtitX shield %ms aiinscossary in this ease« and 
sacondXy» free iq^ce tedtmlcpis has been used instead of 
taper system, hn essential property of the free specs 
technique i e the open structure, which permits 
n^asurements without physical' dietuclsance of tho plasan* 
For free space transmission* two antennas were arranged 
in sudi a nanner* that tJie path between them passed 
through the plasma region to be studied. Pyramidal 
long horn design was used. The rectangular aperture of 
the horn was (10 cm»x9 era) end the length of the horn 
was 15 CB. Ijong horn design was chosen because for 
given aperture dimensions the directivity increases with 
increasing horn length* due to the more uniform phase 
distribution in the aperture. 
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£11 ring th« couni« of this work thr«o «agp«rifiMUits 
woff* piriosiMiai 
i ) stvi^ of AF bicfakdaim cl)Ar«ctttristlc« of a ir In th« 
preaonco of pacallol oloctrlc aod imtgnotie fieXdisf 
i i ) Stuatf of imf^psmnautm RF plasm aabjoctod to high 
iQtanalty {Hirallol aiqd porpondicul^ laignatic fialds* 
i i i ) Hodtilatlcsi of microwavaa propagated through a d«c* 
piaama aubjacted to a loi#>»iiit4Ki8it3r aiqplltuaa-
nodaletad magnatlc fi«14» 
Firat two eai>arliaanta wara parfOmed baaically to 
a3q»Xora tha off act of magniM:ic field on tha pzopartiaa of 
ftF pla«Mi« and baoausa aona intaraating reaalta vara obtained^ 
hanca tha;? ara daacribad baloir. But* modulation atadiea in 
RF plaanaa could not ba parformad in datai ] / bacaiaaa of tha 
problem of atzay aF pidknp* then, an aicperinantal study of 
the Moatiation of laicrotfavea propagated through a d.e* plaaiai* 
aubjeetad to a loi#->intanaity aflv>litttd*»nc»aalatad magnetic field 
wia planned and perfozwed, 
* fttbliahad aa a raaaarc^ note in J«Sliya, !># J.Appl* Pixam^, 
vol*4, pp*f$»-«l« (1971). 
** Oammtnioated for publication in J« Diya. Q> *f. ^ pl« Vhya* 
*** Da be comnunioated for publication. 
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•Sh* hfaXAcMn oi « high £riKia«nGy aischasg* In • 
gas in the pi^senc* of « atgnetic field iiaa f irst stuiSied 
by Towaaend ft QlXli ^Simy calculated the effect of aagnetic 
f ie ld on the breakdown potential of a gaa under af 
excitation, ihesf anticipated, on the Imaia of average 
electron theoxy» that i f the electric ft aaignetie fields 
are parallel the diffUaion of electrona perpondicular to 
the magnetic field i s reduced end hence a am Her brealcdoim 
field i s necessaiy* Zf the fields are perpendicular* not 
only i s the breakdoirn voltage reduced, tmt for certain 
seta of valuea of magnetic field and the ai^lied frequency 
reaonance wil l occur, nhen, 
i-appl. " 2^m ' ^**^*^^ 
Ihair eaQ»erimenta« in perpendicular nagnetie f ield 
caae« confimed their theoretical antici|Mitiona« 
Xiax, Allia ft Broim^ carried out experinaats on the 
Mticrowave breaKdo»rn dhAraeteriatica of a gea in the preaenee 
of both the pecpendieular and the parallel nagnetic fielda* 
Ihay ebaerved that, in the caae of perpendicular magnetic 
field* the breakdown voltage beeana niniauai for a nagaetio 
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flttia of 1135 OaiUtfs* ^ r slX imlu«s of prttsanr* 
(1 Tots to 30 Torr}, th« ffffttct of resonaneo boing 
aost Mi]:k«<S at low-vsaluss of pxmnmxrmm Whan the 
angiietic fiold ««• pamllol to olootric fields an 
•lBX»«t Xin«ttr variation of htmAkAaim flold with appliod 
magntttic fi«ld waa found upto about 1125 aauaa, and 
aftaiwarda variation vaa alight* 2h« variationa of 
braalcdowa fiald v«ra largest at low-preaattrea 
diminiiihinQ coasi^rably aa pxessure i«ae increaaed in 
thia oaae also. 
Itie RF breakdoim dtoracteriatics of air in the 
preaenoa of pespendicular aagnetie field vere fUrtlMur 
Studied by Ferriti 6 Veronesi' and Hagooori^ ir 
sen (k G3ioah oslculated the value of the pressure 
for vhich breakdovm field beconas ralnlBiim (in the 
f ie ld) 
pres«»ee of a perpendicular mgnetic /and experimentally 
atttdied the brealcdovn voltage of a Rf discharge in a nath-
resonant attgnetie fiiad. I t vas observed that brealcdcwn 
voltsag* always ineraases in the presence of a magnetic 
f ield for a l l veluea of pressure* and the pressure for 
which breakdown voltage beco«Ms ndninum always shifts to 
higher pressure* when magnetic field i s applied* and thia 
value increases with increase in the magnetic field* this 
work has ftirther been extended by sen & Chiptaf 
I l l 
l!h« MNisarMMiats of th« tuf {Biwaz} hrmstk&ova 
£i«ld as a ftinction of tho appllad parpaodicialar* X<aw-> 
Intanaity (0*400) seMgnatlo field hava alao ba«a parforwad 
7 ))3r Agnallo at al«« at dlffaxrwat praaauras in ofXiadrieal 
contaliiara. All th% oarvaa of maasarad braakdom fiald 
aa a Atnction of gyromagnatlo fraq^ancy* for diffaraot 
praasttraa ware found to gb through a ndniBiara at 
gyronagnatio j^aonanea. 
8 Bacri hava atudiad the rola playad by a uniform 
nagnetie fiald partUal to tha h-f alactric fiald (80HHZ) 
aa a fiinction of ptmaitvitm llQ to 1 l!Orr)« tha coupling 
baing capacitiva* inthor'a thaoratioal oalculationa 
ihowad tha inportanoa of tha gaenatrioal dimanaioneof tha 
diac^acga toba. 
'Xha atttdy of tha phtnoiiMnon of braakdoMn of a gaa 
at l0w»praaiAiraa ttadar Rf axeltatian* in tha praa«aca of a 
loi#-intaiiaity pacallal aagnatic fiald vas thua as^pactad 
to provida aona uaaftil infomation. 
Badio-rraq^anqf (55 MiiS) braak-down charaotariatica 
of a ir vara atudiad, in tha praaaaea of a parallal« low* 
intanaitar ntgaatie fiald ovar tha praaaura ranga of 5 to 
l i s nO^ Orr, iSta braakdown potential waa found to daeraaaa 
with incraaaa in ntgnatic fiald intanaity. Thia daoraaaa 
waa naat iMifcad at l«waat praaaaraL I t wia fiirthar abaarvad 
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that although the variation of breakdown potential 
with pressure esdiibited e broad mininum in the presence 
of lower intensity magnetic fields* t h i s variatioa became 
almost l inear beyond 80 Gauss* Ihus an appreciable 
reduction in dif i^sion l o s s of electrons under above 
menticxied ccnditions* was observed experintentally. 
A ar f i e ld of fixed frequency from a push pull t^pe 
negative resistance o sc i l l a tor ^sec»3 .1(a)^7 ^^^9 applied 
to the two ends of the c o i l wrapped on a cylindrical 
disdbarge tube (5x25 cm}» A continuously variable magnetic 
f i e ld was produced along the axis of the discharge tube 
by a solenoid (10x38 era.) ^s9c .3»2(a} J'', the breakdown 
voltage of a i r was measured for different pressures and 
different in tens i t i e s of the paral le l magnetic f i e ld by a 
technique similar to that of Von-Sngel 6 GillY's*C!.3.1(a)^7* 
Ihe measurements %rere repeated several times and a good 
consistency was observed. 
&XPSRIMBiIAL RSSqi^ TS AMD DISCOSSICMS 
Fig.4.1 shows the variation of RF breakdown voltage 
with the intensity of applied paral le l magnetic f i e ld at 
various pressures. The breakdown voltages in the presence of 
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th« magnetic £l«Id, p l o t t « d on Y-axls have boan 
nomalixAd with re8P«ic± to the breakdown vo l tage 
without magnetic £leld» for each pressure. The 
pressure i n s i d e the d i scharge waa varied frora 5 t o 
115 afJtorr. 
In a l l cases* the increase in magnetic £ ie ld 
i n t e n s i t y i s seen t o produce a decrease in breakdoirn 
vol tage; the rate of f a l l o f bi::6akdown vol tage increases 
with decreasing ges pressure, although a t the higher 
magnetic f i e l d end, the curves seem t o steady of f . At 
lower pressures (40 ralOrr or l e s s ) the ra tes of f a l l 
of breakdown vol tage , a t the lower magnetic f i e l d cmd« 
show a s l i g h t tendencr^ to increase with decrease in 
pressures but a s magnetic f i e l d i s increased rate of 
dirtlier f a l l of breakdown vol tage with magnetic f i e l d 
bec<X3es higher than that a t higher pressures . 
•JOie breakdown c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a gas under RF 
e x c i t a t i o n are dependent mainly upon the pressure of the 
gas* geometric dimensions of the discharge tube, and thai 
frequency of AW • x c i t a t l a n . in. the present work, dlroenslovis 
of the discharge tube are laxge c<mqpared with the mean free 
path of e l e c t r o n s . Under these circumstances the only 
predominant e l e e t r o n - l o s s process i s d l f m s l o n . lOam p a r a l l e l 
11 
Bwgnetic f ie ld inhibi t s th« di£fuslc» of «l«ctron« in 
th« aireotions perpendicular to the magnetic field* vhlch 
causea a decrease in breakdown voltage with Increasing 
magnetic f ie ld intensity* 
the present results are in agreeinent with the 
experimental results of IMX, All i s & Brown for the case 
of microwave breakdown in the presence of paral lel e l ec tr i c 
and magnetic fieldsr but the ir theoretical analysis i s not 
applicable to the RF breakdown because* while for microwave 
breakdcMrn, the electron coll is icm frequenc;^ i s muc^  smaller 
than the electrtm osciHaticm fret|uency# for the present 
case* reverse i s true. Townsend and Gil l observed a 
peculiar variation of breakdown f ie ld with pressure* in the 
perpendicular magnetic f i e ld case. But* in the present case 
of breakdown in the presence of a paral le l magnetic field* 
only a s l ight decrease in the rate of f a l l of breakdown 
voltage with a decrease in pressure at the I w magnetic 
f ie ld end has been observed* the rate of f a l l of breakdown 
voltage increases »ore rapidly as we increase magnetic 
f i e ld s t i l l further. 
Fig.4.2 idiows the varlaticm of the normalized breakdown 
voltage with pressure for different i n t w i s i t l e s of applied 
magnetic f i e ld . Although* for low>magnetic f i e ld strengths* 
curves show a broad minimum* the decrease in breakdown voltage 
becomes almost l inear as magnetic f ie ld strength i s increased 
hmsrond 90 cjauss. 
i^  
I 
I 
5!^;?7^ uo?opJfe^i>^g^ yy pif^//o^/o/^ 
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coachuaiotiist 
the «>tperlfftoatal obsenraitlons Indicate an 
appreciable f a l l In breakaovm p o t e n t i a l a t a l l praasures* 
as 
from 5 t o 115 mTorr,/mBgnetlc £ l e ld i n t e n s i t y increase s , 
from 0 t o 150 Oauss. t h i s i n d i c a t e s a reduction in the 
l o s s of e l ec trons due t o d i f fus ion in the presence of 
the p a r a l l e l magnetic f i e l d , Ihe rate of f a l l of breakdown 
vol tage -with niagnetic f i e l d i s more pronounced a t lower 
pressures and a t lo%r»inagnetic f i e l d strengths* At higher 
pressures the r e l a t i o n between breakdown f i e l d and magnetic 
f i e l d i s almost l i n e a r , 
Fi3A^ 
j / air i?7 presence o/ pc(?^a^^el C^CCIT^LC and ma^neric /ie^ds 
IIG 
i s y a o D P c y i o M t 
Hhm x«dio->fr«q[!ii«OG3r plmmm i s • wil l unavrstood 
p}i«fic»iMMEicm« iHit i t c pxopttrti^s in tli« pr^nmkcm of « 
DC iMgii«tie £ittld are s t i l l to b« AilXy iov««tig«t»d* 
ET birmfcaowa dNix«et«rl8tics of • plssioi in • imgnotic 
fi«ld hav« l»«en studied by m nuisbsr of aathers 
/dMiscribsd in dstsi l in s«o»4«lJi'', 
tho rsaaits of th« s t u ^ of r»dio-fc«c|aoncy (3.S t4B2) 
a ir plssBift* at ioi*»pr«ssurss (0,4-2S oCForr)* in tho 
pf«a«mev o£ iwctilXaX and p«x3»«ndiGul«r n<9n<»r«sOiiiBnt h igh-
int«Biisity (100*1500 o> mgnstic f is lds ars prosaatad hara* 
tba EF braskdOMn fiald aaihibitad a rathar anomsloiis 
ipaciation, with incraasing paxpandioilar msgnatie fiald 
intsnsity, Ttim variation of tha doubla-pceba ion-
saturation oarrsnt* with appliad parp^tdicular nsgnatie 
fiald intansity# also as^ibitad savarsl broad paaks. 
Thaaa two ajqparinants daarly daMonstratad that RF powar 
absoxbad by such a plaana doaa not daersasa, with 
incraasing nagnatic fiald intanaity, bat ¥ariaa in a 
rathar anoaailaaa aanaar. tha appaaranea of broad paaK 
1 1 / 
i& RF br«ttkdoim chAracteriatic and th«i f irst bcooidi 
pmaX In ian-saturBtlon earr«nt oam b« attrltrntutd to 
th« pinching of tho plasnft bf th« applioa pozp«ndic»l«x-
ra&gnotic fi«id« Tlhilo tho othor broad poaika in i<m» 
aatu ration csirront can ba attribotad to tha aaifo 
axcitation of ion^acotiatic standing wavos* tha ion-
acoustic wavos are genaratad spontanaously bj^  a nadtianisn 
that i s as yat uninvaatigatad. I^asa ion-acoustic 
wavas vara axpari«antally ctoservad in this oasa, 
**Xon*acoustic waves** or as thay are soinatinas 
caXl«d« *ionic sound waves*** are Xoiff-frequency density 
oscil lations in piasma* they can ba either propagating 
waves or standing "i^ aves* An iOKiic 50»nd wave in a plaaiMa. 
i s similar to an ordinary sound wave in a gas* Lilia 
ordinazy sound wave* an ionic sound wave i s • longitudinal 
wav«« with the nonientuw due to the aass density of the 
aiadittsi* and tha restoring force due to thamal pressure* 
Since ions are several thousand tinas as heavy as eleetrona* 
the ions nake up nost of tha wmam density of the plasma 
iiediun* and thus supply laost of the MonMntun of tha wave* 
On ishm other hand* aleetrons are hotter* and coasequantly 
supply most of the restoring force of the wave, ihe 
veloeitr of these waves* thus depMids on the tawperature 
of electrons* but on the aaiss of the ions. 
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Tonks and Iiftiigmtir^ in 1929, €ir«t pc«aiet«d 
th«a« "ionic •otind wnv»«* in ordinaxy aisdhaxg* tiib« 
piaana and gaiw tha following diaparaion zalationt 
i) - 1 . • . . (4.2.1) 
vhara, 
^jj = I- —j m XM a^jBliataRca ••• (4.2*2) 
n la the nunbar of elactrona or iona v*x cubic 
cantimatar* a la tha diaxga of wi alactron in a.a*vi** m^  
i a tha naaa of an ion in qiMim, X la tha wavalangth oZ 
tha ionic aound %i«vaa in eanfciiaatar* k ia tha Boltmiann*a 
conatant in asgra/^ K, and To ia tha alactron taiqparatnra 
in^K* thia wviation ia imlid only i f tha alactron 
tMf»arat«ra ia audh highar thtfi tha ian»taiqpacatiara« If 
tha alactron tamparatura ia eoafparabla to tha ion* 
taapazmturo tha ionic aoond wairaa nay ba aavaraly daipiad. 
Wot tha oBaa of > » 2TT ^ * nfhich ia tha uaual oaaa 
for ionio-aound-wara axparinanta, tha diaparaion ralation 
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r«aae:«s to th« following oqpiationt 
flhom 'V^ « the «di«btttic coaprosslon coofficiont 
of tho oloctron gas, IHMI boon insartod to maikm tho 
•(|a«tiQii hold £or conditioniv more gononl tdutn tho«« 
cOdsidoiTod las' Tonka and Langnulr. 
3ha valtae of adialaatic compression coefficient 
can be I, 5/3# or 3 diqjMHiding upon discharge conditions* 
Alexeff & Meidigh^^ have given an excellent review of 
thie phenoMUon* 
Xn the case of parallel ar electric and DC nagiietic 
fields* the brealcdown field of air decreases vith increasing 
magnetic field intensity, steadying off at the higher 
msgnetie fi<Ad end, thm doable probe ion-satnraticm ettrrent 
also exhibited a similar biAtavloar* eaeeep^ for slight 
waoRialous increase in oarrent, with increasing magnetic 
field intensity, at the higher msgnetie field end. But, 
no l*>f oscil lations were observed in this case. 
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h pyrax gl«s» cylindarloil dla<dui«g« tub* 
(<31aBMt«r » S cm. and l«ngth « 25 em.) wa« »s«4« lh« rmdilo-
fl^ cM]ll•nq{f fldiictrlo €l«l€l wee applittd ovor • mmll rvgico 
(X«igth « S an») of th9 diachaxya tuba. i£h« contlimously 
variabl* imgnotic £ield« p«cp«DdlcuIar to th« axis o£ tha 
dlacStaiige tuba# in the region o£ the applied sat £ield, waa 
provided iDy an electromgikat* Ihe B«gnetie field intwialty* 
at the position o£ the clisciierge wia accurately neaanr^. 
/"section 3. 2(b) ^ . 
^ e lUr field vae epplied to the discharge tube in the 
desired r«gi<m« by connecting two parallel plates or ring 
electrodes* in the tank circuit of the push-piill type 
negative resistance »F osci l lator of fixed frequency (IS HBZ)« 
the applied m voltage was measured by BARC nodal 1»M*7S0 {UP 
Slecti^nic Multitneter* The pressure inside the discharge 
tube vas measured loff a calibrated He Leod Oauge. Ihe «r 
breakdown fields of air« at different pressures* for various 
values of parallel it perpendicular nagnetic fields* were 
messured using a techniqise siaMllar to that used in our 
esrl ier experiment* ^Seetion 3.1(a)J^ 
The variation of the double probe ^arrangetisnt described 
in secw 9* 3 (a) ^ 7io»-saturation current with a eoostaat 
potential difference (30 V) between the prObes* wee sbaerved 
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«• • Hunctlon of ajpplicd pamll^l and pezpcndioilar 
iMign«tie £1«14« ifith SW • l«ctrlc £i«ld «xcltin9 th« 
plaooMi «• m pacadoMitwr. savturtil sttts of Qba«rv»tiaiis 
v«r« tmkmk iox diff^rvat vatlii«s of ga« prmemnrm^ 
h pxop«rly« bi«««d lAiigmilr prob« i s th« slnplast 
nMHUis for th« <Stet«ctloii of JU>f osdllatlona in th« plastaa. 
Hhan th« doubl«|p>rci)« ion-witucation currant was fad to tha 
oacilloscqpa aftar proper angpllfication« i t vas found that 
tha IfM oacillationa appaarad, ondar cartain conditional* 
in tha praaaoca of parpwidicaXar nagnatic fiald. 
Xn a l l tha caaaa, naaaurafMints vara rapaated aavai^l tinaa* 
and a good conaistMiqr of raaulta vaa obaarvad* 
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ft S ^ P L T S 
Fi9ar«« i , ) ,4*4 6 4*S pc«s«nt th« incoirtttnt Cttsulta* 
for pszpwdicaXar DC R«gn«tlc tlmlA cas« at thra* dl€£«r«nt 
prassura*. aon al l tha Flga. uppar broJcwn Una cunra shoira 
vatlatloo of af breakdown fiaia (nortmllzad with raapaet to 
tha SF braakdown flaXd at tha nagnatlc flald Intanslty of 
60 CI) ana tha loirar thraa aolid Una osrvaa ahow tha imriation 
of douibla-pMba ioiwaaturatioa currant (normaUzad with 
of 
raapact to currant at tha magnetic fiald intanalt^/60 a) with 
ftp input powar aa a paramatar, both aa a function of tha 
app l i^ magnatie fiald intanait3f« A viaual dbaarvation of 
tha thraa Piguraa Xaad to tha following conduaionat (1) 
According to tha usual avaraga alaetron thaoiy of RT braalu-
down* tha HP braakdoirn fiald ihould ineraaaa with incraaaing 
parpandicular magnatic fiald intansity. Tha axpari man tal ly 
obaarvad KP braakdown charactarictica axhibit wida departures 
from thaozy, whidn bacoraa widaat at an intarmadiata valua of 
praasura (a«g. at 6.S nxorr). 
(2) ttim vaxiation of doubla proba ion-aaturation currant 
(thia can ba takan aa a ralativa reaasura of RP powar abaoxbad 
by tha plaatiai. at tha poaiUon of tha proba) ahowa aavaxal 
bzoad paaka. Iha nui(i>ar of paaka aa wall aa anplitiada of 
variations in prtba currant wara maicinum ot mmm intarmadiata 
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value of pressure i e . g . a t 6 .5 mTorr). 
(3) Ihe p o s i t i o n of thid f i r s t broad peak in i on -
saturation current, s h i f t s toward higher magnetic f i e l d 
end with increasing KF input power, but i t does not show 
any d i f i n i t e pattern with respect to the roa jne t i c f i e l d . 
'£iie appearance of t h i s broad peak in the ion- sa turat ion 
nay be due to the pinching of the plasma by the magnetic 
was 
f i e l d . T h i s / v i s u a l l y observable curing the course of 
the est^periment, a s demon at ca ted by l i g h t emitted by the 
plasma. 
When tl^ ie i on- sa turat ion current to a double-probe 
in such a plasma was fed to an o s c i l l o s c o p e , low>frequency 
o s c i l l a t i o n s were observed in i t , under cer ta in condi t ions . 
Ihe c r i t i c a l magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y for s tar t ing 
o s c i l l a t i c m s , as w e l l a s the frequency of these o s c i l l a t i o n s 
was found to increase witiri increas ing gas pressure, and EF 
e x c i t i n g f i e l d . Ihe frequ«mcy of these o s c i l l a t i o n s was 
found t o be l e s s than 10 KH£« for a l l the cases i n v e s t i g a t e d , 
in the prsssure range 0 .4 mTorr t o 50 mXorr. Siio p r e c i s e 
nMsurements of the frequcoicy of these o s c i l l a t i o n s could be 
maasf on the screen of the o s c i l l o s c o p e , due t o stray RF 
pick up. Figures 4 .6(a) & (b) shoir the wave shape of the 
O s c i l l a t i o n s obseirved in two typ ica l case s . 
M^ 
? plasma ^i/Syec/^'^ /o /iish i^/ct^Si^y ^er^enc/icular /rra^/ye/t'c -/ile/d. K/^r-cssut-e ^6 f^Tor-v, 
F^.^'GCb) 
^a^neLc -/ie.laf ii^^^nsUy J^Ac^, sy/oc/iron/^iny Yy-e<jfuen<:y /d'Ac//^.) 
\ 
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Fig, 4.7 fl^ows the EF breakdown c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of 
air* end the var ia t ion of ioi>»saturation current to a 
doublo-probe in such a plasTtw* in the pre^senc® o£ a 
p a r a l l e l high-in t ens i ty magnetic f i e l d . Vhe normalizsd 
RF braakdOKi/n voltage decreases with increasing msgnetic 
field* steadying off a t higher i!nagnetic f i e ld end. 'Ihe 
ion-satuzaticm current* shoim by lower th ree so l id l i n e 
curves* shews a s imi la r bi^aviour* except for a s l i g h t 
anomalous increase a t the higher magnetic f ie ld end. 
But, no low-frequency o s c i l l a t i o n s ^^re observed in t h i s 
case. 
DISCUSSION 
Xhe r e s u l t s of the HF breakdOKf'n field* in perpendicular 
magnetic f ie ld , can be explained as followst on the bas i s o£ 
elementary theory RF power absorbed by a plasma with constant 
e lec t ron density^ decreases with increasing perpendicular 
nwgnetic fieO-u liit«e*isity. so, i n i t i a l increase cftsserved in. 
the RF brealcoowa i:ield with increasing inagnetic field* i s 
due t o t h i s phenomeuoo. But* as the magnetic f ie ld increases 
further* the plasma gctts pinched along the d i rec t ion of the 
magnetic f ie ld , as was visual ly observable. Ihe appearance 
of broad P«B1C, in RF breakdcawn c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s curve* can be 
/>raSe '/ar?-SatufatfoYj cc/rr<i>7t as a J^i/joct/an a/ apph^'J 
parff//e/ yna^/pehc /r'e/e/ at a />fissure of 25 m To/r. 
M o/'Mr /Pressures (0'^ - 50 m Tarr)^ Sin7fiar hehay/o</r i 
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•xplained on a model of plasim mad« of central region 
(along the d irect ion of magnetic f i e l d ) , and a low^density 
periphery. JDue to pindhlng of the plasma by magnetic 
f ie ld* the e lectron densi ty in the central region w i l l 
increase progress ive ly , with increas ing magnetic f i e l d 
i n t e n s i t y , and f i n a l l y reach a saturat ion value, and s ince 
EF power absorbed by the plasma, for a constant electrcm 
densi ty , decreases with increas ing magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y , 
some broad minine i s to appear, i n the tlF power absort^ed 
by the plasma with increaslrig magnetic f i e l d , itms the 
broad peak in the l^ breakdown c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s curve, i s 
due t o the pinching of Ute plasma along the appl ied 
perpendicular magnetic f i e l d . 
Ihese e f f e c t s are more pronounced a t intermediate 
values of gas pressure ( e . g . 6.5 mTOrr) because a t higher 
pressures , the c o l l l s i c m frequency i s large coiqpared with 
the e l ec tron-cyc lo tron frequency co^and so changes in the 
RF power absorbed by plasma, due t o appl ied perpendicular 
magnetic f i e l d , are r e l a t i v e l y l e s s , and so are the e f f e c t s 
of the pinching of the plasma* At lower pressures , a 
r e l a t i v e l y smaller magnetic f i e l d i s s u f f i c i e n t to a f f e c t 
the RF power tbsoibed by plasma, so the HF breakdown f i e l d 
(normalized w. r. t . the AF breakdoan f i e l d a t 60 Q) do not 
exh ib i t large vari8<tions with increas ing magnetic f i e l d . 
At the higher magnetic f i e l d end, the e l ec tron densi ty 
us 
increases with Increasing magnetic £leld« due to pinching 
ef£ect« and reachtts i t s saturat ion value very soon, and 
a s RF power absorbed by plasma i s elreacty s o small , that 
an Increase in density a f f e c t s i t only s l i g h t l y , 
Although* the appearance of one broad minima in 
ion-saturat ion current can be exp la ined ,as above, on the 
b a s i s of the pinching of plasma by magnetic f ie ld* But, 
appearance of several broad peaks, can not be a t t r i b u t e d 
t o the pinching of the plasma alone . Itiese can be 
es^lained only i f some low^frequency ic»v-acoustic stan<iing 
waves are assumed to be e x c i t e d i n s i d e the plasma. Ihe 
trequency of these l o n - p c o u s t i c waves i s g iven by eciuatim 
( 4 . 2 . 3 ) . 
Ihe standing i o n - a c o u s t i c wave extends p a r a l l e l to 
the magnetic f i e l d , find for the fundamental mode of 
o s c i l l a t i o n , the wavel«tngth JV i s twice the dimension d 
( in centimeters) of the plasma in tha t d i r e c t i o n . Thus 
according to t h i s model, the frequency of these long i tudina l 
density O s c i l l a t i o n s of plasma, which c o n s t i t u t e the i o n -
a c o u s t i c wave, i s n e i t h e r a fitnction of the magnetic f i e l d 
i n t w i s i t y nor a function of p a r t i c l e dens i ty of the plasma, 
- 1 h 
but i s proporti<xial to d and Te? riigl-tcir frequencies or 
overtones can occur only a s i n t e g r a l i m l t i p l e s of the 
l;n 
fundanwttital frefiuency, Ihese t heo re t i ca l p red ic t ions 
were borne out by our experimental r e s u l t s , itie 
€requ<mc!i/' of these o s c i l l a t i o n s was found to increase 
only s l i gh t l y , with increasing RF input power and gas 
pressure , t h i s e f fec t may be due to correspcmding s l i g h t 
increase of e lectron ten^^erature Te, As the probes were 
s i t u a t e d a t the centre of the plasim, so the ion-sa tu ra t ion 
current esdiibited several broad peaks, corresponding to 
the positicwi of antinodes of tha ion-acoust ic standing 
waves, around probe pos i t i on , whic^ in turn depended on 
tlie mode of o s c i l l a t i o n s of the plasma. 
Ihe r e su l t s of Fig,^,;' to r the case of p a r a l l e l 
magnetic f i e ld can be e a s i i l y explained on the b a s i s of 
p a r a l l e l magnetic t i e l d i n h i b i t i n g loss of e lec t rons due 
to diffusion. Slight anomalous increase in the ion-
sa tura t ion current , a t the high magnetic f i e ld and , can be 
a t t r i b u t e d to thb s l i g h t disalignmeoit of the e l e c t r i c and 
magnetic f i e lds , and the fringing of the e l e c t r i c f i e ld a t 
the ends of lie two cqpper p l a t e s producing the plasma. 
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4 . 3 . STUm OF Ataja MODUXAriO^ OF MiaiQWAyas IN A i>»C.PlASt4A 
MOiKJLAfEO MAGKNETIC F l JS iP . 
Iha modulation of microwaves/ propagated through a 
plasnta possess ing p e r i o d i c a l l y varyi i^ parameters, i s a 
fascinat ing aspect o£ the i n t e r a c t i o n of the electrCKnagnetic 
naves with the plasnta. As described in d e t a i l i n s e c t i o n 
1.3, t h i s per iodic var ia t ion in plasma parameters can be 
produced in three, >«ys, (1) by modulsting the e l e c t r i c 
power e x c i t i n g the laboratory plaswa, (2) due to the 
presence o£ the Icmgitudlnal waves in plasma, and (3) ^ e t o 
the appl i ca t ion of en amplitude modulated ( p e r i o d i c a l l y 
va ry ing) 
tiTtWrtvagnetic f i e l d . An introduct ion and review of the work 
done on the above three techniques of producing per iod ic 
var ia t ions i n the plasma parameters, has already bean given 
in chapter I , e s p e c i a l l y s e c t i o n 1 ,3 . Although the thor i e s , 
estimating the modulation li!TS>res0ed up<»i propagating microwaves* 
12—16 have been proposed for a l l the three cases , the 
12 
ejqperimental work has been done for (1) only .** Ih i s s e c t i o n 
contains the r e s u l t s of the study of microwaves propagated, 
through a v(.grooved cathode, negat ive glow DiC discharge, 
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aubjected to a p a r a l l e l law- in t e n s i t y amplitude modulated 
magnetic f i e l d . Periodic var ia t ions were a l s o observed 
in the double probe i<ai-saturation current, l i g h t i n t e n s i t y 
emitted,and discharge current, of such a plasma, vrhich 
confirmed some of the r e s u l t s of the theory of the modulaticxi 
of microwaves in suc^ a plasma. Finally* the micr<»rave8 a l s o 
got modulated a f t e r propagating through a plasma e x c i t e d 
by a l t e r n a t i n g (50 HZ) e l e c t r i c f i e l d . A l l these r e s u l t s 
have been reported in t h i s secti<»i. 
In sec t ion 2.3(8) a theory of the modulation of 
micrcBiraves propagated through a HF plasma, subjected t o a 
p a r a l l e l l ow- in tens i ty time-dependent magnetic f i e l d , has 
been presented. 'I%<e r e s u l t s o£ the above theory w i l l be 
appl icable to these measurements a l s o , of course with 
cer ta in l imi ta t i cms . 
The V-groove cathode negat ive glow JDC discharge in a i r 
was exc i ted , in pyrex g l a s s c y l i n d r i c a l discliarge tube of 10 cm. 
dlawtter and 50 cm. length. Xhe cathode cons i s ted of a nearly 
20 cm. diameter aluminium p l a t e , i n t o which c i r c u l a r V-grooves 
of 0 .317 cm. spacing and 60 degree angle were mi l l ed . This 
y i e l d e d a s t a b l e steady s t a t e plasma with e l ec tron d e n s i t i e s 
i:]0 
upto 10 cm , in the par«ssure range 0 , 1 t o O.S Torr. 
Deta i l s and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of v-groove oathoae plasma 
have already bemn described in s ec t ion 1.3 (b) . An 
anpl i tude modulated magnetic f i e l d , along the a x i s of the 
discharge tube* was provided by a small c o i l placed near 
the anode, the c o i l provided a magnetic f ie ld* a t i t s 
centre, of magnitude 54.4 Gauss per an^ere of current 
flovd.ng through i t . ^ s e c t i o n 3 . 2 (c) _7. Hie steady and 
a l t ernat ing components of the magnetic f i e l d were 30 G and 
7,5 a maximum respec t ive ly , for modulating frequencies of 
400 HZ to 10 KH2., At 50 HZ i t was p o s s i b l e to produce an 
a l t ernat ing magnetic f i e l d of 62.5 gauss . 
The double p r i c e s , whose construct ional d e t a i l s and 
p r i n c i p l e s of operation have alreadj^ been described in 
sec t ion 3 , 3 Ca>, were us«4 for stuctying the var iat ion of 
e lec tron temperature due t o a->m magnetic f i e l d . The double 
probe ion-saturat ion current, can a l s o be taken as a measure 
of the power absorbed i n the plasma. So per iod ic v a r i a t i o n s 
in ion^saturation current caused by the app l i ca t ion of tlte 
a«m magnetic f i e l d , were a l s o studied, in order to gel: an 
idee of the magnitude of p e r i o d i c v a r i a t i o n s caused in the 
power absorbed by the plasma. The i n t e n s i t y of l i g h t einitted 
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by the plasTna, can a l so be taken as a measure of the power 
absozbed in the plasma. I h l s measurement has been done by 
the photo-miI t ip l i e r tube tecdinicjue described in sect ion 
3,3 (b) . In addition* the discharge current of such a 
plasma subjected to a-m magnetic field* a l so exhibited 
per iodic va r ia t ions . 
"She microwave propagation s tudies were done using 
the nticrowave propagation system already described in secticxi 
3.4. flie block dlayraro o£ the microwave propagation 
system used in t h i s study has been shown in f ig. 3. 13. Fig. 4C 
shows the photograph of the e^cperimental setup used for 
t h i s study. 
ft ;i^  a U,^ T ^ A W p J L I ^ C g g > I Q ^ 
Oaservation of micyovave modulation in a Plasma gubjecte<S 
to » low in t ens i t y amplitude modulated magnetic f ie ld . 
Fig. 4.8 shows the square p(3)i^ sed detected microi^ave 
s ignal , a f t e r propagation tiirough the plasma* subjected t o 
the low->intensity etxi>litude modulated magnetic f ie ld for 
di f ferent frequencies of modulation o£ the magnetic f ie ld . 
I t was observed tha t the modulation percentage of the 
- 2.000 A^x 
\ -
Jhe SfifQy'<: fo/sed dcReeled micfOo^oue si^tnol^ «//«=- py-of)Cl^(^llon, Zl^jyoi/^A Ihk. 
6Jec/e.d do i-he icu) - tryfertsily ciT^pU lude. rrrodz^ laied >T->c(^n^l'ic 
^lasfriA ^ St/ 
^Id, {or d^/r^fcr.t J^r-efucncies 0:f ^oduloiiort. o/J^^rnafyyelic^i^ld^ 
X f3 >-w 
propagating microwave does not vary, with moaulatlng 
frequ«uncy« a t l e a s t upto 10 KHZ. The modulation percentage 
i s estimateol, by measuring the arqplitude of the p e r i o d i c a l l y 
varying con\pon@nts, superirriJOsed over the square plused 
detected microwave s igna l . The maxlimim »nodulation percentage 
observed was 6%.. Il^ere£ore« no quant i ta t ive observatitms 
o f the var iat ion of t h i s modulation percentage, with 
various plasma parameters, could be made. 
F i g . 4 . 9 shows the var ia t ion of the impressed microwave 
modulation percowtage a s a function of the steady component 
of the magnetic f i e l d , with iJC discharge current as a 
parameter. I t shows that as the steady con^onent of the 
magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y i n c r e a s e s , from 0-30 Qauss# for 
the f ixed value o£ the a l ternat ing component of the 
magnetic f i e l d , the impressed microwave modulation percentage 
i n i t i a l l y increases with increas ing magnetic f i e l d I n t e n s i t y , 
but l a t e r on i t s teadys o f f a t the higher magnetic f i e l d end. 
Ihe modulation percentage a l s o increases with the increas ing 
value of the ix: disciiarge current. 
I h i s phenomena, of the modulation of microwaves, can be 
explained on the b a s i s of the a x i a l p a r a l l e l magnetic f i e l d 
i n h i b i t i n g d i f fus ion l o s s of e l e c t r o n s i n transverse d i rec t ions 
K^ C\J V , 
jpp'iAifjd^j'c/ /vc?/j»'7r?at7^ jyfMtoe/:?/M7 cfsf7a<c//v/ 
0 0 
and hence resul t ing In an Increased e lect ron density. 
NOW since the Tnagnetlc f ie ld i s an^l i tude iroaulated, 
the e lectron density w i l l |>o< .^s«s8 an a l t e rna t ing compon^it 
a l so in addi t ion to i t s steac^ coi^pcment. The theory of 
the 3m>dulation of microwaves propagated through such a 
plasma (presented in sect ion 2*3 (a) for AW plasnia* but 
r e s u l t s of t ha t analysis* wil l a l so be appl icable here* 
o£~course with cer ta in limLtaticxis} p r e d i c t s an increase 
in iraipressed ^licrowave modulation percentage* with 
increasing electron density end propagation length, and 
decreasing co l l i s ion frequency. These effects wi l l be 
significant* only a t lower pressures* where the co l l i s ion 
frequency i s of the order of e lectron cyclotron frequency. 
These facts have been borne out by our experimental 
resul t s . 
since* the period of the modulaticm of the applied 
magnetic field* was raich l e s s than the diffusion time*hence* 
no diffusion re laxat ion effects* on Inpraased microwave 
mo^la t lon percentage* could be observed, a t fraqucaicies 
g rea t e r than 400 HZ, Also* from tab le 10* i t i s qu i te 
c lea r tha t i f {^^CJ ) ^ 0 , 1 , the temperature relaxat ion 
effects*wliidi come by the factor l^/&4)# a re not prevalent 
0 f, 
O 'J 
even wh«ti t^ /cp^ ) = 10, in our case , s ince «> <; 10 , 
andu>-10^^ H!6, so {^"/o) ) ^ 0 . 0 1 . fhls e ^ l a i n s that 
tlTiere i s no d«penciance of irspressed microwave moc^lation 
percentyage on modulating frequency. I h i s mocailatlon 
mechanism can therefore be c a l l e d some sor t of c o l l i s i o n * 
l e s s modulation mechanism. 
Acutally# s ince i n the eixperiment, ^ . o s e r e s u l t s are 
shown in f i g . 4 .9 , a fixBd a l ternat ing magneUc f i e l d i s 
i n i t i a l l y appl ied, i t i s not able to fu l ly control the 
d i f fus ion l o s s of e l e c t r o n s , but a f t e r cer ta in value of 
the steady magnetic f i e l d , further, increase in i t , does 
not cause any var ia t ion . 
PURS ALTt!.mAnm (50h^) m>i^^iin.c FIEL^XX. 
In the previous experiment, w# could apply only 7.5G 
a l ternat ing f i e l d , because of the l i m i t a t i o n s of audio-
pover anf>lif ier. Shm reason for t^iat being, the re s i s tance 
of the c o i l producing the ma^^netic f i e l d was ISO cAima and 
i t s inductance was I Henzy, so none of the convenentional 
audio-power ai^pllf ier designs could be used very succes s fu l ly . 
I t was p o s s i b l e to apply a higher i n t e n s i t y a l ternat ing 
magnetic f i e l d (60 Gauss rtaxintim) a t 50 H2, by supplying the 
a l ternat ing vo l tage to the c o i l front aa ins vo l tage . 
1 O »J 
I I 9 . 4 , 10 shews the photographs of the altttrnatlngi 
c^qpon«nt of the transmitted microwave current a t two 
d i f f e r e n t pressures <0«l torr and O.S torr) for Increasing 
anplltude o f a l t ernat ing (SOK:^ ) magnetic f i e l d , a t a DC 
dlsdiaxge current of 100 MA . From these photographs and 
other v i sua l c^servations made hy u s , fol lowing conclus ions 
could be drawn. As expected, on the b a s i s of the theory 
presented In sec t ion 2.3(a) the frequency of the modulation 
impressed upon the propagating micrcR^ave was 100 HZ (double 
the frequency of var ia t ion of the a l t ernat ing magnetic 
f i e ld ) • ]\t h igher pressures the wave shape i s not much 
d i s tor ted , but a t lower pressures , i t g e t s very much 
d i s tor ted , t h i s may be a t t r ibuted to the f a c t that as 
pressure decreases , the d i f fus ion time becomes comparable 
to the period of modulatifxi and t h i s c r e a t e s a d i s t o r t i o n in 
the waveshape of the modulaticm impressed upon propagating 
microwave. Ihe increase in the amplitude of the a l t ernat ing 
con^ponent, with increas ing i n t e n s i t y o f a l t ernat ing magnetic 
f i e l d , may be a t t r ibuted to the d i r e c t dependence of e l ec tron 
dwasity modulation, on the magnitude of the appl ied 
a l ternat ing magnetic f i e l d . While an i n c r e a s e in modulation 
of the transmitted e.ro.wave, with decreasing pressure may be 
/applied aik'f/7a.^i-n^ ma^ne^ic 
^Uld^ 375 G. 
^19^10Cay y^^ aZJc^-^aZiny canr>poner>2^ 0/ 
^uhjeclid i6 alkr-oalt^yOSo n^7 f^a^nelic //eld 
•/air- a dtschat^ge ci/.rr-ef-,2 0/ /ooro/} ut u for^e 
dAure 0/ J?. 1 Toi-r. 
/^ppiiecf ^^/tt^rjah^y ?na^r?e2ic 
•/ic/d - ^-2 5 ^ 
ou^H. Ih'c plas>r>a <Sut>jec2ed ^6 alicfna^ihy 
o-f lOOmA , °^ «» ^Tr^ssure o / OS Tory. 
i;:!() 
at tr ibuted to the f a c t that as pressure decreases* 
plasma becomes more and more diffuslcai contro l l ed . 
F ig .4 .11 shows the variaticm of the a l ternat ing c<»qponent 
in the transmitted microwave current, as a function of 
the a l ternat ing magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y , with the pressure 
i n s i d e the discharge tube as a parameter ( for DC discharge 
current =300 MA). The s l i g h t nonl inear! ty i n the dependence 
of the magnitude of the a l ternat ing component on the 
i n t e n s i t y of the a l t erna t ing magnetic f i e l d , may be 
a t tr ibuted t o the dis tort icm produced, a t lower frequencies , 
and t o the fac t that , the discharge may not be completely 
d i f fus ion contro l l ed , s p e c i a l l y a t higher pressures , where 
other l o s s mechanisms may a l s o play important r o l e s . 
P ig .4 .12 shows the var iat ion of the a l t ernat ing 
component i n the transmitted microwave current a s a functicm 
of the a l ternat ing magnetic f i e l d , with DC discharge 
current as a parameter for a pressure of 0 . 1 t orr . 'Ihis 
shows tiiat, the magnitude of the a l t ernat ing con^ponent 
increases almost l i n e a r l y , with increas ing DC discharge 
current, which i s chae to the fact that , in the V-grooved 
cathode DC disdiarge , the e lec tron densi ty increases almost 
l i n e a r l y with incxreasing DC discharge current, which i n 
turn leads to an almost l i n e a r increase i n the magnitude of 
the a l ternat ing coiqponent with the increas ing DC discharge 
current. 
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PSftlOntc; mRIATIONS IN THS POWBR ABSORBED BY A DC PLASMA 
SUBJECTED TO A PARALLSL LOW-!!•< TENSITY ALTERNATING 
MAGt^ J^ Tl: FIELD. 
Ihe double-probe i o n - s a t u r a t i o n c u r r e n t may be 
takWi a s a measure of the power absorbed by the plasma. 
Fig. 4 .13 shovs the s i t ru l t aneous ly observed p e r i o d i c a l l y 
t ime - varying cx>na>onents, of t h e t r a n s m i t t e d microwave 
c u r r e n t and t h e double pzobe i o n - s a t u r a t i o n cur ren t* of 
t h e plasma sub jec ted t o an a l t e r n a t i n g l o w - i n t e n s i t y 
p a r a l l e l magnetic f i e l d , d i sp layed on the screem of a dual 
beam o s c i l l s c o p e . The i r magnitude were, of cour se , 
d i f f e r e n t ( the ga in of t h e v e r t i c a l amplif ie i rs i n the dual 
beam o s c i l l o s c o p e were a d j u s t e d , so t h a t bo th could be 
p r o p e r l y observed) , however, t h e r e was no phase d i f f e r e n c e 
between t h e two. Itie p e r i o d i c t i m e - v a r i a t i o n s i n double 
probe i o n - s a t u r a t i o n c u r r e n t may, t h e r e f o r e , be t aken a s an 
i n d i c a t i o n of the ampl i tude modulat ion of the power a b s o r b s 
by t h e plasma. Th i s i s i n accordance with t h e theory 
p r e s e n t e d in s e c t i o n 2 .3 ( ( i ) . The a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e 
p a r a l l e l a l t e r n a t i n g magnetic f i e l d t o t h e plasma* causes 
a p e r i o d i c v a r i a t i o n in e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y , and t h i s i n t u r n 
l e a d s t o t h e ampl i tude modulat ion of the c o n d u c t i v i t y of 
t h e plasma. Therefore* t h e power absorbed by such a plasma 
c o n t a i n s a p e r i o d i c a l l y t ime varying cOR$>onent. 
Tt~ansmi^^eJ ?^icyo oOal/c 
C-uyre.tnt. 
Simulianeotis^^ observed pa^iodtco^iy ^'cnoc i/Qrt/t^ry<f Cornf^oncnl 
o-f 2h'e doztb/e proSe iorx Milu/'aliOKi cttrreni ^ ^^c C^aris^-
litcd Cu.rrertt o/li^a piasma siji>jcc/ec^ la an cillct^narino 
loiX) - inlensily 'par-alltl >-yiaor>eti<: Yield 
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Fig«4.14 shows th« periodic time*variations 
observed in the ciouble->probe lon-saturvtion curr^it. 
This periodic variation in th«! dauble>piobe ion*saturation 
current i s a lso a t double the frequency of variation of 
the aJLtematiog niagnetic f i e ld . But, the vmveshape i s 
very mxda dlstorteci* Ihis ciistortion say again be 
attributed to titie fact that, a t such a low requency, 
the perioQ o£ variation o£ the negnetic f i e ld becoraes 
coieparat'l^ to the electron diffusion tiine and t h i s leads 
to the ciistortion of the wave shape. Just as the 
reagnitucie of th^lternat ing component o£ transMtted 
microi/ave current increases, with increasing alternating 
magnetic f i e lo Intensity and decreasing pressure, so i s 
the case with one double->probe ion-saturati^:! curr^at 
a l so , 
Figs.4, ISia-c) shoir the variation of the steacly 
component o£ the doable-pr«^e ion-saturation current as a 
fiinction of Oie applied pure alternating (SOilz) raagnetie 
f ie ld , v i th oc disctiarge current as parameter. From 
equatiOTi 2.3.3 i t i s observed that when a pure alternating 
magnetic £ ie ld i s applied to the plasma, the modulaticn of 
the electron density talces place a t twice the frequency of 
varlatioii of the altexmating magnetic f i e ld , hot s t e a ^ 
applied alkynohy?^ 7>-fa^y>e2ic 
•field = 37 SO 
t^i^.^'l^fOj) pe^Loa.^ yQt^za2\oT7:s o6seruca iy^ ihe. doc/b/c /l>rr£i6e ion SQlup-ctfion 
current o/ 2^'e p2as>r?£t^ sutjco/ec/ 16 Ihc Cf^/Zcrnallyiy mcf^^>elic 
-fCeLd, ai: a ^^-^-sswc o/o-JTor^^ -/or-c^ discharge curycr>t <sj loon^/l. 
•fteid ^ 3rsO 
PerLOCfcc \/aria2it)y}s a6sef^-ec/, in ^~'^ cfai/S/c P^o6c loyj samuraitotx. 
current o/ l>ic P^Qsma, Subje^cJe</ 16 Ihk alfcrnGhriy /r^a^neric ^leld, 
al « P^cssure^ O/ O IToyp-^ -fo^ a cfisc^a>r^e currcr7i oi lOomA. 
-fzeld- SOG-. 
Fi^'^^/^Cb:) Pcr-iodic x^at-idL^'-'^'^s o6serb-e</, m i/je dau6Ic-^robe. ion ialurctlian 
CL/jy~tssici^c Oi O-I rop~f-. , -fo'^ cffsc/>ar^& current o/ lOO M/^. 
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cottiponent of the electron density i s a l so affect/ V>y the 
applied a l t e rna t ing msgnetic f ie ld . In f ig s . 4.15 (a~c) 
the icwi sa tura t ion current var ia t ion steadys off a t tlie 
lii-jher tnaynetic f ie ld end, higher the pres ure , l e s s e r 
I s the a l t e rna t ing rrjagnetic f ie ld retfiulrod for satarat icm, 
/\lso, higner the ix.-' olBchaii^e current , hiyher i s the 
in tens i ty oi the ^ I te rne t ing irtavnetic f i e la re;--:uirsd for 
saturaciwi. ib is i s to be expectea» as a s imi lar effect , 
in he motiulation iriprepped upon trans?ni.ttfid microwave 
current, \vas a l so observed, te the pressure ins ide che 
uischaioge tube increases , the diffusion lo s s of eiectrcais 
if? not the only loss wchanisrn^ recon^inatdon lo»s of 
e lectrons a l so become appreciable, thus the ma .inetic f ie ld 
cOTitrol of the dlffusior* loss of e lect rons , does not ha"e 
iTMch isnpsct on the e lec t ron density, rx>reover, even a 
smaller magnetic f ield i s a b l t t o control whatever 
diffuaioci loss of e lec t rons ia present . As the ix;: discharge 
curr«diit increases , he evera^e eJsctrcn «snergy isnd veloci ty 
increas'ss, t h i s means a higher co l l i s ion f re vuency and w« 
require a higher i n t ens i ty magnetic f ie ld for 
coii troll ing the (diffusion loss of e lect rons in the plasme. 
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Iho fact t ha t th« conductivity of cuch a plasma* 
subject«<a t o p a r a l l e l low^intensi ty a l t e rna t i ng magnetic 
f i e ld vms aniplitucie modulateci* wae a l so confirmed by the 
observation of the per iod ica l ly time-varying con^oneuts 
in the disciiarge currant of the plastna. X^ig.4.16 shows 
the var ia t ion of th^ e l te r t i s t ing cornponoxit of the disdl:iarge 
current* as a function of the a l t e m e t i n g (SOHSi) magnetic 
f i e lo , with IX- (3dscis.&£ge currtint &B & iJerametar* a t a 
prear^ure of 0 ,1 t o r r . I t a l so showfs an increase in the 
magnitude of the a l t e rna t ing con^xjnent witl^ increasing 
DC discharge current and a l t e rna t ing magnetic f ie ld in tens i ty* 
Itiese r e su l t s e re a lmi l s r to thpt for the a l t e rna t ing 
component of double-^probe ion-sa tu ra t ion current and can be 
s imi lar ly explained. 
ihe intanGlty of the Ii«jht fctfiitttsd by the plasma* in 
the presence of the applied |>ar3llel low^iutenaity a l t e r n a t i n g 
magnetic field* a l so exhibi ted per iodic va r i a t ions . Dio 
quan t i t a t i ve meahurements were however t r i e d in Uiis case. 
Just* as a matter of curlo^it^* tiie a l t e rna t ing 
components of the t ransmit ted microwave current* and the 
doubl»>probe ioiv-saturation current were observed alco* in 
x 
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the £act that the con<Suctivity o£ such a plasma* 
subjected t o p a r a l l e l low^intensl ty a l t ernat ing niagnetlc 
f i e l d was aniplituciie rooduiated, y/mtt a l s o confirmed by the 
<:ft>servation of the p e r i o d i c a l l y tittie-varying cornponeuta 
in the dlscJierge current of the plasma. Fig, 4,16 shows 
the var ia t ion of thw s l t ez t i s t ing corc^nesnt of the discJtiaxge 
current* as a function of the a l t e m e t l n g C50H£) magnetic 
f ielci , witli IK' dit>ciAVCia currtint ae & perameter, a t a 
prea^axre o f 0 , 1 torr . I t a l s o shofr^ s an Increase in the 
magnitude of the a l ternat ing con^xjnent with increasing 
DC disc>>arge current and e l t e m a t i n g magnetic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y . 
Ihese rasul ta ere alToilsr to thpt for the a l ternat ing 
coni$>onent of double-pxobe icm-saturatitm ojirrent and can be 
s imi lar ly explained, 
'Ihe i n t e n s i t y of the li«jht fcinitted by the plasma* i n 
the presence of the applied |>aral le l l ow- iu tens i ty a l t e r n a t i n g 
magnetic f i e l ' i , a l s o exhib i ted per iod ic var ia t ions , tio 
quant i ta t ive meaburemente were how«tv««r t r i e d i n t l i i s case* 
Just* as a r«Hitter of curio^it^* the a l t ernat ing 
cot^ponent* o f the transmitted microwave current* and the 
daubXe->pcobe i « i - s a t u r a t i o n current were observed also* i n 
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case of a plasm? exc i t ed by a l t«rne t ing (SOtiZ) e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d . Fig .4 .17 shows the photograph of these a l ternat ing 
cotnponents on a dual beam o s c i l l o e c o p e for two v«alues of 
the pressure inslcie the d i sd iarge tube. At higher 
pressures* the magnitude of the a l t ernat ing componafite 
i s low even for 2 KV strength of the e x c i t i n g e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d . At lower pressures ( e . g . 0 . 1 Tbrr) the magnitude 
of the a l t ernat ing conyponents i s more, and a l s o the 
appeawice of the second and t h i r d harmonica i s qui te 
apparent a t higher exc i t ing f i e l d s trengths . The appearance 
of these harmonics i s due to no l inear i n t e r a c t i o n s taking 
p lace i n s i d e the plasma. 
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c, OK, c. L. u, a. I.. P t>.^ 
/. vcetaiied t h e o r e t i c a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n of £;!»• 
propa^-atioti of fal&vtro'^-a [in<stic vcrvc-s chrough a p lasna 
iTJOasessiiij p e r i o o i c e i l y viiryiny para^^feiters h«s bx^n irade, 
The t ^du la t i am irtuexLt i^npressed upcm an e lac t ro r ra . jne t i c 
wave props .^ateci to rough such a p l a «ina, v a r i e s al»r»03t 
l i n e a r l y with e lec t ror i a«nsifcy •nd proii«..jation lesnyth, 
Th.e iT?^3ress«j<i !-'.ouula ticsi y^ i s foanc t o incriiaa© elmost 
l i n e a r l y v i t h incrta^^ing va lues of eltjctrCM-j cifensity 
var ia t iof j cotsCficlCint ( cX ) , vAiiie decreas ing v i t h i n c r t s s i a g 
c o l l i s i o n fre,:iieficy ( i ^ W ) . I t ha s f u r t h e r taemi concluded 
tiu>t th«! l?npr«ss«d modulatlcai /Ccls rdnltn^n, vhan e l e c t r o n 
c o l l i s i o n fre;,uerjcy v is r ia t ion c o a f l i c i e n t f/^  i i s etiual 
t o the. ©iec t ro t i - aens l ty v a r i a t i o n coe.tfici*int((j(. ' # ®^i<^  
iRcr«a8«i6 vrlth d e v i a t i o n of A from o< , oti eiU-»er a i d e . 
'•rh«»« r e s u l t s '-'©re found t o q u a l i t a t i v e l y a-jrese with a»e 
fevellebl© <3Kp*4ri"i6rital x-eaults. Tn® noau l« t l on (>L ) 
ImprosJ^wd Ujxm an ^'-lectror^agnetic wav« r e f l e c t e d from 
such a plasm© tiecre^sea w,i ch incr€©slrig c o l l i s i o n freqaancy 
( 3?o/co ) ona i n c r e a s e s with incrfeaaingi vslu*S8 of c< o r ^ • 
The v a r i a t i o n of X « i t h plasnw frequency iCip /c*s ) i » 
• I t f t i i f icnnt only for low-values of coil is i-ari frequency 
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( 1 ^ / ^ ^ 1 0 , 0 ) , for Which, a : «how» a rssOv^-vac* a t {^^ ) s» i ,0 , 
d©c£«a®ing »s i t de'/i®te» from t n i » Vv*lu«, 
,\ s tuay of ciie moauletlon of micr'awaves in a bounaecl 
plasi^a, ffiubjectett t<:> a^  lov^-intfcinsity ti.rn«-uet>ei>o«srit rvi'^n^tic 
f i e l d , (vhich pos6€i:-.steiS p e c l o a i c e l l y v^.t/inq par«"i*st«ra, ua« 
t o Tr*?x:l e i c a t i o n of ui •'.•aBion iori^s '•>£ ^.lectconjs, by t h e 
apiJlicatioTi of aach a TrAv.^ nfcitic f i e i c ) , i n d l c ^ t e a t h a t 
nMXjuX t^ioarj Atl:^pr«ssed upa i a t ran«ni t t e a iVi:l<s»ctron».,:a®tic 
vfi(V<s, aecreaae® with |ncre-a»ir<g c o l l i s l o t i , f!re-acmcy, 
r{x>uale,tioa (yU-) go«Js tiirough a Tslni^ 'UiTi, v/h«n e l e c t r i c f i a l d 
(iiiVsi ) w 1,4, iwnore, S^ i a tlie plesma f i a i d ) , a l though 
t)-il« €ffiect Ijs -nor® m8r>i«soi for h i g h e r va lue r of c o i l i s i o a 
fr® .^'.vJtjsricy, The Ua^per l i i ^ i t on T'^oualaciiKi frei-.viency.if^oaed 
by t0T*!\p«rat'are rela-xation pr>c®6S«B, In c o l l i s i o n a l 
"LAix«3t*urg Effect* I s a b s e n t in t h i s c a s e . This i s .beoaus©, 
i n *'corsf;-r>«xiuiatiOf» effoct', ' cmiy e l e c t r o n tempera ture and 
hence th« c o l 11 e l on f re .u««sncy. i a assutneci t o be t ime-
d«pena6nt. But, iu t h i s co-am, vcrlatic^n in c o l l i s i o n 
frequency a r i s e s only • u« t o , v a r i a t i o n i n wlecttroa c i^ is i ty , 
aAot botJ* ®r<B a lmost of che mnm o rd« r . The v a r i a t i o n of */^ * 
with ^ociulaclng fre<..iu«ncy, s h a l l h& r o t h e r t y p i c a l in t h i s 
ca»«s, rh® v a r i a t i o n of nOQulatlon OC irss>reimsm<X uixjn the 
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re f l ec t t tu electron©-kinetic wave wi th Inc reas ing ^i^siuas of 
col l is ioTi fre'juency, QOHB not shav any o e £ l n l t # p a t t e r n , 
««cr®asejB v l t h i nc r ea s ing valutas of (cJp /QO ^ (> 1 ) . I t 
a i a o ex i i lb i t ed a t o p i c a l v a r i a t i o n with modulating fre-,.iency. 
il'ie poveir absorbed by a <.iF plasra© sab j ec t ed t o a 
pmrpmioicuXer l ow- l r ; t en s i t y t l r ie -dependent rmjn&tic f ie ld* 
i s 3:T!plitua« r-ocivilt?teti, enci »o a r e i t » p e r a r ^ t e r a , A 
iietail'isd study oC the mocSalatlon of microwaves propogi%t&6 
^i:.^^u9th such a plas?*®, has been ?nacie. 'Hio rnoduiatlon AJL-
inpr«»8-t:d upon t ranasn l t t ed e l e c t r o n a ^ n a t l c waves decr<»Qse» 
with i n c r e e s i u g c o i l l s l o n Cr^qiiancy, AS expected, yu, a l s o 
incr@a«@s a s a p p l i e d i:c ms ,rustic f i e l d i n t e n s i t y ( '-^fi'o/oJy- ) 
iacrea®»*». aut# a c t u a l l y , i t i s a £«iraciox# though t h « 
Tnodulatloi» iau«x *^* of aF power absorbed by the p lasna , 
dua t o tb«» a i ^ l i c a t l o n of 'Wdulat'SO Ttw,;netic f i e l d i s found 
t o ifict«ii2s© v#ltli ( <^Bo/coy- ) , b u t , the averaa® -iF power 
absorbed by the plear^a <^ nd !}anc« t h e e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y has 
g o t a niSKi»tom a t ( <^e>o/to,- ) » i , and d»cr<6fases a s « • depairt 
fror»'. t i i l s vaiutt of ( (^^c/^^ )» S ince , modulation (BUImpressed 
upon a prope.^atlng latcrowave i s d l r s c ^ i y p i ' opor t iona l t o 
« lec tca i i d e n s i t y , h^nc®, a l though tii® t i r w - v a r i a t i o n i n 
©l«jctroii-density v i l l Incr^sas® S B ( '^^a/udf > increas<®s,but 
I ' l ; ' 
tJte in«4>r«!ssed Tnouulatlon ( ^ ) riay s t i l l ha-/<a a rnEsxirnum 
mt ( w^to/cjy-) « 1» ilTi© rnodulation C ^ ) IrTpressted upon 
th«s r«ifiect©d «3lectron«sgn©tlc wav«, wi-U a l s o lncr©as« 
witli iftcreaain-j w. lu«s of t^iectrors-densi ty i for ^:^ ^ l»'3)# 
i t •••'»:• J?' a l s o have a rrfflsxlmuw VBlue for {^"^ ) i^ 1.0, B«c«u«e, 
Of ti'm wl rec t d«pe»oenc€ o,f rnicrmmva •'xsauiatico on 
<3!.i«ctron«-.Gfcj'jait.i', wtich in trant, Gssspenc** oa tl)& ;'\F ;.'Ow«r 
ab«Qrbe.d by t.'ui plf^ara©,, pr©s«ur«6 of thi* ga»» e t c . . So t h i s 
«f£«ct of. U^e nodu la t lon of ntcrcft^^vea propa ,;:eitin<3 Uiroa.^h 
a (iF p.lsfswa subject.eo t o a |>er£>«i"iaicu.Iar ••^•Ottalatad n « i n « t l c 
fleXa« w i i l be nore a p p r s c i a b i e , \<rfit««in, a l though tti® 
coIligic«-; fr*.,,aef*c"y i s loi«? €;n':xicih ( i?o -^ to^juipji* ^ ^ t 
'SltiCtcOG ucnisluy i » sa i ' i ' l c i e i i t iy al-^'b. 
IVO' ©xpiisrl'Tweftits wfcr^ s perform««l* on RF breakdovm 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a i r# tn th« prmmmiCB oi «t r m i n e t l c fi©idf 
t o ®Kj..4ore th<e e f f e c t of the ne j n a t i c f i e l d on th© propsr t l fea 
of Ui© »»'idjs!^ @. m th« f i r s t experiraent, radio-freq««ricy 
br&aiccown ch«rac t« r l i i t - l c s of a i r ^-«r« s'^uaied, i n m e 
p res^nc* of m p a r a l l e l I'rjw-liitensfity jwsgnetic f i e l d 
(7-150 g a u a s ) , ove r the pr®80ure rtmge of 5 t o 115 mrorr . 
'0ie breakdown p o t e r i t i a l was found t o ciiocr«aa« with lncr«as l i ig 
ma^ja#tic f i e l d in t ' smsl ty . t h i s <iecr<aa«« waa most n«rked a t 
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lowest p r e s s u r e . I t waa f u r t h e r •c&>a&tvm!it t h a t alti iough 
tn& v& tissticm of breakdown pot«i«t la l wi th p r e s s u r e , 
exhlbit«-c; a b roaa jnini'^ara, i n t h e p re sence of lower 
i n t e n s i t y raa-if'ne'cic f i e l d s , t t s ls v a r i a t i o n becar-ie a lmos t 
i i n e e r beyond 83 '.jsuss. 'itms. an .3ppr<&ci©bl« r eouc t l on , 
i n di£*Pii3ion l o s s of ©lectr'i'xia, under abov€i T^ .^^ nticwi^ d 
cOiiai.-ions, was exr:)eriTnMitally observed, 
In the B'&c0t>.4 exi^erl'^csnt, the hnsuKdavn c h a r a c t c s r i s t t c s 
anci I o n - s e t a r a t i on <airrent t o a uixible probe in s low-
pres.sure ( 0 , 4 to 2S wTorr) rad io- f requency 115 ''u*;) plas-na, 
4&abject©a t o a pen^erkaicule r hlylri-inteiiKity rfe^netic f i e l a 
(I.')J-15-!30 Q), «x«ilblti;a an tmon>3lous behaviour , such m-
enonalouft bdihaviour was abs^crit, wneii th<a a p p l i e d r ^ ^ n e t i e 
f i e l d \ma p a r a l l e l t o chs© xf t i l o c t r i c f i e l d e x c i t i n g t h e 
plae'-:*, 'itie anormlous ixsheviour of th«i ple»?ae, w«» 
© t t r l b u t e d t o ttm pincVjlng of tlje p l s s n a , o!a® t o a p p l i e d 
p«rp€inaJicul«r raa.jnstic f i e l d , r.na j ^ e l f - e x c i t a t i o n of i on -
acousc i c vevtts wo* ©xper i iwnta l ly oj-jservipci, il^is expwri-ient 
c l e a r l y aemonst ra teu , t h a t i n any ©xperim^rit on wiodulatlon 
o£ mlcro>*&vo8 propa'.jJJt«<3 throuyh a plasfwa «ubject<6d t o a-w 
i m j n e t i c f i a l d , th«i a p p l i e d r i«gnetic fl<@l<l sh^suld be p a r a l l e l 
t o th« mf ttleotrlc f i e l d ©xclt ing the plasma. 
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Fina l ly , an tsxperlnmitel s tudy of the n o a a l a t l o n 
of •^icrovK'.ves, pr^pa^jated through la d, cplsisroa subjidcted 
t.o a pi-r^i^ilel ampiltud© Evsduiecea ~^i Mtntic f i e l d , waa 
P®rfonn*s.d« A 't/~jToov«! c»thode u , c , dl8'.cb.a)cge was eac*. i~od, 
in a pyrt©x y l a a s c / i inur lc i r j , clschar^j© tubtt ( IOCT*, xSOcn,/, 
rh®" •Jlsivnen^'H fSuc \:i.& picctsd tr«iriffivfefsely betwemi two horn 
aateanae^ vhicli vf@,r<e uetci t o propaaat '^ ,H">'>aact nlcrowaves, 
trir-oU'sjIi t he piasmu r©i^lori, Pii amj/lituae-rtsodaiated ma^jnetlc 
f i e l d «!ic»«g the ©xla o>f tha aiscliary© fubat was provi(j««!i 
b / a >»^ ,^ii c o i l placu'C ngj^ ar che anoUw. n.te i«aKinum 
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Synopsis 
Radio-frequency electric power absorbed by a plasma, in the presence of a low-
intensity perpendicular magnetic field, shows a variation with the intensity of the 
applied magnetic field and a resonance at electron cyclotron frequency equal to the 
frequency of the electric field. If such an r.f. plasma, is subjected to a perpendicular 
low-intensity time-dependent magnetic field, then the r.f. electric power absorbed by 
the plasma, will follow the periodic variation of the magnetic field. This periodic 
variation, in. r.f. power absorbed by the plasma will lead to a periodic variation in the 
plasma parameters, such as electron density and elastic collision frequency of electron 
and molecule. A microwave propagating through such a plasma, possessing periodi-
cally varying parameters, will evidently become amplitude modulated. In the present 
paper, important theoretical aspects of this problem have been investigated, and the 
modulation impressed upon the microwave propagating through such a plasma has 
been computed for various cases. 
1. Introduction. The amplitude modulation of electromagnetic waves, by 
a periodically varying plasma, is a fascinating aspect of the interaction of 
microwaves with plasmas. There are three possible ways of producing a 
periodically varying plasma. (1) The modulation of microwaves in a peri-
odically varying plasma, excited by time-dependent r.f. power, has been 
investigated both theoretically and experimentally by John and Sarkar^) 
and Kumar et al.^). (2) The modulation of microwaves in a plasma pos-
sessing periodically varying properties, due to an acoustic wave propa-
gating through it, has been studied theoretically by Sodha and Palumbo^). 
(3) The third possible way of causing periodic variations in the plasma 
parameters is the application of a periodically varying magnetic field. This 
* C.S.I.R. (India) Research Fellow. 
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work is related with the third mechanism of producing periodic variation 
in a plasma. 
Sodha and Arora*) theoretically calculated the tensor conductivities, for 
a microwave, of a plasma in the presence of a time-dependent magnetic 
field. Their numerical calculations of the resulting microwave modulation 
indicate, an appreciable modulation of microwaves, but only in the regions 
where the ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency to the microwave 
frequency {WBIOI) is unity. Thus the experimental observation of these 
resonance effects will require a magnetic field of the order of 3-4 kilogauss 
even for X-band microwaves. Furthermore, the volume of the plasma 
should be large enough, so that diffraction and other effects do not pre-
dominate. The creation and appreciable modulation, of such a high-in-
tensity magnetic field over a large area, involves a lot of experimental 
Jflbour. 
Another possible result of the interaction of the periodically varying low-
intensity magnetic field with an r.f. excited plasma is the following. It has 
been experimentally established that the r.f. electric power absorbed by a 
plasma is dependent on the applied low-intensity magnetic field. In the case 
of perpendicular r.f. electric and d.c. magnetic fields 5), the r.f. power ab-
sorbed by the plasma goes through a maximum when the ratio of the 
electron cyclotron frequency to the radio frequency {a>Bjmr) equals unity. 
In the case of parallel r.f. electric and d.c. magnetic fields 6), the r.f. power 
absorbed by the plasma, shows an almost continuous variation with in-
creasing applied low-intensity magnetic field, at low pressures (5 to 100 jJ.Hg). 
In this case of parallel fields, the r.f. conductivity of the plasma is enhanced, 
because the magnetic field inhibits the loss of electrons due to diffusion. 
This results in an increased electron density, and hence an increased r.f. 
power absorption, when the magnetic field iritensity is increased. While in 
the former case of perpendicular fields, the r.f. power, absorbed by the 
plasma, is directly dependent on the appliecl low-intensity magnetic field 
and shows a maximum at {COBJCOI) = 1. NQW, if the applied parallel or 
perpendicular d.c. magnetic field is modulated, the r.f. power absorbed by 
the plasma will also be modulated, and such a, plasma will evidently possess 
periodically varying parameters. It is well known that an unmodulated 
electromagnetic wave, propagating through a plasma possessing periodi-
cally varying parameters, such as electron density and colUsion frequency, 
will have a modulated amplitude. 
In one of our earher communications'^), a theory of the modulation of 
microwaves, propagated through an r.f. plasma subjected to a low-intensity, 
parallel, time-dependent magnetic field, was presented. This paper presents 
the important aspects of the theoretical analysis made on the r.f. power 
absorbed by a plasma, subjected to an r.f. electric field and a perpendicular 
low-intensity time-dependent magnetic field. The r.f. power absorbed by 
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the plasma, in such a case, has been found to be time dependent. The re-
sulting modulation of microwaves, and the variation of this modulation 
impressed upon the propagating microwave, with various plasma para-
meters, has been calculated. The mechanism of the modulation of micro-
waves proposed by us in this paper is more effective, than the one proposed 
by Sodha and Arora*), for low-pressure laboratory r.f. plasmas. The ampli-
tude modulation of microwaves, propagating through a plasma subjected 
to an amplitude-modulated magnetic field, has been suggested by Sodha < 
and Arora^), as a possible mechanism for communicating through rocket 
exhausts and reentry plasma sheaths, during the black out. 
2. Analysis. Since the condition A ^ r (A is the wavelength of the propa-
gating microwave, r is the average distance between the electrons) is satis-
fied in the case of moderate plasmas, the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves in a plasma can and must be investigated on the basis of the ordinary 
Maxwell equations of phenomenological electrodynamics in continuous 
media. Maxwell's equations must be solved simultaneously with Boltz-
mann's equations. However, a somewhat less rigorous, but a more easily 
solvable set of equations is the combination of the Maxwell equations with 
Langevin's equation of motion of an electron: 
dv e 
_ - + voy= {E + vxB), (1) 
ot m 
where v is the velocity vector of the electron, E is the net electric field, 
B is the net magnetic field, and vo is responsible for viscous damping and 
is related to the collision frequency of the average momentum transfer of 
the electrons, with the other constituents of the plasma. 
Since both the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies, for a low-intensity 
magnetic field (about 100 G maximum), are very small in comparison with 
the microwave frequency, the effect of the magnetic field on the propa-
gation of microwaves will be ignored. The effect of a time-dependent mag-
netic field on the r.f. power absorbed by the plasma has been found from 
the Langevin equation and the resulting time variations in the plasma para-
meters have been calculated, using an energy balance equation. The modu-
lation impressed upon microwaves propagating through such a plasma, 
possessing periodically varying parameters, has then been calculated from 
a solution of Maxwell's equations. 
We assume an amplitude-modulated magnetic field of intensity 
B = Bo + Bi cos Qt, 
along the axis of the discharge tube, which is also assumed to be the di-
rection of propagation of the microwaves. The r.f. electric field £ = Eo e'"'' 
is assumed to be only in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, 
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as is the case in practice. Tiie representative electron velocity v is assumed 
to possess a time dependence of the form e'*"'''*-"^ ^ Using circularly polarized 
rotating fields, the solution of eq. (1), along ivith the expression for a total 
r.f. conductivity J = —nev (here n is the electron density and —e the 
charge of the electron), leads to the following expressions for the complex 
conductivities of left- and right-circularly polarized electric fields 9). 
ne^ \ 1 
/ ne^ \ 1 
"" ^ \ ^ ) [vo + j{a>r±Q-COB)] ' ^^ ^ 
Here we have introduced ms = eS/w for the time-dependent electron 
cyeMron frequency, as ihe magnhude of iK'} magnetic field intensity B is 
time dependent. 
The average work P done by the electric field can be written as: 
P = i R e ( £ . J ) 
m 
^[[vl+{o^r±0 + COB)2] + [vl + (a,, ± i3 - COB)2] j ' ^^^^ 
As the modulation frequency Q of the magnetic field is much smaller 
than the frequency of the r.f. field exciting the plasma cor, the electron 
cyclotron frequency <wg and the electron-molecule collision frequency VQ, 
we can neglect Q in comparison with VQ, cor and <X>B in the denominators of 
the two expressions within the braces of eq. (4a). Thus we get for the 
average r.f. power P absorbed by the plasma 
where cOp = (ne^lmso), cop is the plasma freqi^ency and eo is the free-space 
dielectric permittivity. We introduce the following diniensionless para-
meters. 
Plasma-frequency parameter X = (wp/cur), electron-molecule collision-
frequency parameter Y = (vo/cor), electron cyclotron-frequency parameter 
f a>B\ a)B, + o)B^ cos Qt 
cor / cor 
= Zo + ZiCOsi3<, for ^o = ( ^ ' ) and ^ i = ( ^ ) 
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Expression (4b) may be written as, 
P - IsovoX^El 
= hovoX^E\ 
1 
+ [ ( 1 + Z ) 2 + Y 2 ] [ ( l _ Z ) 2 + y 2 ] J 
( i + Z 2 + y2) 
_(1 +Z2+y2)2_422 (4c) 
If the amplitude-modulation index of the magnetic field is small [i.e. 
(Zi/Zo) < 0.3] then we may replace Z by ZQ in the denominator of ex-
pression (4c) above. Thus we get. 
P = l£0l'0X2£2 (1 + Z^ + Z? cos2 Qt + 2ZoZi cos Qt + Y2) 
^zl 
(4d) 
Neglecting the second-order {Z\ cos2 Qt) term in the numerator we get, 
4- Z^ + Y2 + 2ZoZi cos Qt) 
P = l£oroX2£^ Zl + Y2)2 4Z^ (5) 
If we put P = Po(l + M co%Qt)'^ we have, when we neglect second 
order terms, 
1 + Z^ + Y2 
Po^ j'fioi'o. X'^E\ 
and 
M 
(1 + Z g + Y 2 ) 2 - - 4 Z g J ' 
Z Q Z I 
(6) 
+ Z2+i^')^ 4Zg 
ZnZ 0-^1 
( 1 - Z ^ ) 2 + Y 4 + 2Y2(1+Z^) 
(7) 
The average power PQ absorbed by the plasma increases with increasing 
collision frequency, for values of the average electron cyclotron-frequency 
parameter ZQ ^ 1, whereas at cyclotron resonance, COB^  = a)i{Zo = 1 ) , the 
absorption decreases with increasing collision frequency. The variation of 
the modulation M impressed upon the r.f. power absorbed by the plasma, 
due to the presence of perpendicular time-dependent magnetic field as a 
function of collision-frequency parameter Y ( = vojcoi) is shown in fig. 1 
for various values of the average electron cyclotron-frequency parameter 
Zo ( = ft)j3^/cor) and for the magnetic field modulation Z I / Z Q = 0.1 
( = mJ^B,) • 
The energy-balance equation *) was used in order to compute time vari-
ations of electron density and electron-molecule elastic-collision frequency, 
resulting from the periodic variation in r.f. power absorbed by the plasma. 
These periodic variations of plasma parameters are then substituted in 
Maxwell's equations, in terms of a time-dependent conductivity. The re-
sults of such an analysis have been communicated for publication in one 
of our earlier papers 2). Fig. 2 shows the variation of the modulation per-
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Fig. 1. Variation of the modulation index (M), due to the application of a low-intensity 
perpendicular time-dependent magnetic field, as a function of collision frequency 
(volcDr), with magnetic-field modulation index (CUB /COB ) = 0.1. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the modulation percentage fx, as a function of the modulation 
index M of r.f. power absorbed by the plasma, due to application of a low-intensity 
time-dependent perpendicular magnetic field, with collision frequency (vo/cu) as a 
parameter jx is directly proportional to electron density (co /^co )^ and propagation 
length Z. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of the modulation n impressed upon a microwave, propagated 
through an r.f. plasma subjected to a low-intensity perpendicular time-dependent 
magnetic field, as a function of collision frequency (vo/wr), with static magnetic field 
as a parameter, for propagation length Z = 5A, (co|/co2) = 0.2, {COBJCOBJ = 0.3 and 
(tu/cor) > 100. 
centage {/n), impressed upon a propagating microwave, as a function of the 
modulation index {M), of the r.f. power absorbed by the plasma, due to a 
time-dependent perpendicular magnetic field, with collision frequency (vo/co) 
(co is the frequency of the propagating microwave) as a parameter for 
Z = 5X and (cop/co^ ) = 0.2, based on the results of that analysis. According 
to the theory, the modulation {fi), impressed upon a propagating micro-
wave, is directly proportional to the electron density (wp/co^ ) and the 
propagation length Z. 
When the results shown in fig. 1, are combined with those of fig. 2, we 
get the variation of the modulation (/x) impressed upon a propagating 
microwave, as a function of the collision frequency (vo/(x>i), with the mag-
netic field (ft)jB„/cor) as a parameter, as shown in fig. 3. Here we have con-
sidered a special situation in which the propagation length Z = 5A, 
(co/ft)r) > 100, (cOp/co2) = 0.2, magnetic field modulation (COB^ /COBJ = 0.3. 
A is the free-space wavelength of the propagating microwave. 
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3. Results and discussion. Fig. 3 shows the results of the theoretical ana-
lysis, of the phenomenon of the modulation of microwaves, propagated 
through an r.f. plasma subjected to a perpendicular amplitude-modulated 
magnetic field. I t appears from fig. 3 that the modulation impressed upon 
microwaves increases as (coBjajr)- However, here we have a paradox be-
cause the modulation index (M) of the r.f. field exciting the plasma, due to 
the application of a modulated magnetic field, is found to increase with 
i(coBj.a>i), but, as is evident from eq. (6), the average r.f. power absorbed by 
the plasma, and hence the electron density, has a maximum at {COBJOOI) = 1 
and decreases as we depart from this value of [COBJCOT)- This fact is also 
confirmed by the experimental results of Agnello et al.^). Since the modu-
lation, impressed upon a propagating microwave, is directly proportional to 
cOp ( = ne^jmeo), i.e. the electron density, hence the impressed modulation 
index {/n) may still have a maximum at {COBJCOI) = 1 although the time vari-
ation in the electron density will increase as (MB^ICOI) increases. 
Because of a direct dependence of the microwave modulation, /^ , on the 
electron density, which in turn depends on the r.f. power absorbed by the 
plasma, on the pressure of the gas, etc., this effect of modulation of micro-
waves propagating through an r.f. plasma, subjected to a perpendicular 
amplitude-modulated magnetic field, will be more appreciable when 
vo ^ oox, coB^. That is the case of a low-pressure, highly ionized plasma, 
where the colUsion frequency is low enough [VQ ^ cor, COB^) but the electron 
density is sufficiently high. 
This phenomenon, is a suitable mechanism of the modulation of micro-
waves, in an r.f. plasma subjected to a low-intensity (about 100 G) time-
dependent magnetic field. On the other hand the mechanism of the modu-
lation of microwaves, in a general plasma subjected to a time-dependent 
magnetic field 4), is suitable for higher-intensity (a few kilogauss) magnetic 
fields. Further, since in the former mechanism vo < cor and vo < o) (as 
0) ^  Q)i) the effect of collision-frequency variations on the modulation of 
microwaves will be almost negligible and only electron-density variations 
need be considered, in the latter mechanism both the collision-frequency 
and electron-density variations will be important. Thus, in the modulation 
mechanism proposed by us, electron-temperature relaxation effects on the 
modulation of microwaves will be absent and the upper limit of the modu-
lating frequency, imposed by these temperature-relaxation processes, will 
be no longer there. This is some sort of coUisionless modulation mechanism. 
4. Conclusions. The theoretical analysis predicts that the phenomenon 
of the modulation of microwaves, propagating through an r.f. plasma, sub-
jected to a low-intensity perpendicular magnetic field which is amplitude 
modulated, will be more appreciable, in a low-pressure highly ionized 
plasma, so that although vo ^ coi, OJB^ the electron density is sufficiently 
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high to produce appreciable modulation. This is some sort of a coUisionless 
modulation mechanism. The effect of variations in the colhsion frequency 
on the index/^ of the modulation which is impressed on the propagating micro-
wave can be ignored. Only electron-density variations need be considered. 
The modulation index increases finearty with increasing electron density 
and propagation length. 
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RESEARCH N O T E 
Study of rf breakdown characteristics in the 
presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields 
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Abstract. Radio-frequency (55 MHz) breakdown characteristics of air have been 
studied in the presence of a parallel low-intensity magnetic field over the pressure range 
of 5 to 115 mTorr. The breakdown potential has been found to decrease with increase 
in magnetic field intensity. This decrease is most marked at the lowest pressure. 
It has further been observed that, although the variation of breakdown potential with 
pressure shows a broad minimum in the presence of lower intensity magnetic fields, this 
variation becomes almost linear beyond 80 G. Thus an appreciable reduction in 
diffusion loss of electrons under the above mentioned conditions has been observed 
experimentally. 
1. Introduction 
The high-frequency breakdown characteristics of various gases in the presence of a 
magnetic field were first studied by Townsend and Gill (1938) and have since been subjected 
to extensive investigations (Lax et al. 1950, Ferriti and Veronesi 1955, Nagomyphi 1966, 
Bacri 1965, Nakamura and Mitani 1965, Sen and Ghosh 1963, Sen and Gupta 1969, Agnello 
et al. 1966). However, almost all of these studies have been performed for the case of a 
perpendicular magnetic field where, owing to the presence of the magnetic field, not only 
the breakdown field is reduced, but resonance occurs when the frequency of the applied 
electric field is equal to the electron cyclotron frequency. 
The application of a magnetic field parallel to the radio-frequency electric field reduces the 
diffusion of electrons in perpendicular directions and a smaller field is sufficient for gas 
breakdown. The phenomenon of breakdown of a gas at low pressures under hf excitation 
in the presence of a low intensity parallel magnetic field has not been investigated so far. 
This paper presents the experimental results of such an investigation. 
2. Experimental apparatus and technique 
An rf field of fixed frequency (55 MHz) was apphed to both ends of a coil wrapped on a 
cylindrical discharge tube (5 cm x 25 cm). A continuously variable magnetic field was 
produced along the axis of the discharge tube by a solenoid (10 cm x 40 cm). The break-
down voltage of air was measured for different pressures and different intensities of the 
parallel magnetic field by a technique similar to that of von Ehgel and Gill (1948). The 
measurements were repeated several times and consistent results were obtained. 
3. Experimental results and discussions 
Figure 1 shows the variation of rf breakdown voltage with the intensity of the apphed 
parallel magnetic field at various pressures. The breakdown fields in the presence of the 
magnetic field plotted on the T-axis have been normalized with respect to the breakdown 
field without magnetic fields for each pressure. The pressure inside the discharge tube was 
varied from 5 to 115 mTorr. 
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Figure 1. Variation of rf breakdown voltage as a function of applied parallel magnetic field with 
gas pressure inside the discharge tube as a parameter. 
In all cases, the increase in magnetic field intensity is seen to produce a decrease in 
breakdown field; the rate of fall of breakdown field increases with decreasing gas pressure, 
although at the higher magnetic field end the curves seem to steady off. At lower pressures 
(about 40 mTorr or less) the rates of fall of breakdown field, at the lower magnetic field end, 
show a slight tendency to increase with decrease in pressure; but as magnetic field is increased 
rate of further fall of breakdown field with magnetic field becomes higher than that at 
higher pressures. 
The breakdown characteristics of a gas under rf excitation are dependent mainly upon the 
pressure of the gas, geometric dimensions of the discharge tube and the frequency of the 
rf excitation. In the present work, the dimensions of the discharge tube are large compared 
with the mean free path of electrons. Under these circumstances the predominant electron-
loss process is diffusion. The parallel magnetic field inhibits the diffusion of electrons 
in the directions perpendicular to the magnetic field, which causes a decrease in the break-
down field with increasing magnetic field intensity. 
The present results are in agreement with the experimental results of Lax etal. (1950) for the 
case of microwave breakdown in the presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields; 
but their theoretical analysis is not applicable to the rf breakdown because, while for 
microwave breakdown the electron collision frequency is much smaller than the electron 
oscillation frequency, for the present case the reverse is true. Townsend and Gill (1938) 
observed a peculiar variation of breakdown field with pressure in the perpendicular 
magnetic field case. But in the present case of breakdown in the presence of a parallel 
magnetic field, only a slight decrease in the rate of fall of breakdown voltage with a decrease 
in pressure at the low magnetic field end has been observed, which increases more rapidly 
as we increase the magnetic field still further. 
Figure 2 shows the variation of the normalized breakdown voltage with pressure for 
different intensities of applied magnetic field. Although, for low magnetic field strengths, 
curves show a broad minimum, the decrease in breakdown field becomes almost linear as 
magnetic field strength is increased beyond 80 G. 
4. Conclusions 
The experimental observations indicate an appreciable fall in breakdown potential at all 
pressures from 5 to 115 mTorr as magnetic field intensity increases from 0 to 150 G. This 
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Figure 2. Variation of rf breakdown voltage as a function of gas pressure with applied parallel 
magnetic field as a parameter. 
indicates a reduction in the loss of electrons owing to diffusion in the presence of the parallel 
magnetic field. The rate of fall of breakdown field with magnetic field is more pronounced 
at lower pressures and at low magnetic field strengths. At high pressures the relation 
between breakdown field and magnetic field is almost linear. 
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Electron Density and the Collision Frequency of 
a Periodically Varying Plasma Medium* 
AVINASH CHANDRAj, SATYENDRA KUMARf & D- C. SARKARt 
(Manuscript received on 17 January 1970) 
INTRODUCTION 
ANY authors have studied the propagation of electromagnetic waves through 
a plasma which has got periodically varying properties^"*. The modulation 
of the propagating microwave signal takes place due to the fact that the 
•important plasma parameters such as electron density and electron-molecule elastic-
, 'collision frequency possess a steady as well as an alternating component. Different 
"ways*"' have been suggested for producing periodically varying plasma, and modulation 
effects in a.c. and r.f. excited plasmas have been studied experimentally*'*. 
In a plasma excited by a modulated r.f. voltage alternating components of 
electron density and electron energy are generated. Now the collision frequency 
of an electron, in the plasma of certain gases and in certain energy ranges of 
electron, depends on its energy. Therefore, in plasma excited by the modulated 
r.f. voltage, there will be alternating components of collision frequency and electron 
density in addition to their steady component-
In this communication the authors have tried to calculate the ratio of the 
peak value of the alternating and steady components of the electron density 
as well as that of electron-molecule elastic-collision frequency by solving the energy-
balance equation. The variation of the ratio of the components with the modulating 
frequency and modulation depth of the r.f. exciting field has also been computed. 
ANALYSIS 
" In order to avoid undue complications in making an analysis, certain assump-
, tions' are made, which are practically justified and, therefore, do not violate the 
.'basic concepts. They can be enumerated as follows: (1) The plasma is isothermal; 
(2) the average collision frequency is greater than the modulating frequency of the 
r.f. exciting field; (3) the r.f. exciting field is considered to be uniform throughout 
. the plasma; and (4) only the elastic collisions between the electrons and neutral 
.particles are considered and these depend on the velocity of the electrons. As the 
.^ionization in plasma, in cases of interest, is less than 1 per cent, electron-electron 
and electron-positive ion collisions may easily be ignored. 
The energy supplied to the electrons per unit time per unit volume is utilized 
;for the following purposes: (1) to increase the agitational energy of the electrons; 
; (2) to compensate for the energy lost by the electrons due to elastic collisions 
vith the neutral molecules; (3) to create new electron-positive ion pairs; and 
•Presented at the 13tli Technical Convention (ITE), held in January 1970. 
jPhysics Department, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
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(4) to compensate for the energy lost due to recombination and diffusion of 
electrons. 
Thus energy balance equation for an electron in a plasma may be written as 
n,P{t) = nfM+nfi^m)-Q,]+,f-^+ep^\+,fRn! ...(1) 
where 
P{t)=-Pi{l+M cos £lt)^ ...(2) 
= power absorbed by an electron from the exciting field (P^ is the steady 
component of the power absorbed by an electron and M is the modula-
tion depth and Q is the modulating frequency of the r.f. exciting field). 
Q{t) = agitational energy of an electron due to r.f. exciting field at any instant t. 
Q^ = energy of an electron if it is at the same temperature as the molecules 
in plasma. 
G = ImJM (constant of proportionality, where, m^ = mass of an electron and 
M = mass of the neutral molecules). 
v(/) = elastic collision frequency of an electron with neutral molecules at any 
instant t-
R — recombination coefficient. 
nXt) = electron density at any instant t. 
^j z= energy required for the formation of one electron-positive ion pair, and 
its value may be obtained irom table^". 
D = diffusion coefficient. 
The exact solution of Eq. (1) is rather difficult to obtain. Let us simplify it 
a little for practical cases of interest. The electrons are being lost both by diffusion 
and recombination. When the pressure of the gas inside the plasma tube is not low 
recombination may be important but at low pressures diffusion is more pronounced 
than the recombination. From the curve recombination coefficient versus gas 
pressure^^, we observe that it is almost zero when the pressure of the gas inside the 
plasma tube is of the order of 1 mm. of Hg. Thus for low pressure gas discharge 
plasma the loss of electrons due to recombination can be neglected in comparison 
with diffusiori. As the energy of excitation, for cases of interest, is low we can 
assume that after sometime (when equilibrium has reached) the creation of new 
ion pairs will be stopped. Hence, we can neglect third term on R.H.S. of Eq. (1), 
for equilibrium plasmas. 
Thence the energy balance Eq. (1) in the case of an equilibrium gas discharge 
plasma at low pressures,'can be written as 
dO(t) 
n,(\+M cos CltyP^^n,-f^^+nMQ{t)-Qo]+^fDv^n, ...(3) 
Let us assume that electron density «^ (<) and electron-molecule elastic-collision 
frequency v(<) vary with time as follows: 
n^[t) = Mo-f«i cos Clt—n^{\ -f-a cos Clt) • • • (4) 
v(t) =Vo4-ViCosQt = Vo(l-l-^cosQ() ...(5) 
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where n„ and VQ are respectively the steady components of electron density and 
collision frequency, «i and V;^  are the respective maximum variations in electron 
density and colUsion frequency, which are independe_nt of time, and a = njug and 
(3 = V /^VQ. We wish to calculate the values of these ratios a and p by solving Eq. (3). 
Putting [Q{t)—Q(,] = ;<; in Eq. (3), we have 
n,{l+M cos Q.t)^P:,=n,~+nfi^x+efDyH, ...(6) 
ctt 
The solution of Eq. (6) is assumed to be of the form 
x = Acos {nt—(l>i)+B cos {2Q.t—<f>^ ...{7) 
where A and B are constants and (f>i and cf>2 are the phase angles (to be calculated). 
Substi tuting for n„ v and x from Eqs. (4), (5) and (7) respectively in Eq. (6) 
we obtain for the time independent part of Eq. (6): 
I + -~- j+PinoMa.=ina'/.aA sin <f>i+iXA cos V^i+e/Z^vX •••(^) 
Equating different frequency components of the time dependent part of Eq. (6), 
the following set of six coupled equations is obtained: 
- (a+2M)Pi+Q4 sin (f>i+a.BQ, sin (jt^+G^^A cos (^i+|X5 cos.^2+(l/fJo)e/i>V^Ka)=0 
...(9) 
-aA cos (^j—aQ,B cos <J>2~\^G^QA sin <f>j^-\-^XB sin <f>2=0 ...(10) 
— PiM(a+|M)+2QBsin<^2+|aQ4 sin i^i+GvoB cos ^2+|X^ cos<^i=0 ...(11) 
— 2Q.B cos 02—^a.Q.A cos<f>i+G^^B sin 4>2+^XA sin i^^=0 •••(12) 
- lPjM^a.+aQB sin <^2+4^S cos <^2=0 ...(13) 
- aQ5 cos ^a+P-B sin 02=0 ...(14) 
where X = Gv„{a.+?.) ...(15) 
Solving the above set of equations we obtain 
noPi{ 
2aQ 
tan 01 = IjK, tan 02= 
a 
...(16) 
P.,M^ 
A cos 01 
Artrt I 11^2/1 I oLMii •'•{'•') 
(18) £ cos 02 (a+p) 
- Q + J ) l ^ ' ( a + P ) ' + 4 « ^ ! + i3i^2(a+p)+6al=0 ' ...(19) 
(20) 
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In obtaining Eq. (20) it is being assumed that the spatial variation of n^ is 
almost negligible. So, diffusion of electrons will affect only the spatial distribution of 
electrons inside the plasma tube and has got no effect on the time variation, 
of the electron density and collision frequency, due to modulated r.f. exciting field. 
Solving Eqs. (19) and (20) for a and (3, and putting Y(M) = (2—JM^), we have 
-9fV-^8M'{a.^+{9yK''+l2•r--l6K^~6i)M^o^^+{20K^+32)M^a-^K^+l)M*=0 
...(21) 
For value of p in terms of a we obtain 
^ 3 i ? H (Ya2+4Ma) J ^ ' 
For very high values of K (>10^) the Eqs. (21) and (22) are approximated by the 
following equations: 
(9Y-16)a2+20Ma-4M"2=0 ...(21') 
r_io + 6vTi:^^ 
(97^6) ^^1 ^nV^.V—- r -(23) 
r4 M(2a+M) 1 
and P = ^ o • -, 7-,vr-^a f ... 24) 
L3 (Ta+4M) J . 
Now, Eq. (8) using Eqs. (16)-(18), can be written as 
V X + ^'^o=0 ...(25) 
Pi 
where p^ = — - 1 + ...(26) ((a+p)2i?2_,_45,2. 
The solution of Eq. (.26) is a standard characteristic-value problem^^, whose 
solution depends upon the geometry of the plasma tube. The solution takes the 
form, for example, in the case of a cylinder with flat ends 
Hg^ N.Cosax.Joibr) ...(27) 
where a^+b^ == p^ ...(28) 
Putting in the boundary conditions that Wg = 0 at the walls of the cylinder 
of radius R and length L, i.e. MQ = 0 at ;:»; = ± -|L and r = R, we obtain 
and 
Thus, Eq. (27) describes the spatial distribution of electron density. 
R E S U L T S AND D I S C U S S I O N 
Eqs. (21) and (23) have been solved for a and using value of a thus obtained 
corresponding values of (3 have been computed from Eqs.' (22) and (24) respectively. 
The results of these calculatiops are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Thus, the ratio of the alternating and steady components of electron density 
and collision frequency a and p respectively are slightly dependent on modulating 
"frequency but increase linearly with increasing modulation depth of r.f. exciting field. 
Experimental confirmation of these results will be reported elsewhere. 
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TABLE 1 • VARIATION OF a AND p WITH MODULATION D E P T H M FOR VALUES OF K ( • 
GREATER THAN 100 ^ 
Modulation 
depth 
M 
0-1 
0-3 
0-5 
0-7 
1-0 
< = 5) 
0-01964 
0-0590 
0-09942 
0-1400 
0-2052 
GvoN 
< = ^ ) 
0-02265 
0-06812 
011366 
0-1603 
0-2313 
TABLE 2 — VARIATION OF a AND p WITH K FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF M 
K M=0-3 Af=0-7 M = l - 0 
s 
10 
15 
20 
50 
100 
X 
0-05860 
0-0590 
0-0590 
0-0590 
0-0590 
0-0590 
I 
, 0-06877 
0-06820 
0-06816 
. 0-06813 
0-06822 
0-06812 
1 
a 
0-1393 
0-1400 
0-1401 
0-1402 
0-1403 
0-1400 
P 
0-1616 
0-1605 
0-1604 
0-16025' 
0-16016 
01603 
a 
0-2046 
0-2049 
0-2051 
0-2055 
0-2052 
0-2052 
0-2328 
0-2318 
0-2315 
0-2312 
0-2313 
0-2313 
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Microwave Modulation in a Time-dependent Plasma: Part I — Plasma 
Subjected to a Time-dependent Magnetic Field 
SATYENDRA KUMAR, P. I. JOHN & D. C. SARKAR 
Department of Physics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
A theory of the modulation of microwaves, propagated through a plasma subjected to a 
low intensity, longitudinal, time-dependent magnetic field, is presented. Numerical calculations 
show that the modulation is appreciable and measurable. An X-band microwave propagation 
system suitable for study of propagation of microwaves through magneto-plasmas is described. 
Experimental diflftculties encountered in the study of modulation of microwaves, propagated 
through an rf plasma subjected to a time-dependent magnetic field, are also considered. 
THE nonlinear interaction of two electro-magnetic (e.m.) waves in plasma may lead to a variety of interesting phenomena, such 
as cross-modulation^'* and generation of a new 
wave which is a harmonic of the first two '^®. The 
nonlinear interaction of e.m. waves in magneto-
plasmas with special emphasis on electron-cyclotron 
resonance effects has also been experimentally 
investigated''*. The fact that the conductivity 
for microwaves of a plasma subjected to a time-
dependent magnetic field is time-dependent has 
been studied theoretically by Sodha and Arora'. 
Their theoretical analysis predicts an appreciable 
modulation of electromagnetic waves propagated 
through such a time-dependent magneto-plasma, 
only under microwave electron-cyclotron resonance 
conditions. This resonance effect will occur at a 
magnetic field strength •~3-4 kG even for Z-band 
microwaves. It is well known that an e.m. wave 
propagating through a plasma possessing periodi-
cally varying parameters will get amplitude modu-
lated^O'ii. This periodic variation in plasma para-
meters may also be caused by applying a low in-
tensity time-dependent magnetic field to an rf 
plasma. 
The rf breakdown field measurements in the 
presence of a low intensity transverse magnetic 
field (0-40 G) indicate a resonant absorption of 
rf power at electron-cyclotron frequency equal 
to radio frequencyi^. In laboratory plasmas sub-
jected to an axial magnetic field (0-150 G), the rf 
breakdown field decreases almost linearly with 
increased magnetic field at low pressures^^ (S-100 
S /^Hg). 
Thus, it is established that rf power absorbed 
by a plasma is dependent on the applied longi-
tudinal or transverse magnetic field. In the case 
of transverse magnetic field, the rf power absorbed 
is maximum when radio frequency is equal to 
electron-cyclotron frequency. In the longitudinal 
magnetic field case, the real part of rf conductivity 
is enhanced due to the axial magnetic field inhibit-
ing the diffusion loss of electrons and hence resulting 
in an increased electron density. Now, if the applied 
^transverse or longitudinal magnetic field is time-
varying, then, in the former case, rf power absorbed 
by the plasma will follow the variations of magnetic 
field and in the latter case the time-dependent 
longitudinal magnetic field will lead to time-depen-
dent diffusion loss and hence time-dependent 
electron density which in turn will lead to the time-
variation in rf power absorbed. Thus, if the applied 
transverse or longitudinal magnetic field is made 
time-dependent, the rf power absorbed by the 
plasma will also be time-dependent, and such a 
plasma will possess periodically varying para-
meters, evidently microwaves propagating through 
such a plasma will suffer amplitude modulation. 
This paper presents the results of a theoretical 
analysis and numerical calculations of the pheno-
menon of the modulation of microwaves propa-
gating through an rf plasma subjected to a periodi-
cally varying low intensity longitudinal magnetic 
field. An X-band microwave propagation system 
suitable for the study of microwave propagation 
in a magneto-plasma, consisting of tapers from 
rectangular to round waveguide and a mid-section 
round waveguide (diam. 3 in.) containing the 
discharge tube, has been fabricated and its propa-
gation characteristic presented. The experimental 
difficulties encountered in the study of modulation 
of microwaves propagated through an rf plasma 
subjected to a longitudinal magnetic field are also 
summarized. 
Analysis 
In this section a phenomenological theory of 
the modulation of microwaves propagated through 
a plasma subjected to a low intensity longitudinal 
magnetic field is presented. The electron-cyclotron 
frequency is assumed to be very small compared 
to the microwave frequency, and hence the effect 
of the magnetic field on amplitude modulation of 
e.m. waves can easily be ignored. In this case, 
since the electric and magnetic fields are in the 
same direction, the effect of magnetic field on elec-
tron drift motion will be zero. The (v xB) term 
in Langevin equation for average electron will 
vanish as velocity of electron drift motion v and 
magnetic field B are parallel to each other. 
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But, in the presence of a magnetic field the 
electron diffusion rate is decreased, when the total 
magnetic field is large, for the diffusion perpendi-
cular to the hues of force of magnetic field D^ is 
modified according to the following equation: 
D, = Z)o/(l+«KJ - ( 1 ) 
where jD, is the normal diffusion coefficient, cog 
is the electron-cyclotron frequency and -ze,m is the 
electron-neutral molecule collision time. For a 
magnetic field strength of 40 G and electron-neutral 
molecule collision frequency ^e,m = 10*/sec, WBT?,„ 
rw 20. Thus, the effect of low intensity magnetic 
field will be significant in highly ionized low pres-
sure plasma. The diffusion loss in the directions 
perpendicular to a magnetic field will be inversely 
proportional to the square of the magnetic field 
strength. This effect will be more pronounced 
in a cylindrical discharge tube in the presence of 
a magnetic field parallel to the axis of the tube. 
In this case of parallel magnetic and electric fields 
at low pressures, the diffusion of electrons to the 
walls will be the only predominant electron loss 
mechanism and although electron loss rate will 
be determined by an ambipolar diffusion process, 
electron density N may be taken as proportional 
to the square of axial magnetic field strength B, 
i.e. N = CB^ where C is a constant. 
Now, if this magnetic field is time-dependent, 
B = B o + B i C o s Q i ...(2) 
and 
N = C(JBo+Bi cos Q.tf = A^o(l+« cos Q.t) ...(3) 
-, assuming B^^O-SBo ...(4) l+B|/2Bg' 
where N^ is the average electron density. When 
steady magnetic field is absent {B^ = 0), the varia-
tions in electron density will be at twice the fre-
quency of variation of alternating magnetic field. 
This time-variation in electron density due to 
variations in applied axial magnetic field leads to 
external excitation of space charge waves observed 
experimentally by Little and Jones^* and Sugai 
et al.^K 
These time-variations in electron density will 
lead to variations in rf power absorbed by the 
plasma which, in turn, will lead to variations in 
coUision frequency. These variations in collision 
frequency may be obtained from effective electron 
temperature [Te) variations, calculated from a 
solution of the energy balance equation^: 
dTM = (2el2k)vE-HTeHTe){T,-T) ...(5) 
where k = Boltzmann constant, S = fraction of 
energy lost by an electron in a collision with heavy 
particle, and T — gas temperature. The electric 
field is assumed to be of the form E = E^e'<^rt 
where w, is the field frequency. 
Following Ginzburgi, we get for temperature 
perturbation ATe = T^ —T, 
Aa^T oiC^El 
X 
3w^rs(v2+w2) 
8v(,cos(Q<—^fi) aSvo cos{2Clt—^2^)] 
V{By,}'+n^ v'(K)'+(2ii)^ ..(6) 
<f>Ci = tan-(svo) ' </>: 2Q 
. . / 2 Q 
• ) 
where VQ is the average effective collision frequency. 
Restricting ourselves to electron collisions with 
molecules: 
V = V(,-f-Anv 
i^l"^  2T 
from which, neglecting second order 2Q variations 
in collision frequency, we get 
V = vo (l-t-p cos Q<) ...(7) 
where 
P = 
e^El 
2 3wArS(vg-h«?) \ / l + [ii'/(8vo)'] •••(8) 
If we define the characteristic field Ep, which is 
sometimes referred to as ' plasma field ', as 
p. _ /3w^r8(v§4-w5) 
^^  ~ V — ^ ^ — 
= 4-2xlO-iVSr(vg+«2,) V/cm 
In terms of plasma field Eq. (8) becomes 
2 W Vl + ("/Svo)' 
...(9) 
P P/ i + ("/«Vo)"^  ...(10) 
Now, these periodical variations in electron density 
[Eq. (4)] and collision frequency [Eq. (10)] must be 
used in Maxwell's equation in terms of a fluctuating 
conductivity or a fluctuating dielectric constant 
in order to get modulation impressed upon a pro-
pagating e.m. wave. This has already been done 
among others by John and Sarkar^^ and the modu-
lation jA impressed upon a propagating e.m. wave 
is given bv 
_ 7r(oj./6))^(z/x) J / _p y 
^ " ""^oA^)^'" 1 \ i+("/vo)7 v'i+(v 
{r^W - ' 
where Z = propagation length, w^ = plasma fre-
quency, oj = frequency of propagating e.m. wave; 
and X = its free space wavelength. 
Since modulating frequency Q<^8vo, disregarding 
temperature relaxation processes for the moment, 
Fig. 1 shows the variation of impressed microwave 
modulation index jj, as a function of collision fre-
quency (vo/<o) with magnetic field modulation index 
(COBJ/COB,) ( = BJBg) as a parameter. Table 1 gives 
variation of [x with [E^jEpY. 
From Eq. (1) it is clear that as collision frequency 
increases, a higher magnetic field will be necessary 
in order to produce appreciable changes in diffusion 
loss process, and hence the electron density, and 
Vo should at the most be of the order of wg. So, 
a low intensity longitudinal magnetic field (0-200 G) 
will affect electron density in plasmas where colli-
sion frequency VQ<10/sec. For ^-band micro-
waves, (VQ/W) will then be --^ lO"^ and in that case 
as is evident from Eq. (11) the effect of time-varia-
tions in collision frequency on impressed micro-
wave modulation (j, will be negligible. Since micro-
wave modulation (fz) would then be proportional 
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0.2L 
Z = 1 0 > , ( ^ ) = 0-01,|.^)^«l 
0-1 
o 0-06 
o 
z 
^ O'OZf 
< 
S o-oj 
0-005 
0-002 
0-001 
Curve 
No. 
0-01 0-05 0-2 1-0 5-0 10-0 
COLLISION FREQUENCY (>>o/UU) 
Fig. 1 — Variation of modulation {(A) impressed upon a 
microwave propagated through an rf plasma, subjected to a 
low intensity, longitudinal, time-dependent magnetic field, 
as a function of collision frequency (vo/o>) with magnetic field 
modulation index ( " B J ^ B , , ) as a parameter 
TABLE 1 — VARIATION OF IMPRESSED MICROWAVE MODULA-
TION PERCENTAGE WITH {EJEp)' IN THE PRESENCE OF A 
TIME-DEPENDENT. LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD 
[(«|/w2 = 0-01, Z = 10 X, {"i?,/«Bo) = 0-2] 
{EolEpr 
0-1 
0-2 
0-5 
1-0 
2 0 
5 0 
Microwave modulation 
percentage 
v^ju = 0-1 
12034 
12034 
12-003 
11-987 
11-968 
12-128 
Vo/« = 1-0 
8-342 
8124 
7-564 
6-764 
6 047 
3-463 
to the electron density variation a, leading to 
possibly large amplitude modulation for small 
density changes. The upper limit in modulation 
frequency, imposed by temperature relaxation 
time in collisional Luxemburg modulation, will 
obviously be not present in this coUisionless case 
and a wave propagating through such a fluctuating 
plasma can suffer both amplitude and phase modu-
lation simultaneously. 
Experimental Arrangement 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the experi-
mental arrangement for the study of rf plasma 
in the presence of a time-dependent magnetic field. 
An X-band microwave propagation system, con-
sisting of transitions from X-band rectangular 
waveguide to 3 in. diameter cylindrical waveguide 
and a cylindrical waveguide midsection containing 
the discharge tube, has been fabricated. The 
length of tat>ers, made up of 0-05 in. thick copper 
(transitions from rectangular to circular waveguide) 
is 25 cm each and length of midsection is also 
25 cm. Since the transition section, which serves 
to match the impedance of the rectangular wave-
guide to that of cylindrical waveguide, is about 
eight times longer than the wavelength of the 
microwave, the change will be gradual enough to 
cause a little mismatcli. The j^rimary modes in 
both the rectangular and round waveguides are 
similar, being TE modes. The transmission charac-
teristics of this system as a function of frequency 
are shown in Fig. 3. The reflections from this 
system were found to be about 2%. 
The rf plasma is excited by connecting 70 MHz 
push pull type negative resistance oscillator across 
the discharge coil. The magnetic field is provided 
by a 40 cm long, 10 cm diameter solenoid, which 
is capable of producing a magnetic field conti-
nuously variable from 0 to 200 G. The modulated 
microwave signal is displayed on an oscilloscope 
for qualitative measurements. The rest of the 
microwave set-up is the one usually employed for 
the measurement of time and space averaged plasma 
parameters. 
Results and Discussion 
Fig. 1 and Table 1 present the important results 
of interest on the modulation of microwaves propa-
gated through a plasma subjected to a low intensity 
longitudinal magnetic field. These results are simi-
lar to the results of the theoretical analysis of Sodlia 
and Arora^ for the case of a microwave resonant 
time-dependent magnetic field in the following 
respects: (i) the impressed modulation percentage 
increases linearly with increasing electron density, 
(o /w)2= inN^e^jmcii'^; (ii) as the collision frequency 
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Fig. 4 — Stray rf picked up by the detecting system [A, rf 
pickup in the transmission output detector when time-depen-
dent magnetic field is absent; B,' modulated rf pickup in the 
transmission output detector when time-dependent magnetic 
-field is applied; modulation frequency of rf pickup is the 
same as that of magnetic field] 
increases modulation percentage decreases; (iii) as 
the electric and magnetic fields are parallel to each 
other, no gyroresonance with rf field can be expected 
like the one predicted by Sodha and Arora at 6> 
= COB, and w = cog^ . 
As pointed out earlier that the rf breakdown 
field measureme'ntsis done by us and Eq. (1) 
indicate that the low intensity magnetic field will 
affect plasma parameters only when VQ^CO^. SO 
the mechanism of modulation suggested by us will 
be significant only in low pressure, highly ionized 
plasmas so that although (cop/co)^  is sufficiently 
large but vo<<o.g The arrangment shown in 
Fig. 2 was used to experimentally observe modu-
lation of microwaves in such a plasma. But, stray 
rf pickup posed a great problem. Figs. 4A and 
4B show the stray rf picked up by the detecting 
s^'stem with and without magnetic field respectively. 
The stray rf pickup made any meaningful obser-
vation of microwave modulation difficult. All the 
possible methods suggested in the hterature^* have 
been tried without any success. The strange fact 
is that this rf pickup, which is modulated at the 
frequency of modulation of the magnetic field, is 
more in the transmission detector system and less 
in reflection detector; this at least proves the con-
tention that rf power absorbed by the plasma gets 
modulated. We are looking for better means of 
detection and rf pickup reduction, and hope to 
report some meaningful results. 
Conclusion 
The theory predicts an appreciable modulation 
of microwaves propagated through a highly ionized 
low pressure plasma subjected to a low intensity, 
time-dependent, longitudinal magnetic field. The 
modulation impressed upon microwaves propagated 
through such a plasma will increase with increasing 
electron density and decreasing collision frequency. 
Experimental confirmation of the same could not 
be done because of a large amount of rf pickup 
which was modulated due to the application of 
modulated magnetic field. This at least proved 
that rf power absorbed by such a plasma is time-
dependent. 
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A plasma excited by an amplitude modulated radio frequency electric field possesses periodi-
cally varying parameters. It has been observed that when a microwave signal propagates 
through such a plasma the amplitude modulation is impressed upon the propagating signal. The 
percentage of modulation impressed on the electromagnetic wave passing through such a plasma 
has been calculated by solving Maxwell's equations and the energy balance equation. The cal-
culated modulation percentages for various values of plasma parameters have been found to be 
in good qualitative agreement with the available experimental results. A delayed microwave 
scanning technique, by which microwave pulses can be sent through the plasma at different 
instants relative to the rise and fall of the amplitude of the modulated exciting field, is also des-
cribed. This technique is suitable for the measurem.ent of the parameters oTf such a periodically 
varying plasma medium and is expected to yield direct measurements of the time-dependent 
properties of the plasma. 
THE nonlinear interaction of two electro-magnetic (e.m.) waves, or of an e.m. wave with periodically varying plasma medium, 
has many possible applications, e.g. in radio com-
munication over long distances^, and in communi-
cating through rocket exhausts and re-entry plasma 
sheaths during blackout^. 
The nonlinear interaction of e.m. waves with 
isotropic as well as magneto-plasmas has been 
studied both theoretically and experimentally by 
many workers^-i^. 
An e.m. wave propagating through a plasma, 
having periodically varying parameters, gets ampli-
tude modulated. A phenomenological explanation 
for it can be given as follows. If the plasma 
parameters, such as electron density and electron-
molecule collision frequency, possess steady as well 
as alternating components, the alternating compo-
nent varying periodically at the modulation fre-
quenc}' Q, the complex conductivity tensor of 
the plasma shall vary at tha t frequency Q and 
hence propagation parameters for an e.m. wave 
of frequency to will also vary at the modulation 
frequency Q. This periodic variation of the pro-
pagation parameters will give rise to side-bands 
in both the transmitted as well as the reflected 
signals from the plasma. There are three possible 
mechanisms by which periodic variation of plasma 
parameters can be produced. The application of 
a time-dependent magnetic field to the plasma 
causes the modulation of e.m. waves which has 
been theoretically analysed by Sodha ond Arora^. 
Secondly, the modulation of an e.m. wave pro-
pagating through a plasma in the presence of an 
acoustic wave has also been theoretically studied by 
Sodha and Palumboi^. Finally, if the power exciting 
the plasma is amplitude modulated, this will lead 
to periodic variation of plasma parameters. John 
and Sarkari* have experimentally observed the 
modulation of microwaves propagating through a 
plasma excited by a time-dependent rf field. In 
order to explain experimental results they used 
a best fit semi-empirical theory, which employed 
empirical values of the gradients of electron density 
{dueldTe) and collision frequency [c^jdTe) res-
pectively with respect to electron temperature Te-
The variation in electron temperature AT^ due to 
the amplitude modulation of the exciting rf field was 
calculated by solving the energy balance equation. 
In a previous communication^^, the energy 
balance equation was solved for calculating t ime-
dependent electron density and electron-molecule 
elastic-collision frequency of a plasma excited by 
a time-dependent rf electric field. In this com-
munication, a solution of nonlinear wave equation 
for the modulation of an e.m. wave propagating 
through a plasma having time-dependent para-
meters has been used along with the results of 
previously reported calculations^^, for time-depen-
dent electron density and collision frequency, in 
order to calculate the percentage of modulation 
impressed upon the e.m. wave propagating through 
such a plasma. This modulation percentage has 
been found to vary linearl}^ with (co|/w^), where 
(jip is plasma frequency and « is the frequency of 
the propagating e.m. wave. The variation of this 
modulation percentage with the modulation depth 
of the rf exciting field and coUision frequency 
(vo/ci)) has been theoretically studied. The results 
of this theoretical investigation have been com-
pared with the experimental results of John and 
Sarkari* and a reasonable agreement has been 
found. The effectiveness of this modulation mecha-
nism has been numerically compared with the 
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other two modulation processes. A delayed micro-
wave scanning technique is also described, which 
is suitable for the measurement of the time-varying 
parameters of a periodically varying plasma medium. 
Analysis 
The energy balance equation for average unit 
volume of a typical low pressure gas discharge 
plasma, containing ne electrons, may be written as 
M,Pi( l + M COS mY==ne[dQ{t)jd(] +n,G^\_Q{t) - e„ ] 
Time-dependent power Energy used in increas- Energy lost in elastic 
absorbed from exciting ing agitational energy collisions of electrons 
electric field Q{t) of electrons with neutral molecules 
+Ef[dneldt} +EfD'^^ne 
Energy used up in 
creation of new 
electron positive 
ion pairs 
Energy lost due 
to diffusion of 
electrons 
Energy lost due 
to recombination 
of electrons 
...(1) 
In Eq. (1) 
G 
R 
D 
= average agitational energy of electrons 
= fraction of energy lost in an elastic collision 
of an electron with a neutral molecule 
= recombination coe'i&cient 
= energy required for the formation of one 
electron-positive ion pair 
= diffusion coefficient 
...(2) 
•(4) 
.(5) 
ne(t) = fiQ+ni cos Q.t = «Q(l-)-a cos Clt) 
= electron density at any instant t 
v(<) = vo-f-vi cos at = Vo(l-i-P cos at) ...(3) 
= electron-molecule elastic-collision frequency 
at any instant t 
where a. = «I/M, and p = VJ/VQ are the ratio of the 
alternating and steady components of the electron 
density and collision frequency respectively. 
After solving various equations, the following 
two equations were obtained, -for a and ^: 
-9Y2a*-48MT«»-K9Tii:2-4-12Y-16ii-2-64)MV 
-i-{20K''+32}M^oL-4(K^+l}n* = 0 
S = « f4M(2a+M)(K^+l) . 3^^,] 
^ 3K^l (Ya2+4Ma) J 
where 
Y(M) = (2- |M2), K = Gvo/Q 
These equations were solved^' for different values 
of M and K. a. and p were found to be slightly 
dependent on modulating frequency, but they 
were found to increase linearly with increasing 
modulation depth M of the rf exciting field. Table 1 
shows values of a and p for different values of M, 
for practical cases of interest (i.e. for iS'>100). 
A plasma having periodically varying para-
meters will affect the propagation of the electro-
magnetic wave in such a way that both the ampli-
tude and phase of the wave will suffer periodical 
changes due to the time-varying nature of the 
dielectric permittivity and conductivity. The com-
plete set of Maxwell's equations, along with certain 
other relations for electric displacement vector 
and current density, which hold good in isotropic 
plasmas, are adequate to describe the propagation 
of e.m. waves through such a periodically varying 
plasma medium. The following simplifying assump-
tions are made: 
(1) The plasma is assumed to be homogeneous 
and isotropic. 
(2) The plane e.m. wave is assumed to propagate 
in the ^-direction. 
(3) The e.m. wave after passing through the 
plasma is amplitude modulated and thus has three 
frequency components: the carrier, the upper and 
lower side-bands. 
(4) The periodically varying components of electron 
density and electron-molecule elastic-collision fre-
quency are smaller than their respective steady 
components and are considered to be caused by 
the time variation of the rf power exciting the 
plasma. 
(5) The index of modulation impressed upon the 
e.m. wave is assumed to be small compared to 
unity. 
(6) Finally, the plasma is assumed to be of low 
density so that w| < v§ < «^ where ap = plasma 
frequency and w = carrier wave frequency. 
With these assumptions, the different conducti-
vities, corresponding to three frequency compo-
nents in the propagating e.m. wave, can easily be 
calculated. This has already been done among 
others by John and Sarkar^*. These conducti-
vities are given by 
0 ( 0 ) = e-'n, 
m{-j+ico) .(6) 
22ff 
02 OS S-l OS 0-7 
Fig. 1 — Semi-log plot of the variation of experimental values^' 
of microwave modulation percentage [iJi.expt./(w /^<>>'')] and 
calculated values [ixcalc./(o)|/<o^)] with collision frequency 
parameter (VQ/M) 
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\ V + JW/ 
- ( 7 ) 
The electron denjity and collision frequency are 
assumed to be of the form of Eqs. (2) and (3) and 
after solving Maxwell's equations, the final ex-
pression for the amplitude modulation index jx 
impressed on the e.m. wave, after traversing a 
length Z of plasma, becomes 
V-
_ nj^plo^YiZIV, f, 
Vl-+(v, 
+ 
/ p(vo/co) y]i 
•(8) 
where X is free-space wavelength of the e.m. wave. 
Results and Discussion 
As is evident, expression (8) envisages a linear 
variation of jx with (w|/u2). A detailed study of 
the results of Sodha and Arora^ for the amplitude 
modulation of e.m. waves propagating through 
a plasma subjected to a time-dependent magnetic 
field reveals that variation of impressed modulation 
index with (w|/<ji^ ) was linear in most of their cases 
except for the case when (WB/W)= 0-5, where COB 
is the electron-cyclotron frequency. Thus it is 
a general trend in modulation process that modu-
lation index, [A, impressed on the propagating e.m. 
wave, varies almost linearly with (<o|/to )^. 
The impressed modulation percentage has been 
calculated for various values of collision frequency 
(vp/o) and modulation depth (M) of the plasma 
exciting field, using results of our previous ana-
lysis for the values of a and p. The results of cal-
culation are given in Table 1. 
Fig. 1 shows the variation of the experimentally 
observed values of impressed microwave modu-
lation percentage^* [Aexpt. and theoretically cal-
culated ones fAcaic, with the collision frequency 
parameter (vp/w). The values of (VQ/W) from 0-01 
to 10 have been taken, on a logarithmic scale, on 
the X-axis and the Y-axis represents both experi-
mental and theoretical values of impressed modu-
lation index y.. A good qualitative agreement of 
the theory with experiment is seen from Fig. 1. 
As predicted by theory, experimental results also 
show a linear variation of [x with modulation depth 
M of the rf exciting field. A quantitative agree-
ment of the two cannot be expected, primarily 
because the double probe technique used by John^® 
can hardly be expected to give accurate results. 
Secondly, experimental errors in the measurements 
of VQ, WQ and y. have come in combined form in 
the final result. 
The magnitude of modulation percentage in 
this case is definitely much larger than that in the 
other two modulation mechanisms, viz. modulation 
due to acoustic wave^* and due to time-dependent 
magnetic field^, and, therefore, this is certainly the 
best microwave modulation process for laboratory 
plasmas. 
Delayed Microwave Scanning Technique 
for Measuring the Parameters of a 
Time-varying Plasma 
The measurement of the nature and magnitude 
of the time-dependent plasma parameters is of 
importance in understanding the various processes, 
such as electron production, electron depletion 
and electron energy relaxation, taking place in 
various time-varying plasmas. The experimental 
determination of these time-dependent parameters 
is made difficult by the fact that the steady state 
techniques of measuring the plasma parameters 
cannot be applied to periodically varying condi-
tions. The usual microwave technique is not 
suitable since it gives time-averaged results. 
A delayed microwave scanning technique, by 
which microwave pulses are sent through the plasma 
at different instants relative to the rise and fall 
of the field amplitude is described in this section. 
If we assume that plasma parameters also change 
at the same frequency as the modulating frequency 
of the exciting field although at different magni-
tudes and phases. Then, if the width of the square 
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Fig. 2 — Block diagram showing experimental arrangement for the measurement of parameters of a periodically varying 
plasma medium (Delayed microwave scanning technique) 
pulse modulating the probing microwave signal 
is sufficiently small compared to the period of the 
modulating signal, and its repetition frequency is 
the same as the modulating frequency, the micro-
wave signal will be seeing the medium with effec-
tively constant parameters. If we vary the posi-
tion of the pulse relative to the start of the rise of 
field (i.e. relative to the time corresponding to the 
minimum of modulation envelope), and keep the 
repetition rate constant, we can measure the para-
meters at different points along the envelope of the 
modulated rf field, thereby following the variation 
of these parameters. 
The block diagram of the apparatus used is shown 
in Fig. 2. A glass tube of length 50 cm and dia-
meter 10 cm is placed between two copper plates 
and is evacuated to a pressure of few hundred 
microns by means of a vacuum pump. An rf 
oscillator (I) of about 1 kW power having a fre-
quency range 10-25 MHz, which is used for exciting 
the plasma, is connected across the plates. The 
rf voltage is amplitude modulated by audio fre-
quency generator (II) having a frequency range 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Thus the plasma ]:)roduced 
will have the periodically varying properties. The 
af generator voltage is applied simultaneously, to 
a two-stage over-driven amphfier (III) at the output 
of which, we get square waves having the same 
frequency and phase as those of the af generator. 
These square waves are applied to a differentiating 
and a clipping circuit (IV) so that we get sharp 
positive pulses. These positive pulses are used 
to trigger the cathode-coupled monostable multi-
vibratori' (V), at one of the plates of which we get 
square pulses whose gate width can be adjusted to a 
desired value, by varying the RC combination. 
These square pulses are applied to another differen-
tiating and clipping circuit (VI) which produces 
positively clipped sharp negative pulses. These 
pulses are delayed by an amount equal to the gate 
width of the square pulse produced by the cathode-
coupled multivibrator (V); the latter pulse width 
can be varied. These delayed negative pulses are 
used to trigger another cathode-coupled mono-
stable multivibrator (VII) which gives us delayed 
sharp positive square pulses of fixed pulse width. 
Since this delay time is equal to the gate width 
of the first cathode-coupled multivibrator (V), which 
is proportional to the RC combination in that 
circuit, this delay time could be varied by varying 
the plate-to-grid capacitance in the first cathode-
coupled multivibrator, and the delay time has been 
measured for various values of this capacitance by 
manual reset trigger and gating arrangement of 
Agrawal et al>^. Thus this whole combination from 
the first differentiating circuit to the last circuit (VII) 
acts so as to produce sharp square pulses at the 
niodulating frequency of the rf exciting field, at 
different times, which are governed by calibrated 
delay time, with respect to the rise of the field 
amplitude. Fig. 3 shows the waveforms at various 
points of this system. 
These delayed square pulses are used to modulate 
the microwave signal from the klystron oscillator, 
which now appears only during the period of the 
pulse. The rest of the microwave set-up is the 
usual simplest arrangement used for the measure-
ment of the' attenuation and phase shift caused 
by the plasma, and consists of a ferrite isolator, 
a frequency meter, two 20 db multihole directional 
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Fig. 3 — Waveforms at various stages in the delayed scanning 
set-up [Trf is the delay time between start of the rise of the rf 
amplitude envelope and the instant at which probing square 
pulse appears] 
couplers, a calibrated phase shifter, a calibrated 
attenuator, a standing wave indicator, a crystal 
detector and a low frequency oscilloscope. Now 
if the attenuation and phase shift of this pulsed 
microwave signal are measured, then we can cal-
culate plasma parameters at the instant the square 
pulse passes through the plasma, using standard 
formulae'*'. Since this pulse is very sharp, and 
the instants at which it passes through the plasma, 
with respect to the rise of the exciting rf field, can 
be varied by varying the delay time, we can 
measure the time-dependent plasma parameters at 
various instants. 
This technique is capable of measuring time-
dependent parameters of any periodically varying 
plasma medium. The experimental apparatus is 
quite simple and has been constructed using conven-
tional electronic components. The results of the 
measurements will be reported in a later communi-
cation. > 
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